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Abstract

This research illuminates the challenges of living well within one’s own family as a nurse caring for her own relative who is dying of a cancer-related illness. Developing a deeper awareness of the consequences of this caring work has been the central focus for inquiry in this research. Nursing requires epistemologies that encompass new ways of understanding how we live within our own families and communities and practice as nurses. The theoretical framework that guides this research interprets the French Philosopher Michel Foucault’s (1926-1984) critical history of thought as an ethical project for nursing. It uses conceptual tools developed in his later writing and interviews to draw attention to how discursive knowledge and practices constitute subjectivity in relations of truth, power and the self’s relation to the self. The first aspect of the analysis, landscapes of care examines the techniques of discourse as relations of power and knowledge that constitute nurse family members as subjects who have relationships with their own families and other health professionals. The second aspect analyses care of the self and others as self work undertaken to form the self as a particular kind of subject and achieve mastery over one’s thoughts and actions.

Nurses are called to care because they are present within their families with knowledge and expertise that makes a difference to how a dying relative experiences palliative care. Caring discourse positions nurses with responsibilities to their own; responsibilities that require sensitivity in knowing how to negotiate the relational spaces that constitute relationships with other family members and health professionals. Family discourse calls nurse family members to care as daughters, daughters-in-law, wives or mothers within normative understandings about the obligations that families have to care for their ill or dependent members. The discourse of expertise in knowing as a nurse positions nurse family members as interpreters of information for their families and observers who use their inside knowledge of how the health system works to watch over the ill person’s clinical care. This expertise, which becomes visible as the exercise of
professional authority in practising nursing, challenges the normative frameworks that classify and demarcate professional and lay roles in caring for the dying person.

As an exploration of the complex and contradictory subjectivities of the nurse family member, this research illuminates the forms and limits of nursing practice knowledge. It shows how nursing is practised, and the identity of the nurse is created, through intellectual, political and relational work, undertaken on the self in relation to others, as modes of ethical engagement. Within this ethical engagement, nurse family members work to transform the self into discursive subjects, with the knowledge, skills and other capacities that are necessary to honour their commitments and responsibilities for care of another person. The experience of caring for their own relative transforms nurse family members’ previously held values about how nurses ought to be with others in their professional work, creating a deeper sense of interest in and concern for the vulnerability of other people in palliative care.
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Chapter 1

Framing my curiosity

Curiosity is a vice that has been stigmatized in turn by Christianity, by philosophy, and even by a certain conception of science. Curiosity is seen as futility. However, I like the word; it suggests something quite different to me. It evokes “care”; it evokes the care one takes of what exists and what might exist ..... a readiness to find what surrounds us strange and odd; a certain determination to throw off familiar ways of thought and to look at the same things in a different way. (Foucault, 1984/1994 p. 325)

Foucault (1984/1994) saw philosophy as a way of reflecting on the values and beliefs that we hold to be important in how we live our lives and practise our professions. He believed that philosophy ought to be practised as ontology for the relation one has with oneself; an ethics of the self that provides techniques and strategies for people to govern themselves as active moral agents, where the search for one’s own wisdom and truth is a constant practice (Foucault, 1984a). Curiosity is a way of thinking that is concerned with care of the self and its inherent responsibility to free oneself from truths that dominate one’s thinking and choices about how to conduct oneself in the world. It requires an ability to withhold judgement about the truths that are presented to us in the knowledge about the world that we take for granted as self-evident. Instead an ethics of the self requires people to work on themselves to maintain an interest and inquisitiveness about how they find themselves positioned in events, conversations and relationships with others.

Framing my curiosity

The inspiration for this research was grounded in my curiosity about the experiences of other registered nurses who had, like me, been involved in palliative care for their own dying relatives. This doctoral research aims to create a space for other nurses to speak about their reflections on similar experiences and in doing so, unfold knowledge for
nursing about the unique challenges of living as a nurse within one’s own family and community. My interest in the topic for this research is concerned with the idea that, as a nurse, caring for a person who is dying from a cancer-related illness is quite an ordinary thing to do in our professional work. It is familiar; something we as nurses already know and understand (Ceci, 2003a). Similarly, caring for family members who are ill or dying is probably a relatively usual thing for women to do in the New Zealand social context when the need arises. Like other nurses I have found myself drawn into the care of my own relatives when they are ill (Hurliman, 2004; Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006; Monahan & Hopkins, 2002; Read, 2003; Rosenfeld, 2007; Ward-Griffin, 2004). While caring for others was so much a part of my world that knowing how to be with a dying relative was something that I did almost without thought, finding oneself positioned as a nurse family member was a new experience that was both frightening and intriguing.

As I entered early middle age a number of my close relatives were dying of cancer or needed care because of age-related illnesses, including my husband, parents and parents-in-law. The first of these relatives was my husband; Kevin, aged forty-five, was diagnosed with metastatic melanoma at the beginning of 1996 and died in October 1997. Inspired by Carolyn Ellis’ (2005) book *Final Negotiations*, I had written a thesis for a Masters degree in nursing as a ‘narrative of the self’ that documented a detailed exploration and analysis of this experience of caring for my husband (McClunie-Trust, 2000). This exploration of my own experience illustrated how I practised care of the self while situated in parallel and intertwining journeys of academic work, professional practice and the profound events in my personal life. The analysis of these stories showed me how I made this intertwining of my personal and professional lives habitable by coming to understand that my knowledge, experience and identity as a nurse had profoundly influenced my thinking and actions in caring for a dying relative.

I was involved in the events surrounding Kevin’s illness and dying, as someone who already had the knowledge, skills and capacities of a nurse. I found myself reaching into the depths of my nursing experience in response to Kevin’s, and my own, need for care as his illness progressed. What struck me during this time was both the degree to which nursing informed how I engaged with and responded to these events and the
expectations of other nurses and medical staff that I would participate in his care as a nurse. Kevin was often discharged from hospital early because the staff knew I was a nurse and would be able to manage his care until district nursing and other services were in place. The fact that he would have palliative care as an outpatient and die at home was something everyone involved in his care took for granted.

Nursing knowledge, and the ability to practise as a nurse, offered me a particular way of enduring (Morse, 1996) one of the most challenging experiences of my life. It gave me entry into life events and clinical situations with particular capacities; a specific kind of power to express my love and care given that I was already an experienced nurse who could not deny what I knew. Looking back, providing palliative care on a full time basis, albeit with the support of an excellent palliative care team, was an undertaking which I entered into thinking it was a very obvious thing for me to do. And yet, “What nurses know and do…. is view the world through the prism of ….human vulnerability and capture, in their glance, the dangers of the ordinary” (Gordon, 2002, p.59). As Gordon suggests, nurses encompass this vision in their ability to understand the complexity of illness and be with people in ways that are healing, comforting and supportive. This sense of ‘already knowing’ was present in my ability to know what to do and how to relate to people in particular ways, but caring for my husband also showed me that nursing knowledge is always partial in relation to the experience of life-threatening illness. My prior experience of caring for dying people in their own homes provided a vision of the sort of care that Kevin might need but it did not prepare me for my involvement in it as his wife. This was a different landscape.

I believe nurses have a long deep view of what it means to be human. Nurses are intimately involved with people facing illness and death in circumstances that most other people do not experience. They know how situations are likely to unfold and have some idea of the degree of emotional endurance that it takes to get through them for people, families and themselves. Nurses have to learn how to manage their own responses to the sometimes traumatic effects of the situations that they are involved in order to contain themselves in the face of such experiences, but I did not know what it meant to be the wife of a dying person until I experienced it. The loss experienced in the
death of a close family member is something nurses might be able to conceptualise but they do not have to live with the consequences of it. As Gadow (1995) suggests, one can conceptualise certain aspects of a landscape from a map, but knowledge of what it is like to live with life-threatening illness can only be gained from experiencing it oneself or with a loved one. Nursing knowledge might have afforded only a partial view but it created a particular kind of familiarity that helped to inform my understanding of what I was experiencing.

In certain respects, from my standpoint as a nurse, I already knew what a diagnosis of metastatic melanoma signified. Knowledge of pathology and my own nursing practice experience created a vision of the likely progression of this disease in Kevin’s body and the consequences of it. As clinical signs emerged on his body, I was able to interpret them. I could say that this knowing was both valuable and challenging. It was valuable because it gave me the capacity to understand how events were likely to unfold and prepare myself for the challenges they presented. On the other hand I could never ‘not know’ the consequences of this disease for his life and mine. But as Ceci (2000) suggests, “knowing is deciding” (p. 65). I knew I could choose how I engaged in representations of Kevin’s body as an object of scientific discourse. Scientific knowledge called me into being as a nurse; it informed my practice in moving and positioning him as the disease impacted on his ability to move and made him increasingly short of breath. It contributed to my clinical judgement in administering morphine via the various routes that it was prescribed and managing its side effects. I knew when to call the palliative care team to assist when complications occurred that were beyond my ability to manage, or when I chose to have someone else intervene.

Asking how we are related to what we think we know is an important task for nurses to consider (Ceci, 2000). Our social, cultural and physical worlds are interpreted from particular standpoints and things are meaningful to us only if we know how to interpret them. Our interpretations of what we experience in the world lead us back to ourselves “in a deeper, less innocent way” (Caputo, 1987, p. 97). Our interactions with the world are mediated by prior knowledge and experience that are always already situated within
particular social, temporal and geographic contexts. What we can see and the ways in which we make sense of things are both enabled and constrained by this situatedness. As Ceci suggests, if we understand that a range of ways of knowing about the world are available then it is possible to grasp the implications of particular points of view that we hold for nursing as a profession, the nurses who practise it and the people whose lives are mediated by it.

The research approach

This research examines the discourses that govern the conduct of nurses as family members in the clinical field of palliative care and explores how these nurses participate in and negotiate their subjectivities as family members and health professionals through discourse. It seeks to understand why certain discourses are dominant in the construction of knowledge about personal and professional identities and to consider the implications of these discourses for nurses who are required to negotiate the boundaries between them. It aims to trouble what we take as self-evident to critically evaluate contextual knowledge that might work to inform how nurses think about the challenges of living as a nurse within one’s own family and community. In order to do this work, the methodological approach for this research draws on Foucault’s (1984/1992; 1984/1990) later writing on ethics as a method of critical inquiry to analyse how nurse family members constitute themselves as subjects of the various discourses that call them to act in particular ways. The theoretical framework also uses Foucault’s later definition of discourse, as a site where knowledge and power intersect to create certain ways of speaking within a particular formation of knowledge (O’Farrell, 2005).

Foucault’s approach to ethics analyses the historical and cultural effects through which we construct ourselves as subjects of discourse. Using his theoretical tools, the concept of curiosity informs this critical inquiry to examine how female nurse family members constitute themselves as gendered subjects of the various discourses that are made available to them in the accounts they offer about their experiences of caring for a dying relative in palliative care. As stated earlier in this chapter, curiosity is understood as a way of thinking that is concerned with care of the self and its inherent responsibility to
free oneself from truths that dominate one’s thinking and choices about how to conduct oneself in the world (Foucault, 1984/1994). The first aspect of the analysis identifies the verbal traces of discursive knowledge and the effects of power relations that individualise, discipline and order the thinking and actions of nurse family members, and explores the points of resistance that are apparent in moments of tension that arise between the subject positions that they are called to occupy. The second aspect of analysis uses Foucault’s theoretical work on the subject in ethics, where he conceptualised the constitution of subjectivity as an ethical practice. The constitution of subjectivity is critically examined using the four elements that Foucault (1984a) developed as the ethical substance, mode of subjection, self-forming activities and telos of the work undertaken to create oneself as a subject of discourse. Other theoretical sources that interpret Foucault’s writing, including Butler (2002, 2005) and Cooper and Blair (2002) are also used to inform my interpretation of Foucault’s theoretical tools for the research.

The specific objectives for the research were to explore six female nurse family members’ experiences of caring for their own relatives in palliative care in order to

- analyse the subjectivities that are created through competing discursive positionings that arise in the text of the stories
- explore the subjectivities and relations of truth, power and self that are constituted by and constituent of knowing in competing discourses about caring within the family and professional practice
- give voice to subjugated knowledges that inform professional practice in the context of private space with one’s own family members
- consider how nurses negotiate the boundaries between self and professional practice and construct themselves as the nurse family member through practices of the self.
The research questions are framed as:

- What are the discourses that construct nurses and nursing and how do they show up in nurses’ stories?
- How do nurses negotiate the boundaries between their professional practice and personal lives while caring for their own family member in palliative care?

For the purpose of this research, a family member or relative is defined as someone related by blood, legal, cultural or other ties, or a person who is significant within the family of the nurse, such as a close family friend. A private space is that which is normally considered to be within the realm of the family or outside the public or professional gaze. Gender is understood as a way of representing the subject positions that are available to women within discourse (Ceci, 2004). It is used as an analytical category in this research to explore social norms about what women ought to do in given situations (Butler, 1990). While this research focuses on the experiences of women as particular kinds of discursive subjects, it does not seek to devalue the contribution that male nurse family members make to their families and communities.

**Rationale for the research approach**

Nursing has a need for new epistemologies to inform the development of knowledge for practice that occurs in increasingly complex informational, technological and cultural worlds. The knowledge that nurses use to inform their practice is a complex matrix of understandings derived from research and literature, professional experience acquired through clinical practice, and personal life (Higgs & Titchen, 2000). But personal knowledge is often undervalued in nursing, framed and dismissed as subjective and biased knowing. Will (2001) argues that life-informed knowledge has been excluded from nursing knowledge and the empirical knowing of scientifically constructed theories has been privileged in striving for professionalism. Consequently, nurses have been encouraged to separate their own experience of life, illness and suffering from the lives of people with whom they work in a professional capacity. Carper (1978) brought life experience back into nursing knowledge in her seminal work on patterns of knowing in
nursing. She encouraged nurses to value the differing patterns of knowing that arise from blending knowledge through scholarship, practice and experience. She made the nurse visible as a person within the context of her/his own life and learning.

Contemporary nursing needs epistemologies that encompass different ways of knowing and create new relations to the truths that inform what we know and influence how we come to know. Nurses require theoretical frames and conceptual processes to critique the norms that inform nursing practice, to seek deeper understandings of themselves and others beyond the discourses of science and economics that dominate contemporary health care (Georges, 2003). Research approaches that are influenced by postmodern thinking have the potential to construct multiple perspectives and broader conceptual frames for nursing enabling new and different analyses of nursing practice and relationships (Dzurec, 1989). These approaches surface alternative and potentially creative ideas that are derived from local histories containing previously excluded or disenfranchised knowledge. Where there is little known about a particular phenomenon these approaches may illuminate new avenues for further inquiry by problematising current theoretical approaches and interpretations (Porter, 1997). Foucault’s later work is important for this study because it enables an exploration of choices that nurses have made in wanting to ‘do the right thing’ while caring for their own family members in palliative care. This focus on subjectivity as an ethical relation to the self illustrates how the moral agency of the nurse is accomplished through the subjectivity of the self-as-nurse (Georges, 2005).

This exploration of moral agency of the self-as-nurse is important because as Gadow (1999) suggests, nursing is concerned with moral ends. Modes of subjection to ethical theory need to be explored and understood in ways that encompass the self as the connection between theory and practice (Georges, 2005). Universal ethical principles can disenfranchise both the nurse and the client because these discourses invest moral value in an act or outcome rather than in the ethical substance of a reflective and morally responsive subject. Conceptualising ethics as a practice of the self subjectivises the self-as-nurse with a critical relation to ethical discourse in the context of practice. While ethical codes can command caring, Gadow argues that engagement cannot be ordered by
principles. Caring addresses the nurse as a person situated with concern for the other within practices that have no neutral moral ground, because nursing practice already exists within value-laden and contested relations of truth.

Cody and Mitchell (2002) agree that the ability to articulate the ethical basis for practice is essential in contemporary health care environments that call nurses to account for who they are and what they do. Nursing is concerned with people’s rights, as individuals and communities, to live in the world and experience health and illness on their own terms. Nurses cannot participate effectively in supporting clients’ quality of life if they do not understand what values and beliefs influence clients and communities, and the sociopolitical factors that impact on their ability to live well. As Cody and Mitchell suggest, disparities between the values that nurses hold about their practice, and the capacities they have in enacting these values are mediated by the power of dominant discourses in health care that call nurses to practise in ways that are other than what they desire. This disparity between actual practice and their own beliefs about nursing is a potential source of dissonance for nurses who value themselves as ethical beings. For this reason, nurses need to recognise the moments when their own voices are silenced and the self-as-nurse is rewritten and coerced into knowing in alien ways (Georges, 2005).

**Negotiating professional boundaries**

In caring for their own relative, the nurse family member is positioned in an ambiguous space, betwixt and between professional and lay caring roles, with the need to define their own authority and responsibilities for care. The idea of negotiating professional boundaries is central to the research, as the site of struggle for knowledge that defines the professional authority and capacity to practise. Foucault (1982/2003a) argues that the practices one is required to conduct on the self within discourse potentially alienate the self from the self. The values and beliefs that construct the normative framework (Butler, 2005) for professional discourse create criteria for the inclusion of people who are eligible to practise the discourse, and the exclusion of those who are not. Furthermore, the rules that define what can be said in relation to what is held to be true
within the discourse limit what can be said about certain things (Kendall & Wickham, 1999). Professional discourse works to shape those who have earned the right to call themselves professional according to its rules, but this right divides the self from the self in that only certain representations of the self can be made visible. The most obvious of these distinctions is the professional/lay dividing practice, where knowledge that is not held to be authoritative is marginalised as “unrigorous, undisciplined and unprofessional” (Agger, 1992, p. 126). Expert knowledge and the ability to practise as a professional person define the difference between the provider and recipient of the service and in doing so mark out the territory that is encompassed by professional practice (Paterno-Taylor, 2002).

The professional relationship is bounded by lines that demarcate this difference in knowledge and skill and the conditions under which the relationship is practised. Professional norms construct this relationship as the means to deliver a service in ways that respects the autonomy and self-determination of the participants. It is typically shaped by distance, objectivity and the authority of professional expertise to define and manage problems on another person’s behalf (Mellow, 2005) and act in their best interests (Penfold, 1998). Boundaries are the primary concept used to define appropriate professional relationships. They are seen as one of the most important competencies for nursing in providing therapeutic frames for professional relationships (Paterno-Taylor, 2002). Therapeutic frames are seen to facilitate clarity of purpose within professional relationships, conserve physical and emotional energy and order the spaces between their professional work and private lives, and protect both the nurses and the people they work with (AARN, 2005; College and Association of Registered Nurses of Alberta, 2005; Nursing Board of Tasmania, 2005; Nurses Board of Victoria, 2007; Nursing Council of New Zealand, 2001; Nurses and Midwives Board New South Wales, 1999).

Boundaries are a site where discourse is practised in calling people to modify their own actions and those of others. Exclusion of those who are outside the normal “is an effect of power. It is a putting away”, (Hacking, 1986 p. 30) that signals transgression. Boundaries create expectations about the kind of trust, security and protection that clients using health services are entitled to (Martsolf, 2002; Morrissey, 1997; Sheets,
‘Crossing the line’, ‘overstepping the mark’ and ‘going over the top’ (Nurses and Midwives Board New South Wales, 1999) are metaphors that characterise inappropriate behaviour as boundary crossings. According to the Nurses and Midwives Board, New South Wales, a zone of helpfulness is characterised as a continuum of professional behaviour that is therapeutic. ‘Over involved’ behaviour is defined as caring about rather than caring for the client. The idea of over-involvement suggests an emotional investment in the relationship with the client with the potential to obstruct the therapeutic value of the professional relationship by allowing personal involvement to take priority over clinical judgement. Therapeutic relationships that cross boundary lines become ambiguous in ways that threaten the normative framework for the discourse of professionalism. In caring for her own relative, the nurse family member transgresses the limits set by these boundaries by constructing what is represented in the discourse of professionalism as a dual relationship.

The strength of normative frameworks in calling attention to boundary incursions arises partly from their connection with discourses of risk management (McLaughlin, 2003). Risk reduction requires the regulatory control of professionals by external bodies to arbitrate what is considered to be appropriate conduct (Kemshall, 2000). It brings the regulatory power of the law into play in ways that affirm or negate particular behaviour (Graham & Slee, 2005). While the importance of therapeutic integrity in protecting vulnerable populations cannot be denied (Peternelj-Taylor, 2002), the problem for nursing is that thinking in boundary terms creates dividing lines that close down rather than invite inquiry into the meaning and effects of rules that are expected to guide behaviour. Zubrzycki (2003, p.1) argues that the conceptualisations of professional boundaries as “narrow and cautionary, focusing on boundary incursions” limits creativity in relationships where professionals deal with the overlapping influences of their personal and professional lives.

Mellow (2005) also draws attention to how rural nurses, who live within the communities where they practise, have to manage situations where the lines are not so clearly drawn between their personal and professional lives. The emotional and geographical distance between these nurses and the clients they work with are reduced
when people are their neighbours or relatives, and while these relationships were challenging for the nurses and other professionals in Mellow’s study, the normative framework that defines professional conduct did not realistically help them to address the complexity of the situations that they experienced. Rural nurses are not able to compartmentalise their places within communities because they are under constant scrutiny (Miller, 1981) from those who live around them. The nurse caring for her own family member is similarly positioned within her own family even if not acting primarily in the professional role.

Nurses are called to care within their own families and communities as people who possess knowledge and expertise in caring for others. Boundaries are spaces where the inside and outside of our relationships are mediated; points of sensitivity and tension that might be experienced and negotiated (Nedelsky, 1991) in relation to, and with, others. In caring for their own relatives, nurse family members have already entered the discursive field of professionalism in a new way that destabilises the knowledge informing previous normative prescriptions for conduct, enabling other ways of knowing, thinking and acting to be explored and negotiated (Butler, 2005). Mellow (2005) suggests that it is possible that being professional may mean different things in different locations. Situations and relationships that create boundary transgressions can be managed ethically by carefully attending to power differentials and role conflicts (Brownlee, 1996).

**Transgressions and limits**

This idea of boundary transgressions and limits came alive for me one day while I was driving to visit my elderly mother. One of my siblings had phoned early that morning in February 2007 and asked me to visit her because she was feeling quite unwell. In these circumstances I am never just a daughter. I bring professional knowledge and assessment skills to my visit with her, and take responsibility for knowing when to call the doctor. I was also in the midst of data collection for this research and had spent a great deal of time thinking about nurses’ relationships with their family members, particularly the call to care that I was currently experiencing. While driving, I heard a radio interview with a New Zealand nurse turned euthanasia campaigner, and the Chief
Executive of the Nursing Council of New Zealand, Marion Clark (Radio New Zealand, 2007). In 2003, intensive care nurse Lesley Martin was convicted of the attempted murder of her terminally ill mother following the disclosure of actions that she maintained were intended to accelerate her mother’s death.

A recent High Court ruling had seen Martin struck off the register of nurses following her conviction and subsequent imprisonment in 2003. She argued that she had acted as a daughter in caring for her mother, and not in a professional capacity as a nurse. Marion Clark stated that Martin’s removal from the register of nurses was important to protect the nursing profession’s reputation and ensure that the New Zealand public had confidence that nurses would uphold the sanctity of human life. Despite her claim to be acting solely in the role of a daughter, the Nursing Council’s view was that she had used her nursing experience and skills and was in fact nursing her mother. She was answerable for her conduct in this matter under the Crimes Act 1961, but as a nurse, was also subject to the extraordinary responsibilities of being ‘fit and proper’ and competent to practise as a professional person within the regulatory requirements of the Health Practitioners Competence Assurance Act (HPCA Act\(^1\) 2003. The key factor in this decision to revoke her registration was her fitness to practise in the light of such a serious conviction and the lack of remorse shown for her actions. Martin had stated that she would act in the same way again in similar circumstances (NZNO, 2007). Marion Clark stated in this radio interview that the public needed to have confidence that nurses would uphold the sanctity of human life (Radio New Zealand, 2007).

This case is relevant to this research in that it shows how caring for a family member as a nurse/relative is a complex, difficult to negotiate and sometimes, professionally onerous activity. It illuminates the boundaries of the professional self through an act of transgression that placed Martin outside norms about what constitutes professional conduct. Transgression is an action that shows the limits or lines of the boundary and “forces the limit to face the fact of its imminent disappearance, to find itself in what it

---

\(^1\) The HPCA Act 2003 provides the regulatory framework for all health professions in New Zealand. The principal purpose of the Act is to protect the health and safety of health care consumers through mechanisms that ensure health professionals are competent to practise.
excludes” (Foucault, 1963/2003 p. 446). The Nursing Council of New Zealand reinforced the limits of professional conduct by deregistering Martin and excluding her from the profession on the basis of public confidence in nursing. In doing so, the Council has highlighted the registered nurse’s regulatory responsibilities in always being accountable for practice, whether that practice occurs as part of paid employment or in a voluntary capacity within one’s own family or community.

Nurses are drawn to use their professional knowledge and skills to care for their own relatives and may be encouraged to do so by other health professionals and family members (Ward-Griffin, 2004). However, the nurse who is called to care for their own relative exists in a marginal professional space without the authority of the nurse assigned to a case within a work role, and as such practises in an ambivalent space where lines about responsibilities are not always clearly drawn. As a nurse, I find myself drawn to interpret my mother’s health events in the light of my clinical knowledge but seeking appropriate health care for her, as an elderly person, is sometimes a struggle. I have often found myself pulled into the gap between the care that the health care service provides and that which she actually needs. This interview about Lesley Martin’s case highlighted my concerns about being involved with my mother as a nurse, sometimes by default, because there is no health professional with constant oversight of her care. On occasions when I have expressed concern over this complex positioning as a nurse and daughter to other health professionals, I have felt ‘disciplined’; pushed away from using my clinical knowledge, but at the same time expected to fill gaps in the provision of health services.

Professional and public perceptions of how nurses are positioned within their own families and communities often lack understanding about the reality of nurses’ lives; both in being drawn to care for other people and the encouragement they receive from others to do so.

Donald Stevens QC, defence lawyer for Martin stated that Martin “should never have been left to look after her mother because she was too close to her mother”. He suggests that “one of the principles of palliative care is that a health
professional should not be expected to look after his or her loved one (The Dominion Post, 2004).

This statement shows how the normative framework for professional discourse constitutes nursing relationships in ways that establish the limits of possible action and thought (Ceci, 2003b) about caring for family members as a nurse. It draws attention to the idea of dual relationships as relationships that transgress professional norms, positioning the nurse-relative as a lay person who ought to divide the professional from the personal self. The division between the personal and professional invites nurses to separate their lives into public and private spheres, where women as family caregivers are relegated to the private domain of the family. This separation simplifies and reduces complex relationships into two discrete environments (Gerson & Peiss, 2004), which reinforce norms about professionalism as a universal standard rather than allowing for the negotiation of boundaries as permeable and flexible entities. On the one hand the nurse as the family caregiver might be encouraged to participate in their own relative’s care beyond the capacity of the lay person, but on the other s/he is constrained by a lack of authority to speak as a nurse in the public sphere.

**Lay and professional caring**

The nurse may be invited to participate in the care of their own family member but at the same time find themselves contained by other people’s assumptions about what constitutes and differentiates lay caring from professional nursing practice. Boundaries between lay caring and professional nursing practice are by no means clear and may be subject to negotiation with families in the context of care (Pickard, Jacobs & Kirk, 2003). In recent times of fiscal restraint in health care services and health policies that emphasise health care at home (Ward-Griffin & Marshall, 2003), some aspects of nursing are transferred from professional nursing roles into unpaid family caregiving ‘amateur nurse’ roles (Glazer, 1990). This means that family caregivers are likely to be asked to undertake practices that have been traditionally considered to be within the realm of professional care. Pickard et al. found that lay carers in their British study were involved in complex health tasks that went beyond those usually associated with normative caring within families. Ties of duty and reciprocity, and perhaps the desire to
keep their relative at home, encouraged these caregivers to engage in tasks that were far in advance of what they had previously considered themselves capable of doing.

The differentiation between skilled and unskilled caring fades in the light of learning complex skills but an epistemological divide remains between formal and informal caring systems. Nurses acting within their professional role retain the power to negotiate more complex caring activities with families (Pickard et al, 2003; Ward-Griffin & Marshall, 2003). Nurses are professionally accountable for the tasks delegated to the ‘amateur nurse’ within the family (Nurses’ Association of New Brunswick, 2002) and the appropriateness of this delegation within a given context. Pickard et al. found that the knowledge of lay caregivers was interpreted by health professionals as experiential and individual as opposed to the propositional and generalisable knowledge that is the hallmark of professional practice. While lay carers might become skilled in particular procedures, they do not necessarily have holistic knowledge of the broader context of the client’s situation. The nurse acting in the professional role retains responsibility for health assessment, and overall planning and supervision of care.

The simultaneous positioning of the nurse as a family member, who is both inside and outside the professional role, challenges the limits of family caring within these lay boundaries. The nurse as a family member has the capacity to step across this epistemological divide between formal and informal systems of care by exercising her/his capacity for clinical judgement. While this judgement may be seen as clouded by emotional involvement with the client or ill person, it potentially inserts the nurse as a family member into clinical situations in ways that may challenge the power of the nurse who is acting in the professional role. Furthermore, as Marion Clark (Radio New Zealand, 2007) suggested in the case of Lesley Martin, all nurses are subject to the regulatory requirements of the HPCA Act 2003 to practise competently, even when acting in situations that primarily involve a voluntary or informal role. This means that nurses functioning in any capacity are likely to be held accountable for a standard of practice that represents the level of skill and the registration they possess (Vermont State Board of Nursing, 2003). The point here is that the nurse family member is not necessarily visible as a nurse because s/he is not practising in a formal role (Ward-
Griffin & Marshall, 2003). And yet despite any real authority to practise professionally in this ‘informal’ space, nurses remain accountable for their practice within the context of family caregiving. This is something that of itself is in need of explanation (Ceci, 2004).

**Significance of the study**

This research explores an issue that has implications for the professional practice and employment of nurses. The demands of family caregiving have been shown to impact on nurses’ work role capacities and choices in paid employment (Gryzwacz, Frone, Brewer & Kovner, 2006; Rosenfeld, 2007 Scott, Hwang & Rogers, 2006). It is argued as one of the main reasons that nurses reduce their hours of employment, change work settings or leave nursing (Gould & Fontenla, 2006; Hurliman, 2004; Reineck & Furino, 2005). New Zealand Health workforce data show that of the 34,660 registered nurses actively practising, 90.9% are female and 64% are aged over 40 years. The largest concentration of nurses (73 percent) is aged between 30 and 50 years old. Half of all actively practising nurses work close to or over fulltime hours per week (NZ Health Information Service, 2004). Most care family caregivers, including nurses, are female and middle-aged (Frederick & Fast, 1999), with responsibilities to both children and parents (Brody, 1990). This means that family caregiving may be an important factor for workforce planning as particularly middle-aged nurses reduce hours in paid employment or leave work altogether to manage multiple work and family commitments.

This research is also an important project for nursing because there is little research on how nurses negotiate the boundaries between the knowledge and skills they acquire in professional practice and how they live within their own families and communities. Nurses who care for their own family members transgress the limits of normative frameworks that guide nursing practice. In doing so, they demarcate and illuminate these limits as sites of interest for the profession to critique the relation to the professional codes that it expects its members to take up as their own. Researching the moral agency of nurses is a relevant task for nursing as a profession that is concerned with moral ends and social justice (Gadow, 1999). Knowledge about what kind of people nurses are, and
how they practise and live in the world, requires interrogation about the kind of self it requires us to be. The stories we tell about ourselves and our relationships with other people show what kind of persons we wish to be and how we work on ourselves to become ethical. The analysis of stories about caring for a relative as a nurse family member has the potential to challenge existing interpretations about what constitutes ethical conduct as a nurse by inviting nurses and other people to think critically about how they apply rules of conduct in the relationships they have with themselves and others. New knowledge about this topic might help to free other nurses to act according to their own ethics; to be able to practise an ethical relation to themselves, the profession and their family members and to be able to live well within the experience of caring for others.

**The structure of the thesis**

This chapter has set out the historical positionings for the research as grounded in my curiosity about the experience of caring for a relative in palliative care. It introduces the reader to the central ideas that arose from reflections on events involving the care of relatives in my own family, which have informed my curiosity about the experience of other nurses in similar situations. As a nurse, there is a sense of ‘already knowing’ that informs one’s involvement in an illness event with one’s own family member, but this knowing is in some ways out of place. It constructs new and complex subjectivities as the nurse family member that are difficult to negotiate and sometimes professionally onerous, given that the boundaries between lay and professional caring, and professional accountability for practice, are not always clearly defined for the nurse as a family member. The following chapter presents the theoretical positionings for the research, using ideas that have been derived from conceptual tools that the French philosopher Michel Foucault (1926-1984) developed in his later writing and interviews. The discussion explores how, as a critical history of thought, Foucault’s philosophy draws attention to the historical fields of knowledge that constitute subjectivity in relations of truth, power and the self’s relation to the self. The theoretical positionings for this research use aspects of Cooper and Blair’s (2002) interpretation of Foucault’s
conceptualisation of how subjectivity is constituted through the self’s relation to the self, as a conceptual lens to guide the research process.

Chapter Three explores contextual representations of family caring in analysing the literature that informs the professional, social, political and cultural landscapes of the nurse’s ‘call to care’. It offers a critical analysis of representations of nursing and lay subjectivities in the literature that inform nursing, palliative care, and lay or home care in New Zealand as well as drawing on relevant literature on these topics from the global context. The discussion in this chapter explores the historical emergence of nursing subjectivities that have constructed caring within professional discourse, which classify and divide subjects, and recognises them as professional or not on the basis of their knowledge and skill. The call to care is examined as an effect of the relational sets of rights and relationships, and their inherent obligations that position women and nurses in particular in family discourse as subjects who are responsible for the care of ill relatives. The influence of health policy in constructing a discourse of informal family care in palliative care is also explored as a contributing factor in calling the nurse family member to fill the gaps between their ill relative’s need for care and the health services that are available.

Methodological considerations for the research are explained in Chapter Four as the strategies I have developed to operationalise analytical techniques derived from Foucault’s (1984a) ideas about how subjectivity is constituted through the self’s relation to the self in discourse. The discussion of methodological considerations argues that nursing requires epistemologies that encompass new relations to the truths that define what we know and inform how we practise as nurses. The approach to data analysis had two aspects that focused on how the participants came to constitute themselves as subjects of the discourses that were available to them as nurse family members. The first aspect, landscapes of care examined the techniques of discourse, or the relations of power and knowledge, that worked to constitute the participants’ subjectivities as nurse family members who have relationships with their own families and other health professionals. The second aspect analysed care of the self and others as the self-work undertaken to form the self as a particular kind of subject and achieve mastery over
one’s thoughts and actions. Ethical considerations for the research are identified in the process of seeking ethical approval from the Victoria University of Wellington Human Ethics Committee and managing ethical challenges that were experienced in conducting sensitive qualitative research with participants who had the potential to re-experience the emotional distress of losing a loved one in telling their stories for the research. These considerations also included managing the potential for my own emotional responses to working with the participant’s stories.

Chapter Five presents an analysis of the first storyline that appeared in the landscape of care, which was conceptualised as the discursive knowledge and practices that constituted the nurse family member’s call to care for their own relative. The analysis in this chapter identifies the discourses that became visible in the participants’ stories and examines how they engaged with the call to care to become subjectivised in the discourses of caring, family and expertise in knowing as a nurse. Care of the self and others is explained as an effect of the self-forming activities that the participants performed as the ethical substance of intellectual, political and relational work that constitutes the subjectivity of the nurse family member. In this process of transforming themselves with modes of subjection as particular kinds of relation to the self in discourse, nurse family members created their own authority to speak about and practise nursing within their own families. However, the analysis also shows how the relation to self that subjectivises them as nurse family members also sets them apart from their own family members and positions them uniquely in relation to other health professionals.

Negotiating boundaries was the second storyline to emerge in the landscape of care that became apparent as the limits that are negotiated at the margins of ‘normal’ subjectivity. This is the focus of Chapter Six. The analysis of the participants’ stories shows how subjectivity of the nurse family member is constituted through ‘re-making’ the self’s relation to the normative frameworks that classify and demarcate professional and lay roles in discourses on caring, family and professionalism. These classifications establish the limits for the relation to normative frameworks that define limits for inclusion and exclusion, classifying the subject according to their conformity. Degrees of normality are expressed in practice as normalising judgement that calls the nurse family member
to account for themselves according to the limits that characterise professional and lay subjectivities and formal and informal care. The tensions between professional authority and care that is delegated to families by health professionals are analysed as an effect of the subjectivity of the nurse family member, who is positioned with knowledge and skills that extend beyond the usual capacities of lay carers or other family members. Returning to work creates further tensions as the nurse family member finds that there is no return to the subjectivity of the former self. The ‘re-making’ of the relation to the self in practising as a nurse becomes a priority in care of the self in attempting to reform a new modes of subjection to professional discourse.

The final chapter reflects on limits and possibilities in summarising the findings and implications of the research. The ideas surfaced from the discussion of limits and possibilities are examined for their potential to conceptualise an ethical framework for care of the self as intellectual, political and relational work. The implications of the findings of the research for professional self-governance of individual nurses and nursing as a professional community are considered in relation to the discursive knowledge and practices that inform and regulate practice. Limitations of the research are offered as reflections on the positioning of it as a qualitative study that locates its findings within a particular practice context and geographical location. These limitations are explored as points of departure for new opportunities for critical inquiry on the relationships between nurses, their families and the professional and regulatory discourses that construct normative frameworks for nursing practice.
Chapter 2

Theoretical positionings

Introduction
The theoretical framework for this research draws on later writing of Michel Foucault (1926-1984). As a critical history of thought, Foucault’s project encourages us to think differently and to understand that things can be otherwise than how we find them. His work maps historical fields of knowledge and draws attention to historical productions of the self that can be used to examine current issues and concerns (Besley, 2005). For Foucault, social justice as a concern with the capacity for people to exercise choice is an essential element of any critique of social relations. It constitutes a particular kind of ethical deliberation of the effects of one’s actions on others and others actions on the self (O’Farrell, 2005). Ethics, subjectivity and social justice are central concerns in this research, which seeks to understand how nurses come to know themselves as nurses and family members, and recognise the responsibilities that arise from these complex and sometimes contradictory subject positionings that call them to act in particular ways.

The means through which people come to recognise themselves and their professional and moral obligations is an important ethical consideration in critical inquiry for nursing because nurses need to be aware of how they are situated in social contexts and construct themselves through their relationships with clients, their own family members and other health professionals. The bipolarity of thinking in medicine that classifies and juxtaposes the normal and the pathological (Foucault, 1973) has constructed a particular kind of gaze in health care; one that extends the normalisation and regulation of users of health services to include those providing the service. As health professionals, nurses are expected to be particular kinds of people whose actions represent the norms of professionalism and it is this relationship between nurses and the relations of power that
construct their subjectivity that is the focus for this inquiry. As Boutain (2005) suggests, nursing has been inclined to focus on the individual rather than the social conditions that work to constitute both health and illness and our experience of the health care environment. Nursing requires theoretical tools and practices of critical inquiry to refocus its gaze on how the individual nurse’s agency and discursively constructed subject positions intersect within the relationships and practices that play out in health care settings (Allen & Hardin, 2001; Crowe, 2005).

This research draws on theoretical tools developed in Foucault’s work on ethics and subjectivity to examine the knowledge and practices that shape new subjectivities and constructions of the self for the nurse as a family member who engages in the care of her own relative. The theoretical positionings for the research focus on the idea of reflexivity recognising that how we know arises from relationships between the knower and what is known. Knowledge is always already situated within particular historical perspectives and normative values about what counts as reliable ways of speaking and acting within a specific discourse (Bonner, 2001). Our experience of the social world is interpreted in the light of these relationships between what we know and how we know it, and in relation to the sort of expectations that we have of ourselves and the demands that others make on us within our communities of practice and family circumstances. In exploring the self’s relation to the self, the analysis in this research seeks to understand how the nurse family member, in turning a professional gaze across her own family members, constructs new relations of the self to the self, and in doing so, transforms herself as a subject of discourse (Carolan, 2005).

This ability to transform the self’s relation to the self requires new ways of thinking about and relating to accepted boundaries for knowledge and practice within our social and professional worlds. The ability to negotiate one’s own participation in the normative practices of established social orders relies on a capacity to reflect on one’s actions and the conditions under which we have come to consider that certain ways of acting are appropriate (Danaher, Shirato & Webb, 2000). This capacity for reflection
and critique and the ability to ‘sculpt’ the self in certain ways (Peters, 2005) is what Foucault meant by freedom as the ontological condition of ethics (Foucault, 1984/2003); the means to make our own subjectivity the object of self-reflexive thought and to transform ourselves through the choices we make in everyday conversation and action. This chapter explores the significance of Foucault’s conceptualisation of the relations of knowledge and the self to the self in framing nursing inquiry. The discussion examines the importance and relevance of these theoretical perspectives in providing conceptual tools to examine the stories nurse family members tell about themselves, the consequences of fulfilling obligations to their families and profession, and relations of power involved in the choices they make. Butler’s (1990) analysis of how people come to constitute themselves as discursive subjects provides some further elaborations of Foucault’s thinking, particularly her writing on normative prescriptions for gendered conduct.

**Thinking and the unthought**

When external referents are no longer available as a means to legitimise knowledge claims, persuasion must replace logic (Kvale, 1997). Persuading others of the importance of particular knowledge claims calls for a particular kind of self-consciousness about the partial nature of one’s own theoretical positionings and the potential consequences of our ideas (Blacker, 1998). As a nurse exploring Foucault’s writing and attempting to shape his ideas as a theoretical framework for nursing inquiry, I have longed for some certainty about how the world is organised and firm ground to stand upon in making knowledge claims. This is precisely what Foucault’s writing suggests I cannot do; stand within certain essential truths as lighting a path to knowledge of the world in transparent and eternal ways (Foucault, 2003c). He argued that scientific methods can be appropriate to conceptualise concrete elements of the natural world but they are not sufficient to explain the breadth and diversity of human activity in the social world. In challenging the modernist notion of value-free science, Foucault calls our attention to the political nature of knowing and the constitutive relationships between knowledge, power and subjectivity.
The theoretical positionings for this research, generally speaking, take a postmodern approach in terms of conceptualising modernism as concerned with thinking and postmodernism with what is unthought (Hoy, 1991). In broad terms, postmodernism refers to groups of diverse ideas or ways of thinking that challenge the assumptions of modernist thinking. Postmodern thought problematises progressive and linear interpretations of history, generalised categories of knowledge, and reason as the key to effective action and emancipation (Cheek, 2000). It refutes the social coherence and progress that are hallmarks of modernist societies, instead recognising and respecting diversity, plurality and social discontinuity (Bauman, 1992). In doing so, postmodern thinking challenges the convictions of modernist knowledge claims, such as mastery over nature, and progressive movement toward a utopian freedom (Tarnas, 1991) proposing instead diverse ways of understanding human experience and knowing about the world.

Hoy (1991, p. 15) uses the metaphor of spinning a web to conceptualise the shift from modernist ways of thinking to Foucault’s attempt to reflect on the unthought. As Hoy suggests, “knowledge is not the progressive discovery of the nature of the things themselves, but the spinning of ever more subtle webs of beliefs and practices”. In conceptualising this web, the positivist might want to chart the spatial dimensions of it and categorise the spider according to known species. The spider would know it is a spider because external referents in empirical knowledge define it as such. And if for Kant, a spider’s web is the product of its own experience and representative of its ability to know itself in the world, then the spider’s web might at first glance be seen to emancipate the spider because it is an effect of its existence; an expression of its life and labour. But Foucault might have said that the spider is not really free. The web confines and imprisons its ability to think because it cannot live without nor conceive of a world beyond the web. In short, it does not know how it knows what it knows. While knowledge might feel enabling, and is productive of labour, life and language, knowing is always limited and partial. It is constructed within a web of comprehension that is
surrounded on all sides by the shadow of the unthought (Foucault, 1966/1970); that is, the power that conditions knowledge (Hoy, 1991).

The relations between the knower and the known, knowledge and power, and the self and other are central concepts in Foucault’s project. By this he meant that we are not transparent to ourselves as the Cartesian subject was held to be, because the assumptions, social practices and relations of power that influence us are not always apparent in our thinking. There is no essential essence of the self that can be interpreted through experience because we cannot necessarily know the unthought that lies beyond the horizon of our perception (Hoy, 1991). The important difference that I see between the modern and postmodern subject dwells in how to think the unthought, because as Hoy suggests, if reflection and self knowledge are characteristic of modern thought, Foucault’s approach requires us to practise knowing differently. He would have us not only reflect on our experiences but most importantly, transform our relationship with that upon which we reflect, and thus our relation to ourselves. In Foucault’s terms, the mode of enlightenment thinking that equates reason with emancipation (Best & Kellner, 1991) is no longer sufficient, ethically or conceptually, to explain ourselves in terms of what we do not understand and cannot see.

Situating Foucault’s critical history of thought
Foucault’s later work is generally positioned as postmodern because he resists enlightenment thinking, offering instead an understanding of the constitutive relationship between knowledge, power and subjectivity. In his terms, what counts as true and false is the result of complex, contestable and contingent processes and relationships in the constitution of knowledge (Hoy, 1991). But I am ambivalent about naming Foucault a postmodern thinker as he himself sought to resist such classifications as modernist strategies to define and categorise knowledge within its own episteme (Foucault, 1983/1998). Whether his analytical approaches were modern or postmodern, structural or poststructural is a point that has been debated. Hoy suggests that Foucault himself never accepted the label postmodern as he saw these terms as too simplistic in explaining the transformation in thinking that the “recasting of the subject” (Foucault, p.
448) from an essentialist humanistic position might have signified. He believed his project might better be described as a critical history of thought; an analysis of the conditions under which subjectivity is produced in the interplay between the relations of power and knowledge. Hoy writes that Foucault did not embrace the idea of postmodernity in his writing, suggesting that we should not think our time in history as the point where one thing ends and another thing begins. That is, modernity should not be thought as a distinct period that comes between the premodern and the postmodern; rather we should be concerned with the attitudes that have shaped and challenged dominant cultures over time.

Foucault (1998) considered that his approach to a critical history of thought was best used as an eclectic ‘tool box’ for critical inquiry. There are three distinct periods in his writing that represent both shifts and continuities in his thinking. *The Order of Things* and *The Archaeology of Knowledge* were concerned with how people form themselves as subjects of knowledge. These two texts represent Foucault’s quasi-structuralist phase while the genealogical method used in *Discipline and Punish*, which examined how power is exercised by the subject to act on others, is more consistent with postmodern thinking. Genealogy in this sense is concerned with the social practices that contextualise language; in particular the relationships between discursive disciplines and social power (Hoy, 1991). The ethics of existence in his later works on sexuality explore the relation of the self to the self in terms of how people work on themselves to practise morality in living their lives (O’Farrell, 2005).

Hoy (1991) notes Foucault’s claim that the ethics of existence, in terms of “how human subjects and their historically variant subjectivities are constituted either by unthought social practices and discourses or by not completely thought-out ethical self fashionings” (p.27), have been a central and consistent concern throughout his work. In designing a theoretical framework for research, it is more helpful to focus on the shifts in emphasis and perspective around subjectivity rather than what appear to be radical breaks in Foucault’s work (Allen, 2003). As O’Farrell (2005) suggests, Foucault saw his writing as a work in progress where writing and speaking reflected his thoughts about
how things could be conceptualised; an autobiographical work in the sense that his ideas reflected concerns in life. He believed that discourses are constantly reinvented and that no writer can expect their ideas to exist through time without modification and interpretation (Foucault, 1981/2003).

**Subjectivity**

Subjectivity can be conceptualised as “an emergent property of a historicized experience”, (Alcoff, 1988 p. 431) where the categories of woman and nurse become points of departure emerging from the shifting cultural, political and social contexts in which they are embedded. While the theoretical positionings for this research focus on Foucault’s later work on the aesthetics of existence, consideration of his prior work on subjectivity is useful in understanding how he came to his later conceptualisations about the relationships between knowledge, power and the subject. He describes his critical history of thought as “an analysis of the conditions under which certain relations of the subject to object are formed or modified, insofar as those relations constitute a possible knowledge...” (Foucault, 1998, p. 450). In this sense, the term subject has two meanings, first as being subject to someone else through control or dependence and secondly, subject to oneself through self knowledge (Foucault, 1982/2003b). Using different conceptual strategies over time, he sought to examine the historical means and relationships through which human beings are made subjects of knowledge. He explains these different approaches in his essay on *The subject and power.*

My objective.... has been to create a history of the different modes by which, in our culture, human beings are made subjects. My work has dealt with three modes of objectification that transform human beings into subjects. The first is the modes of inquiry that try to give themselves the status of sciences.... In the second part of my work, I have studied the objectivising of the subject in what I shall call “dividing practices”. The subject is either divided from him-self or divided from others. This process objectivises him.... Finally, I have sought to study .... the way a human being turns him – or herself into a subject.... have learned to recognise themselves as subjects.... (Foucault, 1982/2003b, p. 126).
Following Foucault then, subjectivity, or our sense of ourselves, can be thought of as socially and historically constructed though discourse and always in the process of being reconstituted as we think and speak. It is precarious and contradictory; the site of conflict and disunity as an effect of multiple and conflicting simultaneous positionings in discourses (Weedon, 1987). Archaeology conceptualised the subject as dispersed in discourse, while genealogy analysed the constitution of the subject in discourse. The ethical analysis of care of the self explored the subject constituted in practice (St. Pierre, 2001). These different conceptualisations of the subject from the three periods in Foucault’s work are explained in the following sections on archaeology as the relation to the truth, genealogy as the relation to power and ethics as the self’s relation to the self.

*The subject in archaeology – the relation to truth*

In his later archaeological work *The Order of Things*, Foucault presents the subject as a construct that is dispersed in discourse and the object of modern scientific investigation. The subject becomes an entity constituted through external forces as an effect of language, history and practice, albeit with the potential to resist and remake this construction. The conditions of possibility for knowledge formation are examined to show how specific rules operate to include or exclude particular ways of speaking and acting within discourse, as fundamental codes of a culture (Best & Kellner, 1991). From the seventeenth century, modernist thinking reconfigured knowledge from resemblances in the premodern age into discourses that arranged representations of the world in logical order around identity and difference (O’Farrell, 2005). *The Archaeology of Knowledge* showed how the episteme, or theoretical structures or systems ordering knowledge within a given society, could be seen in historical artefacts. Foucault saw that all aspects of human behaviour were ordered within these epistemes and this ordering was always already limited and contingent upon a particular context and subject to challenge from coexisting orders (Foucault, 1966/1970). Even though some ideas would have been scandalous in their time, the present ordering of thought in western societies has become so much part of our landscape of knowledge that its historical construction and effects are no longer visible to us. Foucault argued that ideas
that are thought to have been universal and seemingly eternal have resulted from “very precise historical changes” (Foucault, 1988, p. 11).

Foucault was interested in the gaps or inconsistencies between social histories and the history of ideas. As he suggested in an interview with Martin (Foucault, 1988, p. 14)

Social historians are supposed to describe how people act without thinking, and historians of ideas are supposed to describe how people think without acting.... the way people act or react is linked to a way of thinking, and of course thinking is related to tradition.

In his examination of sites of discursive practice and their subsequent breakdown, Foucault wanted to show how systems of representation between words and objects change over time, creating new traditions. His idea of differential analysis sought the demarcation points among systems of representation to identify their effects and the differences and intersections between them (O’Farrrell, 2005). He employed the idea of discontinuity to show that in the shift from one episteme to another, things become perceived or known differently (Best & Kellner, 1991). At the point of discontinuity, something new can be seen; a new order with specific kinds of vision and different arrangements of knowledge, which closed off other ways of thinking and acting. Systems of representation, such as the use of particular words to convey the meaning of an object, are unique to an order and make things visible in specific ways (Kendall & Wickham, 1999). Recognition of these historical changes and their effects allows an appreciation of how certain things have taken shape as objects of knowledge and come to be constituted as normal and natural when these shapes are often the outcome of quite random occurrences (Foucault, 1983/1998). Understanding the random construction of these shapes and occurrences in how people have come to know, relate to and value their world, creates the freedom to see things differently.

This interpretation of structures and systems of knowledge and practice had some similarities with the ‘structuralism’ that took hold in post-World War Two intellectual
writing in France. Structuralism, as practised by writers such as Levi-Strauss, Saussure, Barthes and Althusser, was a radically new way of thinking about the social construction of societies at a time when new ideas were needed to create alternative social worlds from the values and beliefs that had permitted the development of Nazi Germany in Europe (Foucault, 1980/2000). Structuralism rejected the universal Cartesian subject as the centre of human consciousness and existence and sought instead to examine the relationships between particular things and their structures that systematised knowledge, language, culture and societal practices. The major difference with Foucault’s approach was that he did not seek to establish a theoretical model that could be universally applied to different situations in a predictive or propositional sense (O’Farrell, 2005).

The subject in genealogy – the relation to power

Genealogy has a wider scope than archaeology in terms of being concerned with how subjectivity is constituted in discourse “through a multiplicity of organisms, forces, energies, desires, thoughts” (Foucault, 1980a, p. 105). In moving away from the juridical forms of power that had conceptualised the subject within sovereign or legal models, Foucault looked for a way of showing how power is legitimated at a micro social and political level, what Blacker (1998) calls the ‘worm’s eye view’. He was interested in the historical circumstances where the effects of power come into being and work to construct the subject in specific ways (Foucault, 1982/2003b). Foucault saw that a new way of thinking about power was needed to conceptualise the links between specific rationalities and the relations of power within fields of human experience; a conceptualisation that located resistance to different forms of power as its point of entry for analysis, to “bring to light power relations, locate their position, find out their point of application and the methods used” (Foucault, p. 128). In other words, to analyse how subject to object relations in discourse are shaped and modified within relations of power, or the antagonism of strategies, as Foucault termed it, to constitute knowing.

The genealogical approach undertakes a history of the present, using history as a way of diagnosing the present to disturb assumptions about what we take for granted in our knowing, what we know and how we have come know it (Kendall & Wickham, 1999).
Using methods of suspicion and critique, it unsettles our familiar postures of knowing (Hook, 2005), making problematic what has previously been regarded as unproblematic, common sense and normal (Blacker, 1998). As Foucault (1998) suggests,

the problem is to determine what the subject must be, to what condition is he subject, what status he must have, what position he must occupy in reality or in the imagination, in order to become a legitimate subject of this or that type of knowledge (p.459).

By this he means that in order to study fields of knowledge and practice that construct particular kinds of subjectivities, we must find what perspectives have been subjugated or excluded from them, and on what terms and in whose interests other perspectives have been legitimated (Meadmore, Hatcher & McWilliam, 2000). Thus genealogy is a mode of critique that offers a set of suspicions about our relationship to objects of knowledge and the methods of knowledge construction that produced them (Hook, 2005). Its purpose is to produce an analysis that accounts for subjectivities that have been produced within historical frameworks and their particular relations of power (Foucault, 1980b). In illuminating the outcome of an historical event as contingent, or even accidental, rather than predestined; as one possible result of a complex interplay of relationships between events, genealogical analysis shows how power has been exercised in a particular context (Kendall & Wickham, 1999).

Power is always present in social life in that its operation is related to particular ways of knowing and acting. The relations of power that produce specific kinds of subjectivity are located within the regimes of knowledge and normalising practices that define and control the constitution of subjects (Best & Kellner, 1991). Subjection potentially divides the individual from the self and ties subjectivity to a particular kind of identity that constrains and separates a person from what they are otherwise capable of being (Foucault, 1982/2003b). Dividing practices include or exclude people or groups in terms of their fitness to belong to a social group (Danaher et al., 2000). Foucault sees power, not as something that acts directly on others, but rather as an effect of actions on
the possible present or future actions of others; as the management of possible ways of acting. Furthermore, power can only be exercised when people have the option of acting in different ways, so the exercise of power is agonistic in terms of being a complex interplay of “incitement and struggle” (p. 139). It produces unequal relationships between people because it invites people to participate in certain practices but at the same time subjugates and constrains them (Cordoba, 2006).

Foregrounding the conditions for the production of subjectivity politicises these aspects of everyday life, making the implications of becoming subject to particular discourses apparent, as well as the potential for resisting practices that alienate the subject from themselves (Best & Kellner, 1991). While power subjugates and induces certain actions over others, it also constitutes subjectivity in ways that produce capacities (Foucault, 1984a). Power is productive in that it generates differing kinds of knowledge and social orders (O’Farrell, 2005). It produces self knowledge, which is the means through which social forces are generated and ordered, as people are encouraged to work on themselves in particular ways (Best & Kellner, 1991). This conceptualisation of subjectivity as an active calling or interpellation constructs the potential for agency in interpreting how to perform subjectivities (Yeatman, 1994).

Locating the subject within relations of power creates the possibility of critique, contestation and subversion in ‘doing’ subjectivity within a specific discursive field (Butler, 1990). As Yeatman (1994) suggests, power should not necessarily be conflated with domination. While there are always historical and social constraints on people’s actions, there is also a degree of freedom in being able to perform subjectivity differently (O’Farrell, 2005). Foucault was always optimistic that things could be changed because power is associated with contestation and struggle and as soon as relations of power exist, so does the potential for resistance (Best & Kellner, 1991). Self knowledge produces the capacity to choose how to perform particular subjectivities, and in this choosing, enables people to participate in a micro-politics of power where negotiation, confrontation or accommodation of individual forms of identity is possible.
(Yeatman, 1994). So the potential for self transformation involves knowing how to modify constraints on the self by mediating the impact of others actions. This contextual framing of power relations in the production of knowledge, that is, what we know and how we come to know, enables the effect of intertwined and competing subjectivities to become visible as political and ethical practices where people are transformed and transform themselves through their relationships with others. This notion of subjectivity as practice is further developed in the following section on genealogical ethics as the self’s relation to the self.

The subject in ethics – the self’s relation to the self

Foucault’s later writing conceived the subject as constituted through the self’s relation to the self as an ethical practice (Bevir, 1999). This third conception of the subject appears in his second and third volumes on the history of sexuality, where Foucault extended his emphasis on how subjectivity is constituted through the coercive effects of power to an exploration of how the subject responds to, and works with and reinvents the self within these effects of power (Poster, 1993). He used the phrase technologies of the self to show how power is constitutive in providing techniques and strategies for people to govern themselves as moral agents (Foucault, 1984a). Technologies of the self involve taking care of oneself in order to know the self by permitting

individually to effect by their own means or with the help of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct and way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality (Foucault, 1982/2003a, p. 146).

Foucault’s approach to ethics examines the relationship between care of the self and knowledge of the self where one has to search one’s own wisdom and truth as a constant practice, before being able to know the self. It challenges the idea of knowing the self in the Christian tradition of renunciation and subjection to external moral codes and laws, which are the dominant modes of social morality in western traditions. In care of the
self, the subject becomes an intersection between aspects of his/her behaviour that need to be worked on and rules of conduct for what ought to have been done. Foucault (1982/2003a) identifies three technologies in this practice of the self: disclosure of the self to the self, examination of the self and conscience, and remembering truth. These technologies of the self enable the subject to make adjustments between what was done and what ought to have been done. In disclosing to the self, and examining their conscience, people recover knowledge of about themselves remembering what they have forgotten about rules of conduct for their own behaviour. The subject becomes the site where rules of conduct come into memory, and reflection, as a retreat into the self, serves to bring these rules of conduct, the truth about the kind of ethical being one wishes to be, back into the memory. Reflection creates the conditions for a ‘widening of the self’ to be able to think about who one is by meditating on the effects of one’s own actions and imagining different possibilities. Knowing the self comes to light through these practices of care, concern and respect for the self, where self modification as a constant process of learning about the self that occurs through practicing the self within discourse.

Knowing the self through these practices of the self constructs subjectivity as an active process, where the self participates in modes of action that create a practice-oriented subjectivisation within discourse. While the subject is still shaped by power through discursive effects of normalisation and constraint, care of the self involves resistance to and refusal of discursive positionings that ignore the individuality of people and determine them in particular ways. The self is a site of resistance that pushes back against the forces that work to regulate, normalise and limit and delimit capacities through subjugation (Hofmeyr, 2006b). Resistance involves refusing the coercive pull of discourses that interpellate people as passive subjects, and through this refusal, reinvent subjectivity in new and creative forms (Foucault, 1982/2003a). The subject is never outside power in this process, meaning that subjectivity is not an autonomous process as it is always governed by power relations, but the idea of resistance reveals the potential for people to characterise their own identity and practise strategies of freedom in
choosing to be different (Best & Kellner, 1991). While the subject draws on social practices and knowledge that exist prior to the self, subjectivisation as care of the self furnishes people with the capacity to be discerning in accepting or refusing patterns of behaviour and ways of thinking that are imposed or suggested as discursive positionings (Foucault, 1988).

As Hofmeyr (2006b) suggests, Foucault sees the subject as an agent who participates in ethical self-creation toward a particular end, not in the sense of knowing what the self will become beforehand but as a process of sculpting the self through a process of production. This is a pedagogical relationship where the self is able to learn through practising careful, repetitive and disciplined techniques of the self. Foucault’s (1983/2003a) elements of self practice in these techniques of the self are conceptualised as ethical substance, mode of subjection, self-forming activities and telos.

The ethical substance, that part of oneself that is taken to be the relevant domain for ethical judgment; the mode of subjection, the way in which the individual established his relation to moral obligations and rules; the self-forming activity or ethical work that one performs on oneself in order to transform oneself into an ethical subject; and finally, the telos, the mode of being at which one aims in behaving ethically (Davidson, 1998, pp. 200-201).

The first step in determining the ethical substance, as the aspect of the self that requires care, involves problematisation of one’s own behaviour. This is a kind of diagnostic thinking that inquires into what one presently is and how the limits of self might be transgressed to create a better, more ethical self by stepping beyond the norms and rules that discipline people as uniform subjects (Huijer, 1999). As St. Pierre (2001) writes, the self must be confronted with what we are in terms of what we think and do. Problematising the relationships between our thoughts and our actions requires the ability to unfasten or mediate the bonds between the self’s relation to knowledge/truth and power, so that the relation to the self uses nodal networks of power within discourse but is not totally subject to them. Through problematisation and redefinitions of self in
relation to truth, the subject retains this capacity to resist normative subjectivities and reshape themselves in new ways (Foucault, 1981/1988; Hofmeyr, 2006a).

Critical and creative thinking establish the second step in care of the self as the mode of subjection, or relation to a normative code, in order to fix the problem that has been identified through reflection and self critique. The mode of subjection is practised either as fashioning a particular kind of subjectivisation in discourse as a unique ethical mode of being or choosing subordination to a specific norm (Infinito, 2003).

In this moral form, the subject does not come into being by elevating the rules for his conduct to the general rule, but by way of an attitude and quest that individualise and transform his action and can even add a special lustre to the individual by way of the rational and well considered structure it grants him (Foucault, 1984/1992, p. 73).

Thus rules for conduct are drawn from existing social and cultural patterns and applied because they fit the subject’s aspirations for ethical conduct, or modified and reshaped, to allow the subject to function in well considered alternative ways. Hofmeyr (2006b) suggests that while desire is a potentially destructive force that has to be moderated through practices of austerity and self control, Foucault entrusts the subject with its own ethicality. The subject is an ontological entity capable of choosing between different courses of action (O’Farrell, 2005). Subjects are therefore moral agents who take responsibility for their own self development, constantly re-evaluating the self’s relation to itself as the subject of its own actions (Foucault, 1984a), choosing and resisting modes of subjection whether they result from forces of the inside or outside (St. Pierre, 2001). The subject’s capacity for freedom is played out in these repetitive practices of self positioning within discourse and evaluation of the effects of their conduct.

Self-forming activities are the third step in the care of the self where the person works to transform themselves into an ethical subject by bringing their behaviour into line with aspirations to maintain their identity in specific ways according to chosen rules or codes.
(Hofmeyr, 2006b). As Foucault (1984b) puts it, “at every moment one must confront what one is thinking and saying with what one is doing, with what one is” (p. 585). Transforming and improving the self requires an ascetic attitude; a training of the self by the self through activities that exercise the mind to broaden one’s thinking. An ascetic attitude creates freedom; “not a freedom from power, but freedom through power” (Hofmeyr, 2006a, p. 227) as the capacity to change one’s existence through self-forming activities that transgress the limits of their experience. This does not mean that people are free of the limits of their current context but rather that they are able to recognise, identify and clarify limits that are constraining and work on themselves in this space between limits and transgression (Taylor, 2003). Taylor (p. 262) proposes that

Self creation is not an unconstrained activity; while one does indeed constitute oneself as a subject through self-practices, doing so does not extricate one from prevailing social, political and ethical conditions. While we are able to decide how, when and in what way we engage in a particular set of practices (our actions are ‘voluntary and intentional’), these decisions are always limited (though not determined) by our social context.

While the context of self-practice is simultaneously enabling and constraining, the ability to detach oneself from prior knowledge of the self and objectify one’s own behaviour, enables people able to experiment with new ways of thinking, speaking and acting (Huijer, 1999, p.77) or positioning the self in roles and relationships (Cooper & Blair, 2002).

This confrontation of the self is a socially situated activity in the sense of its relation to, and responsibility for the consequences of interacting with and having an effect, on others (Foucault, 1984c). The self and others exist in a state of tension within networks of power, appearing as relations of force “whose point of contact functions as the limit that separates them”, but these “limits of the self are enlarged to make room for the other as other” (Hofmeyr, 2006b, p. 122/123). The self’s relation to the self, bends and reforms power relations to create an inside of the self that is derived from the power of
the outside. Subjectivity comes into being as an effect of the outside in relation to the other (Deleuze, 1988), where the other exists as divergent from but still in contact with the self. Foucault saw care of the self as a social practice where people reflect on themselves within relationships of friendship, kinship and obligation (Infinito, 2003). As he suggests,

> Care of the self requires a relationship with the other insofar as proper care of the self requires listening to the lessons of the master. One needs a guide, a counsellor, a friend, someone who will be truthful with you (Foucault, 1984/2003, p. 30).

While the self-forming activities undertaken in caring for the self create new subjectivities that exist in relation to and encompass the care of the other, care of the self takes precedence in ethical terms. The person who practises an ascetic attitude in taking care of the self will be able to act honourably in their relationships with others, because “it is the power over oneself that thus regulates one’s power over others” (Foucault, 1984/2003, p. 31).

The final step identified in the care of the self is telos; the goal at which self-forming activities are aimed (Davidson, 1986) which is to live an ethical life with moral value invested in care of the self. This is the kind of person that we aspire to be in order to act ethically because as Foucault advises (1984/1992, p. 28),

> A moral action tends towards its own accomplishment, but it also aims to go beyond the latter, to the establishing of moral conduct that commits an individual, not only to other actions always in conformity with values and rules, but to a certain mode of being, a mode of being characteristic of a moral agent.

Care of the self culminates in critical and creative modes of being that represent the telos of the ethical subject where knowing one’s relation to the truth, and understanding the effects of differing truths on the conduct of one’s life, is the ultimate goal. Deciding
how one wants to live in the world through an ascetic attitude requires the formation of sensibilities: awareness, responsiveness and receptivity to the self and others (Hofmeyr, 2006b). Subjectivisation of the ethical subject is a process that develops the moral and mental capacities of people to their fullest potential and this potential is characterised by the vitality, strength and independence of their thinking. The formation of sensibilities also requires the cultivation of our own individuality, not as an end in itself, but as the means through which we can know ourselves as distinctive and innovative individuals who are capable of appreciating the self and others (Clifford, 2001). The following section explores the potential of Foucault’s critical history of thought and ontology of the self’s relation to the self as a theoretical framework for nursing inquiry.

**Theoretical frames for nursing practice**

Practice knowledge is constructed within the multiple intersections of individual and collective experiences that inform how clinicians come to know and interpret their clinical world and their own lives (Mackay, 2008). While nursing draws on multiple theoretical perspectives and standpoints to inform practice, empirical knowledge is held to enable the clinical reasoning and decision-making that underpins professional judgement (Higgs & Titchen, 2000). Propositional knowledge, based on scientific and realist representations of the body and its functions, constitutes an important discourse in nursing practice knowledge (Georges, 2003; Georges & Benedict, 2008). The ability to define, classify and ascribe meaning to particular representations of the body using the scientific language of anatomy, physiology and pathology offers nursing access to the expert power that such knowledge confers. It positions nurses as speaking subjects within medical discourse (Liaschenko, 1998), with access to its privileged place in the hierarchies of belief that inform contemporary health care (Starr, 1982). And yet, nursing requires a broader range of theoretical perspectives to reveal different ways of knowing about health, illness, and the social, cultural and physical contexts for nursing practice (Dzurec, 1989). The ability to articulate diverse representations of practice, with a scepticism about what constitutes knowledge, is important for nursing (Flaming,
Diverse conceptualisations of knowledge for nursing are important to avoid replicating and reinforcing phenomena in traditionally accepted ways that have resisted change (Munhall, 1995). Gilbert (1995 p. 870) argues that nurses need “to be able to identify the discursive practices through which they as nurses are formed. For it is these practices, and their associated norms and values, which nurses then carry with them into their everyday roles”. These discourses define how nurses, and other people, think and speak about nursing. An analysis of the social practices that construct knowledge about nursing illuminates the multiple, complex and shifting subjectivities produced in the discursive relationships between power, knowledge and the self that regulate how nursing is practised (Crowe, 2005). A critical appreciation of how nurses are positioned within professional and societal contexts encourages nurses to think more deeply and thoughtfully about their practice in making the familiar problematic (Street, 1997). A critical nursing gaze affords the ability to interpret people, things and events in particular ways to draw certain conclusions about what might be happening in a given clinical situation or social context. A nursing gaze is both constituted by and is an effect of nursing knowledge in relation to the patient as an object of discourse. It comes into play through the nurse’s ‘look’ as the nurse constitutes her/his subjectivity in relation to the patient as the other. The effect of that gaze depends on the unique positioning of the nurse and how s/he performs subjectivity in the relation to the self and the self and other. The following sections explore the intellectual, political and relational work that underpins nursing practice knowledge and the nurse’s gaze. This framework has been developed from my reading of Cooper and Blair’s (2002) conceptualisation of Foucault’s ethics.

**Intellectual work**

Nurses are knowledge workers who need to develop a theoretical self-consciousness about how they interpret and employ the concepts, frameworks and research evidence that informs what they know and do in practice. A theoretical self-consciousness, using
an epistemology of critique, makes the positioning of the nurse explicit within the relations of power that have constituted certain truths and calls them to account for their own ideas and arguments (Cheek, 2000). This attention to the relationship between knowers and how they know is an epistemologically significant issue as all knowledge is situated, reflecting the values, beliefs and assumptions of the subjects who produce it (Ceci, 2000). Cooper and Blair (2002) identify intellectual work as the ethical substance of professional life where the struggle for knowledge and a will to truth serve as a possible mode of subjection. Problematisation and critique are self-forming activities aimed at the telos of self transformation and intellectual creativity. The ability to disturb tradition to open up new ideas was seen by Foucault as an essential element of the intellectual or knowledge worker’s role (Brocklesby & Cummings, 1996). The uncritical acceptance or total rejection of modern reason, rational thought and empiricism, are equally threatening to ethical conduct. Foucault (1984/2003) believed that empirical constructs were important and necessary to human life, but that these constructs, and their effects in human social life, should be constantly and critically examined. Critical thought involves showing that what is taken as obvious is in fact not so obvious but is rather an historical construction that has come to be taken for granted as true (Foucault, 1981/2003). Butler (2002) explains Foucault’s notion of critique as not evaluating whether something is good or bad but attempting to illuminate the truths that underpin the constitution of it. She invites us to consider the following points about our relation to knowledge.

What is the relation of knowledge to power such that our epistemological certainties turn out to support a way of structuring the world that forecloses possibilities of ordering? Of course we might think that we need epistemological certainty in order to state for sure that the world is and ought to be ordered in a given way. To what extent, however, is that certainty orchestrated precisely in order to foreclose the possibility of thinking otherwise? (Butler, 2002, p. 4).

The epistemological certainties that become embedded in our thinking over time as the right way to approach a particular problem work to constrain possible alternatives. The
ability to pose problems and questions creates ethical practices that are prompted by knowledge that is foreign to the self. Critique, as a critical relation to norms, is the practice of questioning the limits of our knowing, interrogating theoretical assertions and evidence to expose the boundaries and limitations of epistemological fields (Butler, 2002). As Foucault (1988 p. 37) suggests, “since these things (contingencies that present themselves as necessities) have been made, they can be unmade, as long as we know how it was they were made”. He proposes that intellectual work requires ascetic practice to challenge one’s own and others thinking using techniques of reflection and meditation to suspend judgment and enable openings for creative responses and alternative ways of knowing.

People working in professional roles have a particular responsibility to challenge their own thoughts and practice because they are not only involved in transforming themselves. Health professionals have a particular relation to others in terms of how they interpret other people’s circumstances and experiences, offer guidance and advice and conduct interventions on patients’ bodies and minds. Their identity as subjects of professional discourse is formed in relation to the subjectivity of the other with whom they are engaged in the provision of health care (Foucault, 2003b). An epistemology of critique is an important political strategy for nurses because it has the potential to free them to form their own relation to theoretical ideas and research evidence for practice. It offers the potential for a nursing gaze that encompasses space to manoeuvre within existing discourses, employing frameworks with a critical eye, according to the circumstances that nurses find themselves faced with in practice. Making certain truths problematic gives precedence to strategies of inquiry where truth can be contested in an interrogatory sense; where dialogue between people enables the limits of different ways of knowing to be explored and weighed for their value in a given context (Cooper & Blair, 2002). As Miehls and Moffatt (2000) suggest, knowing oneself and one’s own relation to particular truths enables respect for the experience of others, which avoids the indignity of speaking for them (Foucault, 1977b).
Political work

Social justice is an important ethical consideration to be attended to in analysing and assessing the value of human ideas and actions in enabling or limiting freedom (O’Farrell, 2005). The relationship between politics and philosophy is complex because to care for others, in Foucault’s (1984/2003) terms as a governing subject who is involved in the care of others, one must first take care of the self. Hofmeyr (2006a) sees the self’s relation to the self as a political subjectivity; a new way of thinking about governance as a ‘politics of ourselves’ where resistance to the normalising power of dominant discourses is possible through subjectivisation (Butler, 2002; Foucault, 1977/1980). While Foucault (1984/2003, p. 42) was reticent about making the link between philosophy and politics too explicit, he suggested that warning of the dangers of power is “an important function of philosophy” in calling into question “domination at every level and in every form in which it exists”. Freedom arises through taking care of the self where freedom is an effect of self-mastery. Freedom is also a practice, a way of doing things that regulates the self through sustained reflection on the self’s relation to truth and the effects of our own truth on others. Hofmeyr believes that while the self’s relation to the self involves individual action, it has the potential to cause bottom-up social change, creating freedom as both an ethical and political action through constant de-individualisation of normalising forces and re-invention of them in new ways.

People, who position themselves with an ability to articulate the truth, practise power in creating their own freedom to speak from particular subject positions (Foucault, 1984/2003). Speaking positions are political in the sense of requiring the subject to carve out and claim a space to speak, as resistance to other modes of being. The capacity to resist being overwhelmed by the force of others talk and actions is also a political act. Health care is a political activity in the sense that people who use health services struggle for the freedom to negotiate their experience of health and illness. “The therapeutic relationship is always a power relationship” (Silverman & Bloor, 1990 p. 5) and health professionals usually have the most power in determining the focus and boundaries of that relationship (Cheek, 2003). However, as Miehls and Moffat (2000) suggest, it is no longer possible for the health professions to ignore political struggles or
view them from a safe distance. New emancipatory discourses, such as the Health and Disability legislation and cultural safety, have become apparent in the governance of New Zealand health care in recent years. Emancipatory discourses offer counter representations of the interests of marginalised groups (Friere & Macedo, 1987), whose particular needs and interests are not encompassed within the normative frameworks of dominant discourse. In health care, emancipatory discourses represented by statements such as the World Health Organisation (WHO, 2004) declaration that health is the right of every person, challenge institutional practices that do not take account of health disparities between different populations and their specific health needs (Giddings, 2005). These discourses provide alternative subject positionings for both nurses and patients, recreating once docile patients as active and vocal partners in health care (Wepa, 2005), requiring nurses to be present with patients and marginalised groups in ways that are concerned with social justice.

This new ‘politics of ourselves’ has created political work as the ethical substance for health professionals in the social world of health care, where the struggle for rights and resistance to domination becomes the mode of subjection. Self-forming activities in political self-work become an ethic of resistance and critique, with the practice of freedom as the telos or desired outcome of these self-forming activities (Cooper & Blair, 2002). Calling forth one’s own story, as knowledge of one’s own relation to truth, enables us to understand our own historical and cultural positionings in relation to users of the services we provide. In this understanding we create a relation to ourselves and others that avoids overpowering and reconstructing the stories of others in accordance with our own truths (Miehls & Moffat, 2000). Political work creates a role for nursing in mediating the biopolitics of health care where dominant discourses make patients into passive objects of a medical gaze. An ethic of resistance to, and critique of medical discourse, enables other representations of patients to appear and provides the means to work with people on the problems and issues that concern them. By this I do not mean that nursing should abandon the scientific ways of knowing that underpin our understanding of pathophysiology. Starr (1982, pp.3-4) reminds me that
Modern science has succeeded in liberating humanity from much of the burden of disease. Few cultural relativists suffering, from a bad fever or a broken arm, would go so far to prove a point as to trade a modern physician for a traditional healer. They recognise, in behaviour, if not in argument, that in medicine the dream of reason has partially come true.

What I am advocating here is the idea of ‘gazing with’ rather than at patients (Georges & Benedict, 2008). Using science as a lens to help patients to interpret and understand the physiological impact of disease processes in relation to their experience of both illness and wellbeing subjectivises them within scientific discourse with strengths and capacities rather than maintaining their subjection as passive objects of it. The idea of ‘gazing with’ positions nurses in a creative relation to themselves and others. It creates the potential to build capacity with patients by working with them on the self’s relation to the self, establishing a pedagogical relationship that supports them in living with the effects of illness in ways that might enable them to attain self-mastery in relation to a particular disease process or illness experience. It positions nursing with a gaze that is relational, drawing the other into a respectful didactic and educational relationship where the nurse intervenes in ways that compensate for the lack of capacities where necessary, but ultimately aims to free the patient to live well through their own relation to themselves.

Relational work
Relational work, as the practice of focusing attention on the self in relation to others (Miehls & Moffat, 2000), could be thought of as the ethical substance of the social aspect of our professional and personal lives, where differing degrees of intimacy, community and connection serve as the mode of subjection. Self-forming activities may be seen as working on oneself through relational practices that involve reflexive strategies. The telos or aim of relational work is to achieve greater fluidity in roles and relationships through the imaginative exploration of possibilities that create ethical ways of relating to others (Cooper & Blair, 2002). Relational work involves the relationship
that we ought to have with ourselves when we act in professional roles, not as adherence to a professional code of ethics, but as a critically thought out and individualised professional identity that is responsive to the situations and interactions that present themselves to us (Mackay, 2007). It is an attitude towards relationships that takes into account the experience of the other by attempting to think about and question what influences us to act in particular ways (Foucault, 1984a). As Foucault (2003c) suggests, a critical ontology of ourselves involves analysing and reflecting upon the limits that have been imposed on us and finding ways to move beyond these limits in our relationships with ourselves and others. His ethics are focused on a considered form of freedom that departs from the universally applied standards that inform professional codes and boundaries as the basis for judging appropriate action. In taking care of ourselves and others within relationships, he asks us to be curious, imaginative and interrogative of ourselves rather than judgemental of others (Cooper & Blair, 2002).

For health professionals, focusing attention on the self in relation to others is an important aspect of coming to know ourselves as others see us. Given that we construct our identities as people and practitioners through our relations with others, reflexive strategies reveal how power manifests in our relationships by illuminating the cultural capital of privilege, as the knowledge and expertise, that we bring to encounters with clients. Care of the self in relation to others requires recognition of one’s entrenchment in the language and culture of health care and the taken for granted assumptions about what is normally considered to be self-evident. It involves the ability to explore the genealogy of our own decisions and actions with a suspicion about the ways sedimentation of knowledge in practice can create expectations for behaviour that can unknowingly result in harmful effects (Flaming, 2006; Harper, 2003).

Reflexivity creates the potential for relationships to become negotiated encounters where identities can be contested and recreated in more emancipatory terms (Cheek, 2003). To be reflexive demands a conscious awareness of the self in relation to others as a process of self scrutiny (Chiseri-Strater, 1996) where one’s actions are carefully
looked over and scrutinised with a view to how they could be made more ethical. Perceiving ourselves as the object of someone else’s gaze creates the possibility of seeing things about ourselves that only others can see (Hardin, 2001; Mackay, 2007). Recognising the effects of one’s actions on others creates an intellectual space to think about the limits of how we present ourselves and to develop alternative ways of relating in future encounters beyond the normalised, essentialised and privileged modes of being that are constructed through subjection within dominant discourses (Moffat & Miehls, 1999).

**Summary**

This chapter has explained my interpretation of Foucault’s critical history of thought as useful tools to draw attention to historical productions of the self in the analysis of the subject positionings that nurses are called to and work through. In developing theoretical frames for the research, my interpretations of Foucault’s writing are situated and partial (Ceci, 2000), according to my reflections on his work within the differing relations of truth, power and self that circulate as the discursive field of Foucaultian thought. As noted in my references to other authors, I have also been influenced by other scholars’ interpretations of Foucault’s written and spoken texts, which emphasise different aspects and periods of his project. In my reading of his work, I have presented the idea of a critical history of thought as similar to postmodern thinking but not necessarily entirely consistent with it, as Foucault preferred not to position his thinking within an overarching episteme or period.

The discussion in this chapter has explored the value of Foucault’s later writing on genealogical ethics in providing theoretical devices or tools to critically examine how people are involved in shaping themselves through relations of the self as a form of ethical deliberation within discursive relations of power and knowledge. I have emphasised subjectivity in its differing forms through the subsequent periods of his writing to show how he conceptualised the subject as both constitutive of and constituted within discursive relations of truth, power and ethics. The self’s relation to the self examines the historical construction of the subject through an ascetic attitude where reflexivity is practised as an ethical strategy to critique the self in relation to the
effects of the self on others. Care of the self encompasses care of the other through problematisation of the self; it is a search for wisdom as the constant practice of critique and reinvention of the self, albeit within the constraints of discursive relations of power.

Theoretical frames for nursing practice are conceptualised as encompassing intellectual, political and relational work, drawing on Cooper and Blair’s (2002) interpretation of Foucault’s ethics as ontology of the self. A critical nursing gaze, constituted through intellectual self-work, calls nurses to account for ideas and arguments as reflections of their own situated knowing in practice (Cheek, 2000). Political work presents the self’s relation to the self as a politics of ourselves (Foucault, 1977a) where we regulate ourselves through reflection on our own relation to the truth and its effects on others. Freedom to practise as a nurse is imagined as individual action undertaken within the broader collective of the profession, which is taken up as resistance to normalising forces and reinvention of them in order to practise in new and more ethical ways. Relational self-work examines the potential to develop greater fluidity and creativity in the relationships we have with others while working in professional roles. It describes the relationship that we ought to have with ourselves in creating carefully thought out and individualised professional identities that acknowledge the limits of our knowing and encompass the conditions to know differently (Mackay, 2007).

The following chapter presents a critical analysis of the contextual representations of nursing and lay subjectivities in the literature on nursing, palliative care, and home care in New Zealand as well as drawing on relevant literature on these topics from the global context. The analysis examines the historical emergence of nursing subjectivities that have constructed caring within professional discourse, which classify and divide subjects, and recognises them as professional or not on the basis of their knowledge and skill. The influence of health policy in constructing a discourse of informal family care in palliative care is also explored as a contributing factor in calling the nurse family member to fill the gaps between their ill relative’s need for care and the health services that are available.
Chapter 3

Contextual representations

Introduction

This chapter critically examines representations of nursing subjectivities in literature on family caregiving as a nurse from a variety of geographical, social and cultural contexts. My curiosity about other nurses’ experiences of caring for their own relatives led me to explore the literature on this topic, but despite intensive literature searches via CINAHL, Proquest, Science Direct and Google Scholar databases, using search terms such as ‘family caregiving’, ‘nurse as family member’ and ‘palliative care’, I found very few articles relevant to my experience from the time I began to search in 1997. There is little research that explores the forms and meaning of caring work across home and work boundaries and the implications that simultaneous paid and unpaid caring has for how women live their lives (Gattuso & Bevan, 2000). It was this gap in the literature about how nurses live within, and involve themselves in caring for their own families and communities (Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006; Ward-Griffin, 2004) that encouraged me to explore how the subjectivity of nurse family member is constituted in the discourses that are made available to them. I realised little research had been published on this topic, particularly in the palliative care field of nursing practice.

Since the mid 1990s, research on the impact of nurses’ family elder caregiving responsibilities on work performance (Monahan & Hopkins, 2002; Rosenfeld, 2007; Scott, et al., 2006), and nurses caring for their elderly or critically ill relatives (Hurliman, 2004; Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006; Rutman, 1996; Salmond, 2006; Ward-Griffin, 2004; Ward-Griffin, Brown, Vandervoort & McNair, 2005) has emerged in the nursing literature. Therefore the literature chosen to inform this chapter on contextual representations of nursing subjectivities within their own families draws on research from Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States of America. This literature
reports on research undertaken with nurses who have cared for their own aged relatives or in situations where a relative is experiencing a life-threatening illness. New Zealand contextual factors in the delivery of palliative care services are also considered in relation to the international literature on the nurse as a family member.

The discussion in this chapter draws on Foucault’s (1984/1994; 1998) conceptual tools of curiosity and critique to examine the discourses that appear to constitute the subjectivity of the nurse family member in the literature. These discourses, and their relationships with other discourses and institutional practices, are identified as sites of difference where struggles about what constitutes the relation to truth, and what authority defines such truths, are played out (Rolfe, 2000). Assumptions about the appearance of differences between, and silences within, discourses on caring, family, professionalism, workforce and palliative care are made explicit as a way of ‘troubling’ or making problematic what appears to be normal and settled about these discourses and the knowledge and practices that they inform. In focusing on this interface between women’s family and work lives as nurses, I surface some of the implications of a divided identity for women in performing simultaneous subjectivities as a nurse and family member. ‘Troubling’ this site enables me to examine the relations of power that create and sustain these discourses and offer alternative ideas as possible interpretations of boundaries as sites of tension and creativity (Powers, 1996).

Gender is used in the following discussion as a way of representing the effects of subject positions that are available to women within the discourses that are available to them. Women are conceptualised as called into being with multiple and sometimes contradictory subjectivities that are performed as within their family and work lives, women. The formation of these subjectivities both reiterates and challenges societal norms and values about the kinds of people women are and what they ought to do (Butler, 1990). Therefore gender is used as an “analytical rather than ontological category” (Ceci, 2004 p. 74); a category composed of the variety of subject positions that women are invited to inhabit rather than the ontology of an essential female subject
with inherently natural qualities. As such, the concept of gender makes the characteristics, behaviours and moral responsibilities of women visible as performances that are enacted in response to calls to participate in discursive practices as women. This participation is always mediated by normative codes that define subjectivity in terms of divisions; that is, in relation to what one is not (Rose, 1996b). Gender, in this sense, is an effect of discourse that can be traced to historical surfaces of emergence where meanings and assumptions have become visible in discourse, together with the power relations that have produced them (O’Farrell, 2005).

**Historical emergence of nursing subjectivities**

Nursing subjectivities, performed in caring relationships with others, are informed by the dominant discourses that have shaped nursing and the position of women within the family (Crowe, 2000). These discourses define and differentiate caring activities within public and private realms of social life according to norms about how professional and personal relationships are constituted and practised. The historical emergence of nursing as a professional discipline, “transferred the skills and roles of taking care of others in the private realm of the home to the public realm of the clinical workplace” (Crowe, p. 964). It was a calling built on discursive constructions of women as innately caring that have been deeply embedded in family discourse, which positioned women and their family relationships and obligations within the private domain of social life (Eichler, 1988; Keddy, Gregor, Foster & Denny, 1999), albeit with particular civic responsibilities to New Zealand as a developing nation. Over time, family discourse has been informed by multiple, and sometimes competing, religious, feminist, scientific, civic and colonial military discourses that linked the health of the family to the state (Nelson, 2001). The religious discourse that informed the early development of nursing in Europe opened up nursing as a site for women’s work in the service of God, drawing on subjectivities of mortification to allow women to enter sites of degradation and danger (Nelson, 1999). This religious discourse was mediated by secular discourses that linked civic reform with liberal feminist aspirations to professionalise nursing as a women’s occupation, culminating in the statutory regulation of nursing as a distinct occupation with specific expertise (Nelson 2001; Wanhatta, 2007).
The creation of nursing as a profession heralded the construction of new subject positions for nurses as experts on the relationship between hygiene and health (Wanhalla, 2007). On the one hand, nursing drew on liberal feminist discourse to provide women with a standpoint from which to enter public life with a sense of purpose; to emancipate them to be able to function on equal terms with their male counterparts (Bashford, 1993). However, Bashford shows how nurse reformists who overstepped the boundaries of their role as women, by challenging the male authority of medicine in the late nineteenth century, were likely to be disciplined and removed from their positions of authority. It seems that the women’s sphere was allowed entry to public life so long as women maintained the subordination of their public roles in relation to male authority as a mirror image of the relations of power within the family. Nurses were subsequently co-opted by the state to protect the health of the nation through their ability to call other women to account for themselves as women and mothers, primarily through discourses on hygiene, sexuality and mothering.

Wanhalla (2007) suggests that as the twentieth century progressed, public policy on health and social welfare focused on repairing damage to New Zealand’s population from the decimation of two world wars by calling on women’s reproductive capacity within the family. Nurses participated in the discursive practices of these times, including the social and moral surveillance of families and the education and discipline of women as practices that fulfilled notions of service and duty. A divided nursing identity characterised by the contemporary discourses on caring for and caring about (Ward-Griffin, 2004), has its origins in these historical events that have shaped the meaning of nursing practice over the past century. Caring discourses both unite and separate women, nursing and the family, bringing the emotional and nurturing work that women undertake within the family into the public sphere of professional nursing (Crowe, 2000). Ward-Griffin sees the dichotomy between public and private spheres of life, professional and personal knowledge, and paid and unpaid caring work, as an artificial boundary dividing nurses’ work and knowledge from their family life. It
delineates and divides the knowledge and activities related to ‘caring for’ people in a paid professional capacity distinctly from the ‘caring about’ that defines personal or family relationships.

**Public and private discourses on caring**

Caring is central to women’s lives (Gilligan, 1982), both as women and nurses and much of this caring work remains invisible within the family (Ross, Rideout & Carson, 1996). Caring discourse, in the form of the ‘careful nurse’, emerged from Nightingale’s (1859/1970) writing on ‘watching over the sick’, to protect and nurture those in need of care (Stevens & Crouch, 1998). A renewed emphasis on caring appeared in the nursing literature in the 1980s with researchers using predominantly interpretive approaches to explore lived experiences of nursing practice, health and illness (Euswas & Chick, 1999). Caring has been held to be the defining element of nursing relationships (Andrews & Roy, 1986), as a moral ideal and a unifying focus for nursing practice (Watson, 1988). It draws on moral discourses of duty and beneficence that focus the therapeutic work of nursing on relationships (Leight, 2002; Morse, Solberg, Neander, Botteroff & Johnson, 1990), with assumptions about service to others (Crowe, 2000) signified by terms such as presence, attentiveness, knowing the client, being concerned (McCance, McKenna & Boore, 1997) and being engaged in relationships (Davies, 1995).

Stevens and Crouch (1998) suggest that caring creates contradictions for nursing in that it articulates with traditional discourses that presume women’s ‘innate’ and biologically determined ability to care, where women have a natural “disposition towards empathy, kindness and self sacrifice” (Reverby, 1989 p. 7). On the one hand professionalism has given nursing knowledge particular kinds of authority and expertise (Thompson, 2008), but caring discourse has the potential to reinforce nursing practice as a mirror image of women’s work within the family and reiterate the hierarchical practices that have divided traditional male and female domains. Nurses are positioned at this interface of public and private caring practices that they undertake within their work and family life (Ward-Griffin, 2004). Ward-Griffin conceptualises this interface of nurses’ work and
family roles as degrees of caring for and caring about people. Her research with nurses, who were acting as family caregivers for elderly relatives, used a socialist feminist methodology to illuminate the connections and tensions between the public and private aspects of caring, what Ward-Griffin calls a false dichotomy or artificial boundary. The research draws on a Marxist structural analysis to show how the state extracts surplus value from women’s labour within the family as a site that is concerned with reproduction and maintenance of the workforce. In this sense, power is seen as invested in structures rather than in relationships. However, socialist feminism also draws on the concept of patriarchy from radical feminist theory to analyse women’s agency as purposeful actors (Wharton, 1991) in choosing to negotiate the performance of gendered subjectivities.

While it was conducted with a population of twenty nurses in Canada who were involved in the care of aged relatives, the findings of Ward-Griffin’s (2004) research are relevant to this study in terms of how nurses recognise and enact their agency in negotiating their participation within particular events that are described in the study. She presents a discourse of *caring for* in a paid capacity outside the home as being informed by professional discourse that defines the requisite knowledge, skills and attitudes for competent nursing practice. It is delineated from the expressive and affective discourse of *caring about* (Ross, et al, 1996) that is connected with women’s roles within their families. The discourse of *caring for* invites women to position themselves ‘professionally’ when they are practising in ‘formal’ roles involving paid employment. It draws on ideas of objectivity and distance where the subject of professional discourse divides the self from others to demarcate professional identity and status (McLaughlin, 2003) and enact normative responsibilities (Shirley & Padgett, 2004). Professionalism emphasises the technical aspects of caring as impartial and neutral services (Green, Gregory & Mason, 2006) carried out with the client in the belief that people are best able to be helped by someone who is not emotionally involved with them (Fook, 2000). While this position reflects the discursive practices of the dominant ‘professional’ discourse (Agger, 1992), it does not mean that personal experience and
emotional responses cannot usefully and appropriately inform professional knowledge (Osmond, 2005). As Ceci (2000) suggests, knowing is both enabled and constrained by situatedness. Working in complex situations of competing interests and locating oneself within particular contexts as a responsible social agent could be considered as elements of expertise that health professionals require (Fook, 2000) in contemporary health care settings.

Ward-Griffin (2004) notes the involvement of nurse family members in the care of their own relatives creates situations that can be very complex. Her research found that some nurses were able to blend caring constructs across professional and personal boundaries within their everyday practice and family care, while others chose to limit the degree of their participation in caring for family members. However, caring for family members was viewed by most of the participants as a natural extension of their professional caring work. As the nurse in the family, they felt obliged to be involved in the care of ill or aged relatives and had high expectations of themselves in doing so. Some of the participants in Ward-Griffin’s study limited aspects of care that were too intimate and crossed the boundaries of cultural norms in family relationships. They also said that when invited to participate in clinical conversations with health professionals about their relative’s care, they felt they could not express emotions and ‘be clinical’ at the same time. Mills and Aubeeluck’s (2006) phenomenological study in the United Kingdom also noted the complexity of relationships for their participants who were involved in the care of their own family member in a situation of life-threatening illness. This study points to the idea that nurses interpret their professional and personal worlds as ‘already knowing’ subjects. Nurses move into situations involving the health and illness experiences their own family members with a body of knowledge that enables them to focus their professional gaze within a personal space in ways from which they may be unable to disengage.

The discourse of caring about is informed by notions of relationship, duty and emotional engagement that are the norm for women’s role within the family. Caring about constitutes a paradoxical space for nurses who are required to engage with clients
in professional relationships but avoid being ‘over involved’ (Oakley, 1992; Scott, 2000). While it may be present in professional relationships, *caring* ‘too much’ *about* a client is seen as constituting a dual relationship, which is held to be potentially hazardous for both the nurse and client. Conversely, nurses are required to engage clients enough to appreciate the uniqueness of their situation (Gadow, 1999), and not caring enough is likely to be seen as a boundary violation in terms of under-involvement (Peternelj-Taylor, 2002). These contradictory positionings require constant negotiation of both closeness and distance that do not necessarily account for the continuities in women’s caring work (Ward-Griffin et al., 2005) across different social spaces (Thompson, 2008) and the complexities of nursing in the community in which one lives (Mellow, 2005). The ability to *care for* another person in the professional sense thus requires a mode of subjection involving the appropriate normative distance. But Ward-Griffin et al. note the expectation from families and health professionals that women who are nurses ought to provide unpaid professional care to their own family members.

Feminist analyses see women’s commitment to care as deeply embedded in gendered arrangements of caring (Benoit & Heitinger, 1998) that are created, maintained and contested within the family. The ‘caring self’ is a discursive construct that signals the performance of a particular kind of gendered identity within family relationships (Davies, 2003). Caring has been an important normative value for the ‘respectable’ and ‘responsible’ women whose labour has sustained social and reproductive relations (Skeggs, 1997) both within and beyond the family. This discursively constructed normative ideal of the ‘caring self’ perpetuates the belief that women are more emotional than men and therefore naturally better suited to undertake physical and relational work that involves emotional labour (Forssen, Carlstedt & Mortberg, 2005). Since caring is seen to be natural for women, the assumption that they do so effortlessly undervalues the contribution women make to families. Forssen et al. see women’s socially constructed sensitivity to caring as one reason why women may have difficulty setting limits on, or withdrawing from, caregiving responsibilities within the family.
Negotiating the call to care

The call to care is premised on a sense of obligation. Caring for others is relational in the sense that it is bound to sets of rights and relationships and their inherent obligations (Sacks, 1967). The ‘long arm’ of the family has traditionally called women to care (Hoffman & Mitchell, 1998; Reverby, 1987) as wives, daughters and mothers with duties of service to others that transverse geographical distances and other life responsibilities, including paid employment. It could also be said that nurses are often called to care for their own relatives (Ward-Griffin, 2004) as an extension of the social generosity (Frow, 1997) that informs their paid professional caring work as nurses. However, in performing caring practices, both nurses and women maintain the capacity to resist, contest or transform how they care (Davies, 2003). Examining these sites of negotiation and contestation of boundaries illuminates the competence and agency of discursive subjects in negotiating their own actions and interactions with others (Anderson, 2004). As family members, nurses are uniquely invited to inhabit subject positions in discourses of caring for and caring about their family members and clients simultaneously. Women negotiate the subject positions available to them as active social agents (Thompson, 2008). In making this point I recognise that the subject positions nurses and women occupy are historically constructed within particular social relations (Skeggs, 1997) but as Anderson suggests, the circumstances that arise in people’s lives can move them to respond in new ways that disrupt normative expectations of taken for granted social positions.

Ward-Griffin’s (2004) conceptualisation of the provision of unpaid professional care to family members by nurses as ‘double duty’ caregiving indicates that nurses, who are in paid employment, fit responsibility for family care around their professional work. They are involved in similar activities in their professional work and family roles, albeit that in the public domain both the nurse and the client are replaceable (Crowe, 2000), and family relationships have deeper emotional attachments and commitments. The research on nurses as family members suggests that nurses respond to the challenges of being involved in the care of their family members in a variety of ways (Hurliman, 2004; Laylan, 2006; Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006; Salmond, 2006; Ward-Griffin, 2004; Ward-
Griffin et al., 2005). Central concerns for nurses in these studies involved the struggle to manage the self as a nurse and family member, using nursing knowledge and skills in the care of a family member and keeping watch on the quality of care that the family member received. Other concerns included managing the tensions and responsibilities in the care of a family member as a nurse, maintaining family and professional relationships and making sense of the whole experience.

The recognition of oneself as a nurse within family relationships challenges nurses in some unique ways when family members become ill. Nurses are positioned with their families and professional roles with specific ‘inside’ knowledge (Laylan, 2006) and find themselves challenged in negotiating roles and relationships across personal and professional boundaries (Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006; Ward-Griffin, 2004). In making their own family member visible within a nursing gaze, nurses are faced with objectifying a loved one within medical discourse that illuminates the person as a patient with a particular type of body, which in turn becomes a site of specific types of action (May, 1992). Crowe (2000) argues that nurses project their own subordination within the health care institutions and services that they work in onto their patients, where the patient is expected to be docile and grateful for the expertise that nurses and other health professionals provide (Fox, 1993). In this process, nurses become dissociated from patients; among them but not with them (Frank, 1991) in the sense of living the consequences of trauma and illness. In the public space of professional care, the relationship between the client and nurse is limited in terms of time and degree of involvement and is constantly renegotiated and replaced with other recipients of care.

Discourses informing nurses’ personal and professional lives collide in the moment of recognition of the ability to interpret a loved one’s body as pathological through readings of it within medical discourse. This discursive collision is both enabling and constraining (Crowe, 2000). Participating in the care of a loved one enables nurses to participate in illness experiences with family members with a deep appreciation of the meaning of these events and the suffering that is associated with them. It is an experience that has the potential to reshape the nurse’s professional practice and provide
for personal growth through reflection on profound life experiences (Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006) that illuminate one’s own values and beliefs about life and nursing. However, it is also constraining in that nursing knowledge makes the implications of a diagnosis visible to the nurse family member in ways that may be disturbing and difficult to manage in the context of one’s own family (Mills & Aubeeluck). Knowing the course of events for clients in life-threatening situations is often a difficult aspect of nurses’ professional work with clients who are not previously known to them, particularly if they are concerned about medical interventions that may prolong suffering (Cronqvist, Theorell & Lutzen, 2004). This may be doubly difficult in the context of one’s own family where notions of duty and responsibility to family are tested by having to live with the aftermath of making decisions about care.

Nurse family members are acutely aware of what can go wrong with their relatives as patients in health care services and act as the family guardian in overseeing care (Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006; Salmond, 2006). Similarly, Laylan (2006), in her American grounded theory study of ten registered nurses, called the nurse family member the ‘watchful gatekeeper’ whose nursing gaze oversees the quality of care to protect their relative from harm. Nurse family members are likely to be noticed by other nurses and health professionals when they are either known to health care providers or engage in conversations in ways that convey a professional level of knowledge about their relative’s care. Salmond suggests that other nurses and health care professionals see the nurse family member as more active in the patient’s care and more demanding of staff. They may also be challenged by the nurse family member’s ill-defined status within professional and institutional practices that position discursive subjects with particular classifications and status that make their level of knowledge, skill and degree of authority immediately obvious.

Laylan (2006) calls balancing the multiple roles of the nurse family member ‘walking a fine line’. Nurses are able to let go of their nursing role in the care of a family member to some degree when they have detailed information and confidence in the staff providing care (Salmond, 2006). However, dissatisfaction with aspects of care causes
distress if nurse family members are not able to communicate their concerns effectively to staff involved in a relative’s care. Mills and Aubeeluck (2006) reported how all the participants in their study felt dissatisfied with some aspects of the care their relative received and were unsure how to respond in situations where less than adequate care was given. The concern expressed by these nurses about criticising other nurses showed how their positioning as employees and colleagues in the health care services that were providing care to their relatives mediated their ability to intervene in preventing the provision of less than adequate care.

Hurliman’s (2004) descriptive qualitative study of eight female nurses providing care to their parents or in-laws in Alaska showed both positive and negative impacts of caring for their parents as a nurse family member. Hurliman found that the participants in her study had pivotal roles in providing care to parents because they were nurses and used their authority as a nurse to inform decisions about care. In some families where siblings did not participate in giving care to ill family members, nurse family members were left with feelings of anger and resentment that were destructive in their relationships with siblings. Families call on their nurse family members to interpret medical and treatment information, bestowing them with a particular kind of expertise in negotiating paths through illness events and involvement with health care services (Laylan, 2006). Nurses may have ambiguous positions within their own families where they are seen as being able to call on expert knowledge, experience and professional networks that other family members do not possess (Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006).

Being involved in the care of an ill or dying relative is a challenging and potentially life-enriching experience that enables family members to engage in relationships with each other and to find meaning in the events surrounding the person’s illness or death. Following their study in northern England with participants receiving treatment for cancer, Chattoo and Ahmad (2008) argue that families exercise choice in both fulfilling and not recognising a responsibility to care and in choosing the most appropriate family member to participate in caregiving. They see caring for a family member as a practice that is embedded within already existing sets of relationships that have both moral and
material legacies (Finch & Mason, 1993) informing reciprocal obligations. Chattoo and Ahmad also see cultural frames as giving meaning to caregiving experiences within families. They suggest that within certain cultural ‘scripts’ caring has a moral purpose on its own account that is legitimised by the illness or incapacity of another and the cultural norms that are used to interpret conduct in the face of such life events. While the way these obligations are fulfilled within families can be as important as the obligations themselves, these authors make the point that people are differentiated from others in terms of knowledge, understanding and experience. Even within the same family, people may interpret normative responsibilities differently according to their own sense of self worth in the context of a family member’s illness.

**The relation to self as ‘nurse family member’**

Caring for ill or incapacitated people within the family tends to be conceptualised as a burdensome experience where the caregiver has little control over their degree of participation in the care of a relative. The literature on female nurses and other health professionals identifies negative affects of family caregiving on women’s mental and physical health, social life and overall quality of life (Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006; Ward-Griffin, 2004). Women participants in these studies related a sense of being in overdrive where their own lives were disrupted by the constant demand for care of others. They found themselves constantly tired and neglected their own health needs in terms of exercise and health screening activities (Hurliman, 2004). Yet there is some evidence to suggest that women are inventive in reframing and organising caregiving responsibilities into opportunities for self growth (Wuest, 2000). Ward-Griffin et al. (2005) agree that the female health professionals in their Canadian study demonstrated agency in choosing how they would participate in caring for family members and demonstrated resilience in responding to the demands of care within the family. This study shows how women participate in the subject position of the ‘caring self’ that is discursively produced and reproduced within family and work environments.

As Davies (2003, p. 721) notes, people have the potential to transform themselves, for better or worse, through ‘doing’ subjectivity. She suggests that the actions of individuals
need to be understood within their social context where “there is a relentless and reflexive process of these other levels influencing individual action and individual action similarly constructing, maintaining and even altering …. structures, symbols and discourses”. Ward-Griffin (2004) and Ward-Griffin et al. (2005) show how nurses and other female health professionals engage in discourses of caring for and caring about with differing intensities according to the sense of obligation or duty that draws them to engage in caring for a family member. While some nurses reported high levels of stress and associated health problems associated with family caregiving, they were also able to negotiate strategies to manage the workload and responsibilities involved with it. Nurses, whose stories reflected they were primarily positioned within the discourse of *caring about*, were more able to contain expectations of family members and health professionals that they would undertake professional nursing work within the family. Others had a deeper involvement in the clinical care consistent with the discourse of *caring for*. This second group of nurses was able to blend emotional attachment with clinical care to the degree that boundaries between formal and informal caring roles virtually disappeared. The perceived sense of need in the family member and the nurse’s degree of confidence in providing clinical care were important factors that mediated this degree of involvement.

Wuest’s (2000) feminist grounded theory study on women’s management of caregiving demands shows how women develop strategies to organise family commitments in ways that reduce or overcome potentially negative aspects of caring demands. Women have few resources to take on additional work within the family when they are already working in paid employment and caring for children. Wuest suggests that the most difficult challenge for women is the changing nature of these caring demands and their own expectations about how to respond to them. Referring to Wuest’s (1998) idea of ‘precarious ordering’, Ward-Griffin et al. (2005) show how the women in their study set boundaries on caring demands and negotiated aspects of care. These authors identified three stages of intensity in family caregiving from periodic and manageable requests for assistance, moderately demanding expectations, and finally high expectations that required total immersion in caregiving activities. In the first stage, women were able to
set limits to contain the expectations of other family members and health professionals, but this ability to limit their involvement depended on the severity of perceived need for care, the degree of obligation felt by the women and the availability of others to fulfill caregiving needs. Ward-Griffin (2004) noted that women who primarily positioned themselves in the discourse of caring about were more able to limit their degree of involvement.

In the second stage, identified as ‘working to manage’, Ward-Griffin et al. (2005) noted that the women’s degree of involvement in caregiving work had increased over time to the point where they were doing more for their family member and strategies for limiting care were no longer as effective. They were also providing more care that moved them beyond what they considered their area of expertise or comfort zone. The lines between professional or formal care and informal care became increasingly blurred as they moved to fill gaps they recognised in their relatives’ need for care. In this stage, nurses, and other women who were caring for family members, made continual readjustments and accommodations to achieve balance in their lives. They used their professional connections with people and systems to ensure their family member had access to timely and appropriate health care and support services, particularly when they knew services were available but were being withheld. They delegated care to paid services or other family members when they recognised that the need for care had moved beyond their capacity to manage. The final stage of ‘living on the edge’ was seen more often in women who positioned themselves primarily in the discourse of caring for but may also have been apparent for women whose workplace and social supports were limited and the demand for care high. These women sometimes faced extreme exhaustion and withdrew from other obligations that impacted on family caregiving, such as paid employment.

Ward-Griffin (2004), Ward-Griffin et al. (2005) and Wuest (2000) show how nurses and other women constantly renegotiate the conditions under which they are prepared to care by resisting and contesting family expectations and accommodating the changing environment within the family. They capture how the women in their studies made
active choices about how they participated in family caregiving and in doing so demonstrated the necessary skill, foresight and ability to recognise their own capacities to respond to the demands of their families and other aspects of their lives. Foresight demonstrates knowledge of the potential for caregiving demands to move beyond their control and the ability to resist this potential by developing strategies to contain them. The ability to set limits on their degree of involvement shows how they recruited alternative resources to fill perceived gaps in care in the form of paid, voluntary or family help. Recognition of fraying connections, when the women saw the potential for the boundaries around their role to collapse, reveals their ability to see the need to care for the self in the face of exhaustion or their own health issues. It also illuminates how they actively chose which losses they were prepared to sustain, or put on hold for the time being, in the face of potentially overwhelming family caregiving workloads.

**Research on family-work conflict**

In an early study, Ross, et al. (1994) identified tensions in the balance between nurses’ personal and professional caregiving careers among a population of forty nurses providing care to children and/or elderly parents in Canada. This qualitative study found that nurses’ lives involved a highly complex mix of work, family and study demands that created tensions and conflicts between competing demands for time and attention. A sense of being torn between two worlds was reported by the participants in providing care to both their families and clients, attempting to complete university study, and participate in community activities. These feelings were exacerbated when a family member was ill and required an increased level of care. Alternatively other nurses reported a sense of control in that paid employment gave them control over their financial resources and an increased sense of self worth and confidence through making a contribution to society.

Over the last decade, the relationship between family commitments and paid work roles has become the focus of increasing interest for researchers as nurses have become a scarce resource in health care settings. However, much of the research that reports on interactions between paid work and family life roles tends to draw on dominant
discourses that define modes of subjectivity, and thus position people, within predefined roles and norms that have the potential to limit women’s capacity to negotiate these interactions (Runte & Mills, 2002). Runte and Mills argue that research on the interface between paid work and family life lacks a sustained analysis of the impact of gender. They suggest that dominant discourses construct paid work and family life as binary opposites separating the public and private domains of life. The interface between work and home becomes a site of competing interests, where employers and families each make demands for resources and conflict is inevitable. This conceptualisation of conflict is seen in the ‘spillover’ model (Barnett, 1994; Small & Riley, 1990), which in itself implies a normative separation between work and family. Dominant discourses on both work and family normalise gendered values about the position of women within paid employment and their primary responsibility for caregiving roles within the home. The disconnection of home from work is informed by patriarchal discourse that values work over family and male cultural models of workplace practice as the norm (Mennino, Rubin & Brayfield, 2005). In doing so, it also illuminates women’s ability to balance their family and work responsibilities within the constant scrutiny of a gaze informed by male values.

Research on the relationship between nurses’ family caregiving and paid work roles or double duty caring, highlights negative effects of spillover from home to work. The discourse of conflict assumes that increased demands in one domain of life will deplete the other. This depletion is conceptualised as either time-based or strain-based conflict (Runte & Mills, 2002). Studies on double duty caring have identified mental and physical fatigue, increased levels of stress, time away from work and less satisfaction with performance at work as ‘spillover’ effects of multiple caregiving roles (Grzywacz et al., 2006; Monahan & Hopkins, 2002; Rosenfeld, 2007; Scott, et al., 2006; Ward-Griffin, 2004). These effects become visible within the discourse of risk management as the potential to make a drug error or other mistake (Grzywacz et al.; Scott et al.), and productivity in terms of decreased work output and the lack of ability for these nurses to provide high quality care (Killien, 2004). Inflexible work rosters and a lack of understanding from managers and colleagues (Hurliman, 2004; Ross et al., 1994) about
the demands of family caregiving responsibilities is one of the leading reasons that nurses give for leaving their employment (Gould & Fontenla, 2006; Reineck & Furino, 2005).

Other research (Mennino et al., 2005) suggests that there is a relationship between the increasing demands of workplaces as ‘greedy’ institutions that are extracting more from employees in the face of health workforce shortages and fiscal restraint in the delivery of services. Scott et al. (2006) found that nurses with family caregiving responsibilities worked more hours on average than their colleagues, which they attributed to the financial strain of family caregiving. Gryzwacz et al. (2006) also found that nurses who worked the most hours in paid employment had the highest impact on their family roles but were not sure whether this was attributed to their own needs or the demands of their employers. In an already stretched and competitive workforce, colleagues are less willing to compensate for family-related work absences (Ward-Griffin et al., 2005). Furthermore, cutbacks in health services have the effect of more family care needing to be purchased privately, or being undertaken by unpaid caregivers. Ward-Griffin et al. see this situation as impacting on nurses by demanding more of their time to fill the gaps in health services to their own families, but at the same time being unable to take time away from work or feeling obliged to remain at work because of staff shortages.

Grzywacz et al. (2006), in their American survey of work-family conflict among 4,000 registered nurses in 29 states, found that 92 percent of their participants had experienced work interference with family responsibilities and 50 percent reported a chronic negative impact of work on family. This research indicates that spillover from work, in the form of fatigue and stress, is more likely to have a negative impact on the family, rather than family spillover into the workplace. Stress and fatigue are endemic in contemporary workplaces where employers demand that employees do more with less. Runte and Mills (2002, p. 28) argue that “the discourses of downsizing, global competition, profitability and the cult of efficiency are fundamental pressures that create work environments in which stress is maintained at such high levels that any additional strain (such as spillovers from home) become unmanageable”. Ceci and McIntyre
suggest that nurses experience more emotional impact and ill health from their work than other occupations. Canadian and American research supports this claim and its link to nurses’ exodus from the workforce (IOM, 1996; Simon, Kummerling & Hasselhorn, 2004; White, 1999). It seems that nurses make active choices about their work and family lives; some exit from the workforce or change the type of work they do in order to accommodate the demands of double duty caregiving. Others who are able to manage a complex blend of caring roles across work and home boundaries, may be more satisfied with their roles than those who do not provide care to family members (Monahan & Hopkins, 2002). The following section explores health policy and the implications of the discourse of informal care for people and their families in palliative care.

Health policy and the discourse of informal family care
As a family member, the nurse enters the complex mix of relationships and processes that characterise palliative care, with readymade knowledge and expertise about caring for ill people. Knowledge about how relationships and processes operate within the health system position this nurse with the ability to advocate for their relative’s access to appropriate health care services. In a health service that relies on informal care to stretch health funding, their own families and other health professionals are likely to encourage them to ‘fill the gaps’ that occur between the ill person’s need for care and the services that are available. Changes in the delivery of health services in New Zealand over the past two decades, like health reforms in Canada, the United Kingdom and Australia, were informed by a discourse of neoliberalism that promoted consumer choice and constructed health and health care as marketable commodities. Subsequent ‘post-neoliberal’ shifts in health care policy have reduced the focus on market strategies and the consumer as a user who pays for services, but elements of this discourse remain in contracting agreements and the notion that people are able to participate in making their own arrangements for health care (Prince, Kearns & Craig, 2006).

The surface of emergence for the discourse of neo-liberalism in New Zealand during the late 1980s and early 1990s was the political desire to contain growing public
expenditure in a health service that was perceived as fragmented, poorly administered and lacking the capacity to meet the health care needs of the population equitably or efficiently (Gould & Fontenla, 2000). Gould and Fontenla note that the 1993 restructuring was one of the most radical shifts in health policy seen in the western world and that it proposed radical solutions that in some respects were unworkable in the New Zealand context. Neoliberal discourse promotes a reduction of direct provision of health services by the state and the introduction of market relationships that are characterised by contracting, competition and choice (Kelsey, 1995). At the same time this discourse works to govern populations at a distance through the construction of new subjectivities in health care about choice, participation and equitable distribution of resources (Prince et al., 2006).

Since the late 1990s, subsequent governments have instituted a ‘third way’, moving New Zealand health policy into a post-neoliberal phase that has instituted programmes involving community collaboration and partnership (Craig, 2003); sentiments that were embodied in the New Zealand Health Strategy (Minister of Health, 2000). Consequently, the New Zealand Palliative Care Strategy (Minister of Health, 2001) affirms palliative care as an important entitlement for all people in New Zealand, particularly access to culturally appropriate care that is consistent with their health care and social needs. It identifies consumer choice, home care and the support of families to care for people as central strategies in its vision for palliative care. This community model of palliative care focuses the provision of care for the dying person in their own home with their family as active participants in that care. The provision of services within a hospice, or community facility such as an aged care rest home or hospital, is seen as a substitute for home care when this is not possible or not desired by the family. Primary health care services work as an adjunct to support this vision of care in the community, with the intention of sustaining clients in a place with people they know. Freedom of choice about how people and services will be located is consistent with the values and strategies that are advocated in the New Zealand Health Strategy (Minister of Health, 2000), in that people are understood as responsible for their health in partnership with their communities and government agencies.
Research conducted in the United Kingdom suggests that between 50 percent and 70 percent of people prefer to die at home (Higginson, 1999; Higginson & Sen-Gupta, 2000). In reality only 31 percent of people with cancer die at home in New Zealand, though the rates increase for Maori (53 percent) and Pacific people (42 percent) (Minister of Health, 2001). Being at home is equated with dignity, comfort and some degree of control over events surrounding death and these ideas signify the difference from dying in hospital (Brown & Colton, 2001). The preference to die at home is also consistent with notions of consumer choice and the expectation that people ‘play their part’ in maintaining their own wellbeing and health (Prince et al., 2006). Consequently, home care is seen as a cost-effective alternative (Cosimo et al., 2003) in a restrained health care funding environment. It articulates with the discourse of informal care where keeping people at home becomes a viable strategy to stretch funding by reconceptualising health care as something done in the community by the community (Heaton, 1999). This notion of choice situates some of the responsibility for health care and consequently shifts part of the financial and human resource burden of the provision of health care services from the state to voluntary community services and the family. At the same time it aims to provide people and their families with the freedom to control aspects of their experience of life-threatening illness and dying.

The idea of dying at home within one’s own community creates the potential for innovative approaches to palliative care. Prince et al. (2006) cite the example of Maori Health Providers who resisted the first wave of neo-liberal reforms and used subsequent health reforms together with their own knowledge and expertise to create new models of health care services that were appropriate for their own communities. However, such initiatives require the capacity for communities to work together towards a common goal and the ability to access funding streams and other resources that are necessary to sustain their effort. Palliative care, as the care of clients whose illness is not responsive to curative treatment (World Health Organisation Regional Office for Europe, 1989),
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2 Maori are the indigenous population in Aotearoa, New Zealand.
also has the added challenge of the outcome of care being secondary to the process through which it is delivered. In this respect it is less quantifiable or measurable in terms of its outcomes than some other services (Clark, Neale & Heather, 1995) and fits less well within a contracted funding model. While humanitarian values are an important mobilising strategy for communities and health care professionals, they do not provide the concrete reality of empirical data needed to argue for the cost benefit analyses that speak to the discourse of economics (Clark, 2007).

The ability for families to exercise choice assumes a discourse of informal care (Heaton, 1999), where ancillary care is provided by family members. This means that people who live with someone else are more likely to die at home (Bowling & Cartwright, 1982). According to Brown and Colton (2001), in the US state of Washington, more middle-aged men die at home from cancer-related illnesses than any other population group. These men are usually cared for by their female partners, who die later and more often in a care facility or hospital rather than at home. As Brown and Colton put it, the ‘good’ death at home for a middle-aged man may not be as good for his female informal caregiver. The New Zealand Health Strategy uses the idea of inclusion as the path to equitable distribution of health care services (Prince et al., 2006) but the Ministry of Women’s Affairs (2001) has clearly expressed the need for gender analysis in considering the impact of shifts in health policy, particularly those with the potential to normalise women in roles that remain invisible, albeit it within an emancipatory discourse of choice.

Further challenges remain to exercising choice, including the assumption that twenty-four hour support for palliative care will be available to dying people and their families. In this context, the capacity for choice is mediated by the complexity of funding models, the availability of services and skilled health professionals, and the adequate coordination of available resources. In 2003, the Report of the Palliative Care Expert Working Group to the Cancer Control Steering Group identified that
There is still some way to go in the development of palliative care services, particularly in ensuring that palliative care is available for all people who are dying of cancer. This is particularly important for people in rural areas where there are still major gaps in service provision. There is also a lack of service co-ordination between primary care, cancer treatment and palliative care services. This means that some people who are dying of cancer do not access the full range of palliative care services. Some people receive care from multiple agencies while others access services too late to be of much benefit (Ministry of Health, 2003, p. 8).

Drought and Koenig (2002) emphasise the importance of clients, families and providers of services being able to recognise that choice is an element of treatment and care decisions and that meaningful options are actually available to them. There are tensions between the ethical requirement to provide a humanitarian service within the collectivist principles stated within health policy and the reality of financial costs and consequences of home care approaches for palliative care (Ceci, 2006a; Read & Wuest, 2007). Canadian experiences have shown that the restructuring of health services has not always resulted in the necessary funding to enact the rhetoric of home care (Frederick & Fast, 1999).

**Summary**

This chapter has presented a critical analysis of the discourses that construct the subjectivity of nurse family members who care for their own relatives. Caring is an effect of discourse that has emerged from the historical construction of nursing as a reflection of women’s role within the family (Crowe, 2000; Lawler, 1991). It has been constituted variously within essentialist and gendered notions of women as innately expressive carers whose moral duty was to serve others and becomes visible in how nurses respond the call to for a family member who is experiencing a life-threatening illness. Ward-Griffin’s (2004) research shows how professional boundaries work as discursive constructs that divide women’s identity as nurses, shaping both the meaning and effects of their practice as nurses and family members. The ‘caring self’ is a
discursive construct that signifies a particular kind of gendered identity (Davies, 2003) with normative requirements for respectable and responsible women (Skeggs, 1997). As women, nurse’s socially constructed sense of obligation calls them to care for their own family members, often doing ‘double duty’ between work and home.

Nurses are situated within their families with specific kinds of ‘inside’ knowledge about illness and dying that is derived from their professional experience (Laylan, 2006). This knowledge enables them to be involved in caring for their own family with a deep appreciation of the meaning of illness and suffering (Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006). But it also positions them with the ability to predict the outcome of life-threatening situations in ways that may sometimes be challenging when the object of a medical diagnosis is a loved one. Nurses walk a fine line between their own family members and other health professionals as they negotiate the complex roles associated with being the nurse family member. They engage in caring discourse with varying degrees of intensity depending on their sense of obligation and capacity to manage the demands of the situation they are faced with. Research on women’s caring within the family shows that they are creative in their responses to the demands of caring; sometimes contesting expectations and ‘reordering’ family care and work responsibilities (Ward-Griffin et al., 2005; Wuest, 2000).

The demands of family caregiving impact on nurses’ capacities and choices as health care workers (Grsywacz et al., 2006; Rosenfeld, 2007; Scott et al., 2006) and are the main reason nurses give for leaving paid employment or reducing their hours of work (Hurliman, 2004; Gould & Fontenla, 2006; Reineck & Furino, 2005). New Zealand health workforce statistics (New Zealand Health Information Service, 2004) show that most nurses in this country are over 40 years of age and that the majority work full time. At the same time, most family caregivers are middle-aged with responsibilities to both dependent children and parents (Frederick & Fast, 1999). The idea of informal care is integral to New Zealand health policy. It informs a community model of palliative care that focuses the provision of care for dying people on the family home, family as active participants in that care. This reliance on informal care positions nurses to ‘fill the gaps’
that occur between their ill family member’s need for care and the services that are available.

The following chapter explains the methodological considerations for the research. The methodological approach uses an epistemology of critique, drawing on tools for critical inquiry from Foucault’s (1972; 1980; 1982/2003b; 1983/1998; 1984/2003) writing and interviews and Butler’s (1990; 2005) writing on normativity, to make observations about how nurses are situated in social contexts and construct themselves through their relationships with others. Foucault’s writing on the genealogy of knowledge is concerned with the political strategies that produce subjectivity through dynamic and ongoing relationships between power and knowledge (Davidson, 1986). Genealogical analysis as the self’s relation to the self informs the methodological tools for the research. Butler’s analysis of how people come to constitute themselves as discursive subjects provides a further theoretical frame for the research, particularly her writing on normative prescriptions for the relation to self in the constitution of subjectivity.
Chapter 4

Methodological considerations

Introduction
This chapter presents the strategies that I have developed to operationalise analytical techniques derived from Foucault’s writing on ethics as a form of ethical deliberation within relations of power, knowledge and the self. The methodological approach reflects my subjectivisation within the discursive fields of nursing research, practice and education. It shows how I have positioned myself in relation to the participants as a nurse, researcher and a family member who has lived through similar experiences to them. Care of the self as a researcher is explained in relation to care of the other in interpreting subjectivities of the participants and myself as constitutive of and constituted by relations of truth, power and ethics. The discussion of methodological considerations examines the process of working through developing techniques for the analysis of the data and my reflections on the process of developing and working through these techniques. It also explains how the research participants were recruited and supported through the process of interviewing and the interpretation of their stories. Ethical considerations are explored in terms of the process of seeking ethical approval and some of the challenges that I experienced in conducting what could be considered as sensitive qualitative research with bereaved participants. The final part of the chapter draws on Wilkinson’s (2007) ideas to examine the truth claims that I have made in accounting for the research process as ethical practices of the self.

Methodological considerations
The methodological approach for this research uses Foucault’s definition of ethics as the relation one ought to have with the self, which demands a critical relation to the self in questioning what is seemingly natural and normal in the world and in doing so, to move beyond the limits of what has been known as the basis for the previously defined self (Lamb, 1995).
My thinking about this idea of a critical relation to the self in this research has been influenced by Flaming (2006, p. 221) who suggests that,

by thinking critically about the self, a person is free to develop as a particular human being because he or she is free from the inhibiting normalizing or dominating discourses.

Stories told about an experience provide the opportunity to see oneself as the subject of a specific kind of knowledge, enabling people to think about the effects of their actions and reclaim a voice in representing a relation to the self that has been silenced through subjection to discourse. Stories offer an account of oneself as a history of this subjection that shows how discursive resources were used to work on the self to establish a particular kind of relation to normative frameworks that regulate the practices of discourse (Butler, 2005). Accounting for the self as the history of one’s actions is an ethical activity, a lived space that invites others to share an experience and in doing so enlarge their capacity to think and act in ways that are ethical. It creates the potential to contest the relation to the self by challenging how rules about what constitutes the relation to truth that one is called to occupy as a subject position in discourse have been constructed and applied (Frank, 1998). In doing so, the subject constitutes the self as an active agent in the ‘manufacture’ of knowledge revealing their relationship to the conditions of its production (Veyne, 1997).

Stories focus attention on the specific (Blacker, 1998), as a marginal view that draws attention to something that might not be visible from within the rules that define what is held to be established knowledge. As accounts of the self, stories offer alternative and competing interpretations of events in circumstances where no other reality might have been imagined, or have been considered relevant in relation to established knowledge. They illuminate ideas that are unspeakable within the boundaries of established knowledge because they transgress norms and values about what is held to be true.
Foucault believed that knowledge should not be taken as self-evident or definitive and that people should be aware of the limits of the systems in which they work. He saw curiosity and innovation as important elements of ethical work in the self’s relation to the self, where each person is responsible for reflecting on the situation they find themselves in and choosing how they wish to participate in it (Foucault, 1980/1997; O’Farrell, 2005). An ethic of the self, practised as imaginative and creative responses to others (Foucault, 1988), is characterised by “a robust openness, curiosity and respect for difference” (Coles, 1992, p. 85) and the ability to free oneself from being too tightly connected with dominating truths (Flaming, 2006). The ability to think outside what is obvious in discourse creates the potential for desubjugation (Butler, 2002), where the subject resists being governed within the confines of the relation to truth that the discourse represents. Thinking outside a discourse is already “a thought of resistance” (Deleuze, 1988, p.90) that illuminates the relations between the knower and the known, by shattering the web of comprehension that subjection to discourse constructs for one’s thinking (Foucault, 1966/1970).

Foucault’s approach to ethics analyses the historical and cultural effects through which we construct ourselves as subjects of discourse. A discourse is “a way of speaking, arranging and presenting representations of the world in a logical order” (O’Farrell, 2005, p.41), the location where subjectivity is formed through language and practice. Foucault’s (1966/1970) earlier use of the term discourse developed in The order of things, defined it as the artefacts and verbal traces left by history. The methodological approach for this research draws on Foucault’s (1984/1992; 1984/1990) writing on ethics, developed in his last two books The use of pleasure and The care of the self, as a framework to analyse how nurse family members constitute themselves as subjects of the various discourses that call them to act on the self in particular ways. The later definitions understood discourse as a site where knowledge and power intersect to create certain ways of speaking that define a particular formation of knowledge (O’Farrell, 2005). A discourse is recognisable by the regularity of the statements that comprise its formation and the normative frameworks, or discursive practices that define rules for the
production of statements and the status of subjects who have authority to articulate and practise the discourse (Kendall & Wickham, 1999).

Drawing on the methodological insights of Heikkinen, Silvonen and Simola (1999), the analytical techniques for the analysis of data in this research has two aspects. The first aspect of the analysis seeks to identify discourses that are present in the participants’ stories as landscapes of care; the verbal traces of discursive knowledge and practices that were available to them at the time they were engaged in the care of their ill family member. It also explores the effects of power relations that individualise, discipline and order the professional and family relationships that are apparent in the nurse family members’ stories. The second aspect analyses care of the self and others as techniques of self to show how the participants have undertaken self-work to form themselves as particular kinds of nurse family members. In defining ethics as the relation one ought to have with oneself, the methodological approach for this research uses four elements of the relation to self that were developed in Foucault’s (1984a) writing on the genealogy of ethics, to guide the analysis of how subjectivity is constituted in discourse.

1. Ethical substance: the aspect or part of the self or behaviour that is concerned with moral conduct
2. Mode of subjection: the way in which the self is called to recognise moral obligations or relation to a normative framework
3. Self-forming activities: the means or actions through which the self changes or transforms the self to become an ethical subject
4. Telos: self-mastery as the kind of ethical being the self aspires to be.

The first two aspects of these questions establish the subject’s rapport or relation with themselves. The analysis of how subjectivity is constituted for the participants in this research attempts to uncover what these rapports are and how they have come into being to create “the subject as the subject of ethical actions” (Foucault, 1984a, p.352). Butler’s (2005) writing on normativity is also used as a tool to examine how the relation to the rules of discourse, or its normative framework, are established as one’s own relation to
truth. Self-forming activities or techniques of self describe the means through which people act on themselves to become ethical. Techniques of self are identified engaging in discursive practices such as reflection, improving knowledge and skills or presenting oneself differently (Owen & Powell, 2006). The final aspect, telos concerns the kind of ethical being we want to be (Davidson, 1986) or as Owen and Powell put it, to make oneself into a “useful, productive and ethically self managing individual” (p. 114).

**Developing the research data**

The participants in this research were six nurses, aged between 30 and 60 years, who were registered and had worked as nurses in New Zealand. These nurses had been involved in caring for a person, who was defined by them as a family member, and with whom they were involved in a relationship as a nurse family member, where this person required palliative care at home or at home and in hospital in New Zealand. Five of the participants had cared for more than one family member in a cancer-related palliative care situation and three of them were no longer practising as nurses. They were recruited using a purposive sampling approach via advertisements in the New Zealand Nursing Review and selected community newspapers, and one participant recruited another. Six participants were recruited out of eight respondents. While I had only intended to recruit participants from a defined North Island area, there were two nurses who were accessible to me by travelling outside this area. The six participants who were chosen met the inclusion criteria, and were accessible to me for face-to-face interviews. All participants were Pakeha women who were born and educated in New Zealand, as were all of those who responded to my advertisements to recruit participants. The focus on female Pakeha nurses in this research is part of its situatedness.

Data was developed from the verbatim transcription of audio-taped interviews to create the narrative texts for data analysis. I used what could be considered as an unstructured approach to the first interview, beginning with a request for the participant to tell me about themselves and their experience of caring for their family member. When
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3 The term Pakeha is generally used to describe white settler descendants who were born in New Zealand.
participants asked for feedback about whether they were “telling me what I wanted to know” I assured them that any information regarding their experience as a nurse family member was useful. At times when participants became lost for words, I gently prompted them to continue speaking about what they thought might be important in their experience. All of the participants had particular things they wanted to talk about, whether it was something they had learned and thought other nurses should know, or they wanted to relate experiences that were memorable. The second interview was more structured in that it involved reviewing the previous transcript and talking about what would be included and excluded from the data. It also involved a greater degree of disclosure as they elaborated on their thoughts and feelings and clarified aspects of their experiences. As well, the participants talked in more depth about some experiences they had alluded to in the first interview, sometimes because they had had time to reflect on the memories that had been surfaced in the time between interviews. While I had intended to interview the participants up to five times in the course of the research, I found that two formal interviews were sufficient for the nurses to tell their stories. However, I later phoned and emailed them to ask questions and clarify aspects of their stories. They also gave written feedback on their interview transcripts, which I had posted to them. Each interview lasted between 60 and 90 minutes and was conducted either at the participant’s home or at a mutually agreed location. I transcribed the interviews myself, partly because I felt that some of the stories contained in the interviews were emotionally evocative and perhaps too demanding for someone who was not in a relationship with the participants and so could not hear the stories in the context of that relationship. As well, I could not be sure that a paid transcriber would have access to the emotional support necessary to manage the effect of listening to these stories. I also used the transcription process as an opportunity to reflect on and make journal notes about aspects of the nurses’ stories.

Techniques for data analysis
The data analysis began with identifying stories within the interview texts that make a particular landscape of care visible as the practices and relationships that are apparent in caring for a family member in palliative care. The topography of each story line within
this landscape was mapped to identify the effects of techniques of discourse that appeared within them as discursive statements.

**Landscapes of care**

Using aspects of the framework on techniques of discourse developed by Heikkinen et al. (1999), discursive statements were analysed in terms of how a discourse was put into action to interpellate nurse family members and make them subject to it as a specific relation to the self. The internal rules of the discourse were examined to identify relations of power exercised to control or normalise what could be said about certain objects. The bases for the authority of speaking and acting subjects that accorded them status or prominence within the discourse and worked to sustain their particular identities was also identified as mechanisms that regulated access to subject status (Foucault, 1970) including; verbal rituals determining accepted roles for speakers, rules for membership of the disciplinary community who are authorised to practise within and preserve the discourse, and the effects of dual subjection in constituting and being constituted by the discourse in a professional role. Power relations were identified as the historically constituted divisions that separate self from other, and establish differences between people. Procedures of exclusion were identified as the knowledge that was subjugated or silenced as soon as it was spoken as knowledge outside the discursive rules of engagement. These moments of silencing and exclusion pointed to the unthought or that which was not authorised to be practised within the discourse (Foucault, 1966/1970). It showed how these practises of division and rejection within discourse worked to marginalise subjectivities lacking in authority, and undermined that person’s capacity to speak or act in a particular moment. The analysis of data in this section was guided by the following questions about techniques of discourse:

- What are the discourses that inform nurse family members’ call to care and how do they show up in the participants’ stories?
- How are the nurse family members bound up in relations of forces and individualised in their relationships with others?
What constitutes ‘true’ knowledge about nursing and families and how is it spoken about and practised?

Who is authorised to speak about nursing and palliative care and under what conditions?

Care of the self and others

The analysis of the nurse family members’ stories illuminates how the nurses create and recreate themselves through the discourses populating the texts and how, in certain situations, particular subjectivities become privileged over others. Techniques of the self within the participants’ stories were critically examined to identify the genealogy of the forms of subjectivity that appear in their practice and interactions as nurse family members (Heikkinen et al., 1999). These subjectivities constitute the relationships that they have with themselves in constituting the self as the subject of their own actions (Foucault, 1982/2003b). The ethical substance of a particular subjectivity was illuminated as what attracted the nurse family member to care within the context of her own family; as that part of themselves that required care such as their ability to engage in the intellectual, political, and relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002). The analysis has attempted to show how the requirement for self-work was recognised through reflection on, and problematisation of, their conduct and knowledge. Modes of subjection are established as the relation that is chosen to moral or normative codes that are drawn from the participants’ social, cultural and professional patterns of knowing and relating (O’Farrell, 2005). The mode of subjection was seen in how the nurse family members sought to engage themselves in the situations that they were involved in. It shows how the participants struggled to meet the obligations of commitment and care as a woman (daughter, wife or mother), calling on nursing knowledge and skills to create the optimum conditions for the care of their family member and to establish the kinds of intimacy and connection necessary for this work.

Self-forming activities were apparent in the self-work that was undertaken by the participants to transform themselves into the kind of nurse family members that they aspired to be in order to act ethically. This work of self-creation as a nurse family
member was identified in the activities the participants’ described as they attempted to modify their behaviour according to the challenges that they experienced at different stages, and in particular moments of caring. Their self-work was illuminated in descriptions of how they experimented with different ways of thinking, speaking and acting as they assessed situations and positioned themselves within roles and relationships (Cooper & Blair, 2002; Huijer, 1999). The telos of the self’s relation to the self was apparent in the participants’ explanations of why they chose to act as they did. It identifies their relationship to normative values and rules as a nurse and particular kind of family member. The particular modes of being that were characteristic of themselves as moral agents (Foucault, 1984/1992) were seen in the capacities they developed as nurse family members, in creating the freedom to practise as a nurse in a private space, and in transforming their relationships with others to accommodate their subjectivisation. The data analysis in this section was guided by the following questions about the genealogy of subjectivisation:

- What are the relations of the self to the self that a nurse family member (daughter, wife, or mother) should aspire to practise?
- What self-forming activities do nurse family members perform and how do they transform themselves to act ethically?
- What are the effects of negotiating the boundaries between self and professional practice and practising relations of the self as a nurse family member?

**Ethical sensibilities in the research**

Drawing on Wilkinson’s (2007) interpretation of how Foucault’s (1984a) genealogy of the ethical subject can be read as constituting the subjectivity of an ethical researcher, this section explores the self-work I have undertaken to meet the ethical requirements for conducting research. The ethical substance of my subjectivisation in this research can be thought of as ethical sensibility, a critical relation to self and the normative ethical considerations for scholarship and research with human subjects that determine the right action to take in caring for the self and others. The mode of subjection for
ethical sensibility has involved my own efforts in thinking critically about and accommodating ethical principles of beneficence, respect for human dignity and justice in the research. This positioning of the self has entailed careful reflections on what might constitute harm or benefits for me and the research participants in each stage of conducting the research. Ethical self-work has been guided by the Victoria University of Wellington (2007) Human Ethics Policy and the principles expressed in the New Zealand Nurses’ Organisation (NZNO, 2001) Code of Ethics. Through this process of establishing relations of the self to these codes within the research process, I have endeavoured to cultivate the self as a particular kind of researcher who appreciates and respects the participants and the ethical requirements for scholarship.

Qualitative research requires us to be present with research participants; to enter their world, listen to their stories and co-create knowledge with them about the meaning of their experiences. Sensitive research presents particular challenges because it involves topics that are stressful and may cause emotional pain for both the participants and researcher (McCosker & Gerber, 2001) and it is these elements that define it as sensitive. The risk of harm or discomfort that is anticipated in this kind of research should not exceed that which participants would normally encounter in their daily life (Labott & Johnson, 2004). While the participants in this research were registered nurses who had substantial knowledge about emotional self-care, I informed them that exploring their reflections about caring for a dying family member might be distressing. Each participant signed a consent form before participating in the study. However consent was negotiated between the researcher and participants in the conduct of the research. They chose fictitious names for their identities in the research and some information containing unique identifiers has been excluded from the writing up of the research findings because it has the potential to identify a participant, though this inclusion and exclusion of data has been carefully negotiated with them. The process of consent in this study has involved ensuring that participants gave permission for the use of experiences as they appeared in the transcribed research interviews.
The ethics proposal for this research was approved by the Victoria University Human Ethics Committee in September 2005. Ethical considerations set out in the proposal included practical considerations regarding the emotional safety of participants. I suggested that they discuss their proposed involvement in the research with their family to assess any possible implications for them or their relationships with other family members. At the first interview I also assessed whether they had experienced any difficulty in negotiating their recovery from the events that they would share in the research. Ethical self-work included reflecting on my interactions with the participants to develop an appreciation of the effects of their participation in the research as they unfolded their experiences in the interviews. Participants were contacted one week after each interview to discuss their reflections on their experience of being interviewed. All of the participants said that the interviews had surfaced memories for them and I suggested that they might want to seek support from a critical friend, support person or counsellor to discuss feelings about those memories. However, none of the participants sought assistance for formal counselling support.

The benefits of this research for the participants have included the opportunity to speak about events in their lives, clarifying thoughts and feelings about caring for a dying family member. Three of them talked about how their involvement in the research had been beneficial in helping to explore aspects of their experience when they had not previously had the opportunity to speak about caring for their family member in such depth or detail. One participant said that she had not realised how much being a nurse had influenced who she is, and how she acts as a person. Another participant spoke of how the fact that I had experienced a similar event increased her level of comfort in being interviewed and made her able to disclose thoughts and feelings that she had not discussed before.

**Positioning the self-as-nurse researcher**

This research has an ethical substance of political work (Cooper & Blair, 2000) in that it seeks to examine the relations of power that construct nurses as professional people living within their own families and communities. Through the process of gathering and
analysing data, and writing it up in the thesis, I have become subjectivised within a struggle for the rights of nurse family members in showing how they might resist dominant discourses or at least accommodate them on their own terms through practices of care of the self. My self-forming activities involve an ethic of resistance in speaking about the experience of nurses that are not visible in dominant discourses about nursing, and publishing my critique of these discourses in the thesis. This political work also informs relational practices of the self as an ethical substance that struggles for connection with other nurse family members and a broader understanding of their experiences within the knowledge that informs nurses thinking as a feminised profession. The mode of subjection in this relational work is the desire for the kind of empathy and connection that might inform a deeper understanding of the tensions nurses experience in turning their professional gaze towards their own family members. The creation of alternative kinds of relationships that might allow greater fluidity in roles and relationships is the aim that I wish to achieve in publishing this thesis. The struggles that I experienced in positioning myself as a researcher, nurse and family member are explained in the later section in this chapter that reflects on the relational aspects of the research.

A further relation to the self that is relevant for this research involves Foucault’s notion of the author function. Foucault (1969/2003) sees the author as a process rather than an entity; the site where a complex web of discursive practices converge and shifting relations of power are enacted through relations of the self to the self in writing. As such, the process of ‘authoring’ is a practice that encompasses a range of subject positions and, through processes of subjectivisation in various discourses, creates representations of a writer’s thinking as the text of a work (Barrett, 2006). Drawing on Foucault’s notion of the author function, Nehamas (1986, p. 689) similarly sees both the author and the text as constructs where, “the author is produced jointly by the writer and the text, by work and critic; it is a character who is everything the text shows it to be and who in turns determines what the text shows”. In this sense, the writer is not the same as the author. Writing can be thought of as a self-forming activity that has an ethical substance of intellectual work and a mode of subjection that struggles for knowledge as
representations of truth. The writer’s subjectivities, as the author, are dispersed within the text and disappear as the text becomes an entity in itself. Readers interpret and reconstruct the text through their own subjectivisation, transforming ideas represented in it into new discursive forms through their own relation to the self.

The writing in this thesis has been a creative process of capturing the various subjectivities of the self as author, in relation to the data, and in speaking through specific discourses at different moments in time. It is a practice of the self in becoming through writing where I appear in the text as I work on myself to sculpt this work. Writing is a way of coming to understand ourselves and making sense of what we know (Rolfe, 2000). It is a creative practice, through which the self is constantly reworked in relation to what has been written, and new relationships are forged between the knower and what is known (Ceci, 2003b) as the unthought (Foucault, 1966/1970) is captured in the very act of writing. Writing creates the conditions to surface and express ideas not consciously thought about in this process of positioning the self within complex webs of discursive connections. It brings the self into new associations between discourse and the self through deep reflections on one’s own relation to truth, using theoretical ideas and experience as building blocks to transgress and reform what seems self-evident and normalised in one’s own thinking. I have found myself reshaping and reworking aspects of the text as I return to it and form new perspectives on what I have written. Rolfe (pp. 110-111), citing Woolf (1978) suggests, “The self who writes is different from the self who later reads what is written”. As the text becomes objectified and separated from the self in the process of ‘authoring’, I constantly form a new relation to it.

As stated in Chapter One, I came to this research having already experienced similar life events to the participants. With this experience in mind I had identified counselling for myself in the ethics proposal as part of the self-work I would undertake during the data collection and analysis stages. My thinking was that hearing about the participants’ experiences and working with their stories would be emotionally evocative for me. While I had carefully attended to these aspects in planning the research, I did not fully appreciate what it meant to practice ethically as a researcher until I experienced doing
the interviews. I was to find that being a researcher in this study was more complex than I had imagined particularly when the participants became distressed or talked about deeply moving events. All of them cried at some stage while being interviewed and counselling helped me to identify and work with my own emotional responses to them. This was to become a critical aspect of my self-work in the research as my own thoughts and actions were reflected back to me through the counselling process.

Counselling provided an external reference point for me in caring for the self as a researcher. The counsellor became the person Foucault (1984/2003) speaks of as the guide or mentor, who truthfully reflects the subject’s actions back to them through critical questioning. While in my mind I had a strong sense of my role as the researcher, there were moments when I identified with the participants as colleagues and women, and empathised with their experience as a family member. These difficult moments moved me beyond the role of researcher and drew me to engage with them in ways that were supportive and therapeutic. But this desire to be supportive interfered with my ability to explore emotionally difficult aspects of their experiences because I became focused on their vulnerability and my sense of responsibility for their distress. As a nurse I also brought a professional gaze to the research interviews, where I was concerned with my own professional conduct and that of other nurses. In this complex positioning as a researcher and a nurse, I also found myself moving away from topics that were sensitive in the professional sense. Talking with my supervisors about my discomfort also helped to build confidence and strength to move back into the interviews in a stronger frame of mind. I came to see the participants as capable of freely choosing whether to tell me things or not.

Being able to think critically about how I responded to the participants enabled me to reframe my practice as a researcher. I recognised that I had developed a mode of subjection that emphasised protection as self-work and constrained my ability to act as a researcher by silencing the participants. But protection is in some ways an undemocratic concept because it legitimises power over others whom we see as too weak to take care of themselves (Yeatman, 1994). It also permits an uncritical relationship to an ethic of
care where ‘good’ nursing equates to doing for others in ways that may actually disenfranchise and silence them; and as Yeatman suggests, it may also evade the more complex politics of a negotiated relationship in such moments. Self-work through counselling and supervision enabled me to call forth my own stories; to situate them in relation to those of the participants with some understanding of the effects of my behaviour (Miehls & Moffat, 2000). Looking back at my actions, and thinking about the effect I had on the participants, I became aware of how I might have responded differently. I could see how my focus on vulnerability had ‘saturated’ my thinking to the point that I was unable to see them as resilient and deeply reflective women. I understood my own emotional resilience but had not been able to respect their right to engage in the research in ways that were freely chosen.

This new mode of subjection was concerned with respecting the participants’ freedom to speak on their own terms. I became sensitised to my own responses in the interview process with the ability to sense moments when I had not followed a story line or changed the subject. As I did the second round of interviews I became more aware of how I phrased questions, such as, “I have another question and you don’t have to answer this if you don’t want to …… but last time you said you couldn’t do some things that you wanted to do for your mother ….. Can you tell me more about why you couldn’t?” Representation requires the freedom to speak and requires a belief in the capacities of other people. ‘Holding the moment’, by dwelling in moments of uncertainty, keeps the conversation space open. In research interviews, ‘holding the moment’ requires managing the tension that asking a hard question creates and being open to how the participant will respond. This experience taught me that it is sometimes necessary to dwell in moments of uncertainty in order to be sensitive to the stories that others tell. When I found the courage to listen attentively I heard moving stories about nurses’ belief in themselves and the power of nursing. So my self-work as a researcher was to make myself present in a different way. Rather than calming my own anxiety by silencing the participants I had to recognise the potential that uncertainty holds to make the self open to the experience of others (Miehls & Moffat, 2000).
Evaluating the research process

This research has involved locating an inquiry within particular discursive fields and practices and identifying gaps in knowledge that the inquiry sought to address. I have drawn on discursive apparatuses, operations and procedures (Foucault, 1969/2003) to create theoretical ideas and methods for the research design, which have situated the research, and its findings, within the field of nursing scholarship in specific ways. As an inquiry that is located within postmodern thinking, the research is positioned as partial and situated in my reading of theoretical ideas drawn from Foucault’s critical history of thought (Ceci, 2003b). While I have attempted to trace the genealogy of my thinking, and the theoretical ideas that have influenced how my own subject positionings have been formed in relation to the research topic, as Ceci suggests, any reading of a scholar’s work, and interpretations of our own and others’ experiences, are always situated and incomplete. We do not always know what is not apparent to us.

In evaluating this research, validity should be understood as assessing how the analysis works to critique normative modes of thinking and acting that constrain people’s ability to act ethically and whether it offers possibilities for new modes of subjection that might usefully be taken up by others. Rather than thinking about this thesis as an end-point or an entity in itself, it could be thought of as having a mode of existence that calls attention to particular discursive relations and subjectivities. It articulates potential modes of subjection that call other people to work on themselves as particular kinds of ethical subjects. In using Foucault’s methods, validity might be less concerned with what I have said about the findings in this research and more concerned with their effects; whether “possibilities for thinking and acting are opened rather than closed” (Ceci, 2003a, p. 74; McWhorter, 1999). The research represents an attitude towards nursing knowledge and the experience of being a nurse family member that is informed by a curiosity about how it is possible to know in particular ways (Ceci, 2003a). This curiosity represents my concern about whether it is possible to know differently and in ways that transgress current modes of knowledge, so validity could be interpreted as the degree to which the findings of the research represent this transgressive potential (Gilmour, 2001; Lather, 1993). The utility of this research might lie in how well it
stimulates forms of inquiry that continue beyond the writing of the thesis as other people have the opportunity to read and engage with the ideas presented in it.

As Barrett (2006) suggests, the findings are not invented by the researcher but are constructed within specific relations of the self to the self and connected to other works and ideas. This process has involved developing a reflexive relationship with my own ideas and actions in the process of conducting the research. A research journal was used to record my thinking about ideas and the experience of interviewing the participants and working with their stories in the analysis of the data. Representing the experiences of others requires this attention to relations of power, with an ability think critically about how the self and others are situated in and interpret events and one’s own behaviour (Coles, 1992). Reflexivity has involved a process of self reference, bending my own feelings and thoughts back on the self, and making the self and my own actions an object of inquiry (Bonner, 2001) in an attempt to maintain awareness, albeit partial, about the complex relationships between what I know and how I know. This reflexive work of thinking critically about the self was an important aspect of my self-work as a researcher as a means to transform my thinking beyond my own experience of being a nurse family member. As an ethical practice of the self, it called me to account for my actions in the research in representing the experiences of the participants in the findings it has produced.

**Summary**

This chapter has presented methodological considerations for the research, which was grounded in my own curiosity about the topic. This curiosity has framed my thinking about the topic and the methodological approach to it as a form of inquiry that aims to disturb assumptions about what it means to care for a dying family member as a nurse and daughter, wife or mother. It signals a concern with social justice in terms of looking beyond what is obvious to us in an attempt to grasp what happens when a nurse becomes involved in palliative care for her own family member and to offer strategies to conceptualise this experience and its effects in new ways. This chapter also explained how I have worked to develop techniques for analysis from Foucault’s critical history of
thought and the challenges I have encountered in positioning the self-as-nurse researcher in an inquiry that involves stories about experiences that were similar to my own.

The following chapter introduces the research participants within the landscapes of care that become visible in caring for a family member in palliative care. The story lines in these landscapes of care are mapped to show their topography as discursive statements that call nurse family members to subjectivise themselves in particular ways. The internal rules of discourse are examined to show how nurse family members become both discursive objects and at the same time subjectivised within relations of power that tend to normalise their responses. Moments of transgression are identified when the participants resist these normalisations and choose to act in other ways. Power relations are identified as historically constituted divisions that separate self from other and constitute aspects of people both within themselves and in relation to others.
Chapter 5

The call to care

Introduction

This chapter introduces the participants within their biographical portraits as nurse family members and explores the discourses and subject positionings that are visible as the call to care in this context. ‘Landscapes of care’ are conceptualised as the discursive knowledge and practices that became apparent as the participants spoke about their experiences. Storylines were mapped as conceptual topographies that appeared within these landscapes, illuminating discourses that the participants had become subjectivised within as they described their experiences and accounted for their actions. The conceptual topographies, as repositories of sets of discursive statements within the text of the stories, locate subjectivities within series of actions and ideas that reflect particular constructions of the self. Their subjectivities became stories of place as told by its inhabitants (Gadow, 1995), that make the nurse family member visible, located within the broader socio-political, cultural and professional contexts of nursing, health care and the family. While the idea of ‘landscapes of care’ is identified in nursing and feminist literature as places where people’s experience of health and illness are influenced by various cultural, social, economic and political factors (Carolan, Andrews & Hodnet, 2006; Dyck, 2005), the idea of place is conceptualised in this research as discursive positionings or locations that are both constituted by and are constitutive of subjectivity. These discursive positionings locate the subject within relations of truth, power and the self, creating a particular kind of vision and capacities for the participants in the situations that were related in their stories.

The call to care was the first storyline that surfaced in the complex and moving stories that the participants told about caring for their own family member in the palliative care stage of a cancer-related illness. The analysis in this chapter identifies discourses that became visible in this telling and examines how the participants engaged with the call to
care to become subjectivised, and simultaneously positioned in various competing discourses that constitute the role of nurse family member. Care of the self and others is explained as the relations of self through which the participants worked to transform themselves to be able to practice as the nurse family member. It shows their modes of subjection as particular kinds of relation to the self in discourse, where self-forming activities resulted in their ability to insert themselves into the spaces and relationships that formed their field of practice. In this process of transforming themselves, they created their own authority to speak about and practice nursing within their own families. The analysis shows how they possessed a particular kind of nursing gaze that set them apart from their own family members and positioned them uniquely in relation to other health professionals.

**Portraits of the participants**

The six registered nurse participants who agreed to participate in the research named themselves as Michelle, Sarah, Jean, Maree, Robyn and Hazel. They were aged between thirty and sixty years at the time of being interviewed about their experiences of caring for family members with a cancer-related illness in palliative care. Some of them had cared for family members in areas other than they were located at the time of interview, although all of the events described in their stories had occurred in diverse rural and urban settings in New Zealand. Five of the six participants had more than one experience of acting in the role of the nurse family member over varying periods of time. Michelle, the participant who had cared for only one family member was the youngest in the study. The older nurses, Sarah, Jean, Maree, Robyn and Hazel, in their fourth or fifth decades of life, had experienced caring for at least two family members as daughters, daughters-in-law, a wife or mother.

I had originally set the criteria for inclusion of an experience of caring for a family member at no sooner than one year prior to be interviewed and no longer than ten years. These limits were set to enable sufficient time for reflection on their experiences, but also to elicit stories that were reasonably contemporary, reflecting current conditions in nursing and the health service. These inclusion criteria were challenged by my
experience of interviewing Robyn, who had two experiences fifteen years apart, where I considered the prior experience had contemporary significance. Three of the six participants, Sarah, Michelle and Robyn, were no longer working as nurses at the time of being interviewed, though the latter two in this group were working at the time of caring for their family member. Sarah, the one participant who had not worked as a nurse for twelve years prior to being interviewed, still thought of herself as a nurse and related how she drew on nursing knowledge and skills. Her stories contributed relevant information to the study from her experience of caring for two family members. The following section provides a summary of biographical data, and a brief overview of their experiences, for each of the participants. Some aspects of the clinical and personal data has not been specified in order to preserve the participants’ anonymity.

**Michelle**

Michelle was the youngest participant in the research and related the experience of caring for her middle-aged mother who had been diagnosed with cancer. She talked about how she had always wanted to be a nurse and entered a nursing programme at the local polytechnic as soon as she had met the entry requirements. Following registration Michelle worked in New Zealand and overseas hospitals. When she returned to New Zealand family circumstances encouraged her into district nursing because the location of the work and the hours suited her family situation with preschool children. She had been district nursing for about six years, specialising in palliative care, when her mother was diagnosed with cancer. Following surgery, her mother had been given the ‘all clear’, but just over a year later developed metastases and required palliative care. She survived for three months following this diagnosis. Michelle’s mother was adamant that she wanted to remain at home in a remote rural setting, where she lived with her partner and other family, during the final stage of her life. Michelle soon realised that palliative care services were almost non existent in this rural area as people who were dying generally went to the hospice in the small town some distance away. Michelle understood that there would come a time when she would need to move in to live with her mother, taking one of her pre-school children with her and leaving the others in the care of her husband. Moving in with her mother required an extended absence of about
seven weeks from work on sick leave, which she says her employer fully supported. Michelle returned to work in palliative care one week after her mother’s death. She was not offered any formal support from her employer but sought grief counselling privately after a period of time. After three years, Michelle resigned from her position and has not worked since but related her thoughts to me about seeking an alternative career in the future.

Sarah

Sarah, in early middle-age at the time of being interviewed, had also wanted to be a nurse from the time she was a young child. Her older sister had provided a role model as a nurse, which she had always wanted to follow. As a graduate, Sarah’s experience included diverse fields of district nursing and intensive care, with some experience overseas. She left work to have children and had not worked in paid employment as a nurse for several years prior to taking up the role of nurse family member. Sarah cared for her mother-in-law intermittently over a period of two years, while she was having radiotherapy and chemotherapy. In the palliative care stage, her mother-in-law moved in with Sarah’s family so she could be cared for in the family home. Eighteen months later Sarah again found herself in the role of the nurse family member, this time caring for her own mother with the help of her sister, extended family and friends and the knowledge gained from her prior experience of caring for her mother-in-law. The family lived in a semi-rural area close to a country town and within easy reach of a base hospital and Sarah’s children were primary school age during both experiences. She relates how the first experience with her mother-in-law involved some fraught moments in relationships with other nurses, while the second time around was an entirely different experience that was characterised by strong professional support from palliative care services and her older ‘nurse sister’.

Jean

Jean, was also middle-aged at the time of being interviewed, had begun her nursing training in a hospital based programme after leaving school. She eventually left this programme because she felt she wasn’t mature enough to deal with the challenges of
nursing at that stage. She returned to nursing, this time to complete a polytechnic nursing programme, and went on to specialise in intensive care nursing. Her most recent work had involved providing nursing services on an intermittent basis overseas. Jean described her role as one that she was passionate about, albeit involving very demanding work that required periods of time away from home. Historically, she had been involved in the care of her father, and her mother-in-law, both of whom had died of cancer. Each of them was nursed at home by family members; by Jean and her mother in the former case and Jean and her registered nurse sister-in-law in the latter. Over twenty years later, and four years prior to being interviewed, she found herself caring for her own mother who had been diagnosed with metastatic cancer and was adamant she wanted to die at home, in the city where she lived. While Jean did not necessarily want to go through another experience of nursing a relative, this time as a registered nurse, she felt obliged to honour her mother’s request. While she had good support from a hospice service, she found caring for her mother more difficult than she had with her two other relatives. This experience was also complicated by what Jean characterised as a complex and sometimes difficult relationship with her sister, who in turn had a very close relationship with their mother. Following her mother’s death, this sister was also diagnosed with cancer and Jean described how she has worked to re-position herself within this relationship, attempting to manage her role as a sister, rather than a nurse family member.

Maree

Now aged in her fifties, Maree had also always wanted to be a nurse since she was a child, but was encouraged to study in another field by her parents. Maree eventually entered a hospital based nursing programme and completed two and a half years before leaving to get married, having been told by the matron of her training school that she could not be a nurse and be married at the same time. Her request to transfer to another hospital was refused so despite trying to return to training for several years, Maree eventually gave up the idea of becoming a registered nurse to have children. However, she later returned to nursing via a polytechnic nursing programme, although her children were still growing up. Maree’s experience as a registered nurse included work in a
hospital that offered a mix of medical, surgical and elder care services, then a period of acute care nursing at a base hospital. She then went back to her rural town to work as a practice nurse in a health centre, where she loved the need to think on her feet to meet the everyday challenges of her work.

Maree found herself in the role of a nurse family member, nine years prior to being interviewed, when her daughter was diagnosed with cancer. Her daughter died at home eighteen months later. The experience of caring for her daughter was characterised by good relationships with many health professionals that she either knew personally or had worked with. She talked about her recognition of the emotional work that these other nurses and some doctors that she knew had to do while caring for her daughter. A few months after the death of her daughter, Maree had returned to work as a practice nurse in the rural town where she lived but then found herself involved in the care of her father who had also developed a cancer-related illness. Working in the small town community where she also lived was challenging for Maree, as many of the clients in the practice where she worked knew her family and the story of her daughter’s illness. She eventually went to work at a practice in another small town that was within commuting distance, but after a period of time returned to work in her own town. She continues to negotiate this relationship between herself and her work in this context.

Robyn

Robyn says she became a nurse by default because her parents had separated when she was sixteen and could not continue paying her private school fees. While her friends either stayed on at school or went to university, Robyn found herself training to be a nurse in a hospital system that she says she hated and says she did not learn to fully appreciate being a nurse until she was registered. Following registration, she went overseas for a year and then continued working as a nurse on a part time basis for about 30 years, to fit around her children and family commitments, until she stopped working three years ago. In that time she had worked in a variety of medical and surgical clinical areas, completed a nursing degree and spent some time working as a nurse educator. Robyn, aged in her fifties at the time of being interviewed, related how she was drawn
into the role of nurse family member over twenty years before, when her husband was diagnosed with cancer in his thirties. He had chemotherapy treatments for six months and then eighteen months of remission before it recurred and he had more chemotherapy. Robyn described how during these years she coped with working part time, managed a farm and young children and cared for her husband when he was ill and hospitalised for periods of time in a city some distance from the small rural community where the family lived. He died seven years later. In the final stage of his illness, she brought him home for the last two weeks to care for him with what she describes as very effective support from the local palliative care service.

Her second, more recent experience as a nurse family member involved caring for her mother who had been diagnosed with cancer a year after Robyn’s husband died. Following surgery, her mother remained well for eight or nine years until she developed a recurrence of the tumour in the area of the suture line. A year later, following radiotherapy which had been unsuccessful in treating the tumour, Robyn knew that her seventy five year old mother was in the palliative care stage as she developed a pleural effusion and other complications secondary to the cancer. While she had planned to care for her mother at home, things deteriorated rapidly and because she was no longer mobile, and would not consent to using a commode, in the end Robyn’s mother was cared for in a local rest home that contracted palliative care services. This experience was characterised by some fraught relationships with registered nurses, some of whom Robyn knew through prior professional relationships, as she attempted to get access to information about what was happening with her mother and ensure she was given adequate care. While Robyn had given up working as a nurse in the year prior to her mother’s death, her experience during this time was pivotal in deciding never to return to nursing as a profession that as far as she is concerned exists within political and economic conditions that disable the potential to practice ethically.

_Hazel_

Hazel is a hospital trained registered nurse from a rural area in New Zealand who became involved in caring for both her parents at different times as they were dying of...
cancer-related illnesses. Her mother had been ill with various health problems when Hazel was a teenager and she suggests that it was her mother’s appreciation of the care she gave her during those years that influenced her to become a nurse. Prior to caring for her parents in the role of a nurse family member, she had spent twenty years working overseas as a specialist palliative care nurse, some of this time caring for dying patients in their own homes. When her mother was diagnosed with cancer, Hazel resigned from her position as a palliative care nurse and came back to New Zealand to live with her parents and care for her mother in the final three months of her life. She had applied for another position overseas, but her new employer was willing to hold this open for her so she would have sufficient time to nurse her mother. Hazel’s parents lived close to a rural town and a short distance from a hospital. This first experience occurred ten years prior to being interviewed for the research. It was characterised by what she termed a very difficult relationship with her sister, who had always lived close to her parents. These difficulties finally culminated in Hazel returning to work overseas before her mother had died. Several years later, when she had returned to live in New Zealand with her husband and children, Hazel’s father was diagnosed with cancer. In the intervening years, she had worked to re-establish her relationship with her sister, but at times the relationship was again to prove difficult to negotiate during her father’s illness. Hazel again resigned from her position to take up the role of nurse family member full time, but this time she had a home in New Zealand where she could go for ‘time out’ while her sister-in-law cared for her father.

The call to care

The call to care was the first storyline that appeared in the landscapes of care that were related by all of the participants in their accounts of caring for family members. The analysis in the rest of this chapter explores what makes it possible for caring discourse to call someone to take up a mode of subjection that positions them with a particular kind of sensitivity that has as its moral end, the thoughtful care and comfort of another human being (Hultgren, 1994) who is also a family member. Being called to care involves naming the self as the one who cares and presenting the self as the person on whom others have the power to make particular kinds of claims. The call to care
subjectivises and thus positions the self within caring discourse creating specific forms of knowledge about who we are and what we ought to do in relation to others. As a relational practice, caring is lived out in community (Lashley, Nealm & Slunt, 1994). It is practised in relation with others, creating modes of subjection that encompass specific kinds of ethical engagement, commitments and responsibilities that arise from those relationships. While the different discourses that became apparent in the storylines were inter-related and at times contradictory, three discourses were visible as sets of regulated statements and associated practices that defined and differentiated the call to care and caring practices. The discourse of caring articulated with discourses of family and expertise in knowing as a nurse, and these discourses were the conceptual resources that the participants drew on in explaining how they engaged with their family members and positioned themselves in relation to them.

*Caring discourse*

Caring is a dominant discourse in nursing that has been derived from interpretive philosophies about what nursing is and how nurses ought to practice nursing and develop relationships with their clients (Andrews & Roy, 1986; Euswas & Chick, 1999; Watson, 1988). It subjectivises nurse family members within an ethical substance of beneficence as the moral aim of nursing, where duty and service are the mode of subjection. Within this mode of subjection they undertake self-work to provide palliative care for their dying relative at home, particularly where they consider the service that is offered is considered to be insufficient or to ensure that the best care is provided in an alternative environment. This self-work requires them to make the self into a knowledgeable and expert presence, subjectivised simultaneously as both the nurse and family member. The outcome of this transformation of subjectivity is the provision of palliative care, often in collaboration with other family members and health professionals, which is uniquely tailored to the dying person’s needs. For the participants in this research, caring involved a vision of the practice that they wanted to enact for their loved one as nurse family members, which seemed to reflect an ethical ideal of caring as a nurse.
For example, Michelle became involved in the role of nurse family member because she had quite definite expectations about what kind of palliative care her relatively young mother ought to have in order to die at home. Michelle’s experience as a palliative care nurse meant that she was able to see rural palliative care services in her mother’s region as limited by distance and geographical isolation. Her mode of subjection within an ethical substance of duty to her mother, involved a struggle to provide not only an adequate service, but the best care possible. She suggested that,

*When people die, they should be able to die how they want and have the support they need for as long as it might be and as much as it might be.*

Michelle cared for her mother at home because otherwise she would have been hospitalised, and while the idea of choice is apparent in the post neoliberal discourse that informs the idea of community collaboration and partnership in palliative care (Craig, 2003; Minister of Health, 2001), she was concerned that her mother’s wishes would not be honoured unless she positioned herself in the role of the palliative care nurse. Hazel was similarly positioned as a palliative care nurse, though her parents lived in a semi-rural setting that was close to a base hospital, meaning they had better access to expert palliative care services. She explained how her knowledge and skills as a nurse informed the decision to care for her parents.

*It was so lovely to be actually able to do something for my parents and to do something that was appreciated.... I’d had all of this experience in London and I just slotted straight into it and knew exactly what was what.*

Her many years expertise of working in palliative care overseas influenced her decision to give up her job and travel home to New Zealand to care for her mother, and again several years later for her father when she had returned to live in New Zealand.

Sarah says that she took up the role of caring for her mother and mother-in-law, mainly because she was present and available and was a nurse; she “had the experience, the knowledge, the ability, the capability of actually doing a good job for them”. The nursing practice associated with death and dying was an area that she had loved when
she was nursing so she felt she had a lot to offer her own family members. As the daughter and daughter-in-law, Sarah explained how she “slipped straight into nurse mode” when these family members were at the palliative care stage, which she saw as “an automatic response”. The way Sarah spoke about her desire to make the death of a relative a good experience for herself and her family reflects a mode of subjection to caring discourse that informs how she lives her life and relates to her family members.

_I think there’s a huge link between love for that person and being a nurse, the fact that you want to care for them and keep them as comfortable as possible and do what is .... optimum for them._

Maree at first considered her caring role with her daughter, who was diagnosed with cancer as a teenager, to be more the kind of care that a mother gives to a child. But at the second interview she suggested that on reflection, the fact that she was a nurse also influenced how she cared. Her mode of subjection to caring discourse involved doing her best for her daughter as the mother/nurse, drawing on her knowledge and experience as a nurse to get a diagnosis and ensure that her daughter received the best care possible. The self-work she undertook in this nurse family member role involved using her ‘insider knowledge’ to work the health system in facilitating effective care (Allen, 2001; Duke & Connor, 2008). She explained this way of knowing and functioning as a nurse in her story about struggling to get her daughter’s painful leg diagnosed. Having taken her daughter to a surgeon for a consultation, Maree was not happy with an inconclusive diagnosis and a prescription for rest and anti-inflammatory medication, because she knew something was seriously wrong with her daughter. In an attempt to get the right kind of intervention, in her words, “to see if he could give us a different angle...” Maree took her daughter to see a physiotherapist. She described how events unfolded in the consultation with the physiotherapist.

_... and at that consult he said, just sit there, I’ll go and ring (the Surgeon) because I think (he) knew immediately that there was something really wrong... so the next day we went back ... to see him. He did a scan and as she went through...I thought, Oh gawd, because... the uptake was just huge. You could see_
As surgical nurse and knowing her daughter’s high pain threshold, Maree had sensed that something was seriously wrong and worked the health system (Allen, 2001) to ensure the problem was diagnosed, sooner rather than later. Her self-work within her subjectivisation as a nurse family member involved shifting blockages that she had encountered in gaining access to a diagnosis, which she eventually correctly interpreted for herself with the aid of her nursing textbooks. As time went on in events surrounding her daughters’ eventual hospitalisation, surgery and palliative care, Maree made herself present as her daughter’s nurse in hospital and at home.

These participants’ stories show how they became subjectivised seemingly without hesitation as the nurse family member. They blended these roles in a way that seemed very normal to them, given their insider knowledge, and this seemed to be the right thing for them to do in the circumstances. They show how they simultaneously positioned themselves across the professional and lay discourses of caring for and caring about, that Ward-Griffin (2004) conceptualises as a public-private dichotomy in caring. While Ward-Griffin emphasises the discursive practices that divide the self from the self in the dominant professional discourse of caring in nursing, these participants’ stories show how they collapsed this conceptual space to meet the moral end of the best care possible that they had envisioned for their dying relative. The following example from Robyn emphasises this point as she explains how it was impossible for her to separate being a nurse from her role as a family member and how she too researched her family member’s illness.

*When my husband and my mother were dying everyone told me you’re there as the wife, you’re there as the daughter, you’re not the nurse, but I couldn’t separate the two. It wasn’t possible. Part of who I am is the nurse and part of me goes into being.... they’re mixed up and intertwined. I wasn’t able to box the nurse in me when those two people I loved were dying.*
This was further illustrated in how she did an intensive search on her husband’s diagnosis of lymphoma after being told by the consultant that

.. if you’re going to have a cancer, this is the best cancer to have and I knew that wasn’t true... no cancer is the best cancer... so I found out all I could about it... median survival rates.... the treatment.

Robyn emphasises how, given her insider knowledge and experience of the health system as a nurse (Allen, 2001; Duke & Connor, 2008), she was unable to separate and delineate the subjectivities of nurse and family member. She resisted normative expectations to position herself as a lay family carer rather than as a professional nurse, when these discursive positionings collided in the view of other health professionals, because knowing as a nurse was an integral part of how she functioned as a person. However, Jean’s experience illuminates some of the tensions she found in positioning herself as the nurse family member for her mother, using insider knowledge of the health system as a nurse. Jean would have preferred to be her mother’s daughter rather than her nurse. She said,

*I tended to put my professional responsibility first and as a daughter that’s not what I would have chosen... the professional role overtook that.*

Jean found caring for her mother as a registered nurse more difficult than the other dying relatives she had been involved with before she was registered. Her story emphasised the tensions she experienced about her sense of professional responsibility and accountability for her mother’s clinical care but at the same time spoke about her very strong opinions of death and dying and her belief that the aim was to do what the dying person wanted.

Jean’s call to care, and her subjectivisation as a nurse family member, occurred in spite of these tensions. Despite concerns about the complexities of what she saw as a dual role, she resisted the pull of discursive dividing practices that demarcate professional and lay caring because she felt her mother needed better palliative care than what she had been receiving from professional services most of the time. Apart from Jean, there
was no hesitation in the participants’ stories in responding to being called to care for family members. They spoke in very articulate ways that clearly situated them within caring discourse as a nurse in relation to their family members. In doing so they collapsed the categories of caring for and caring about (Ward-Griffin, 2004) to the point that the dividing practices that separate these categories became invisible and caring became a seamless construct that encompassed subjectivisation as a daughter, mother or wife that embraced their professional role as a nurse.

While the discursive practices that divide the self between professional and lay caring appeared in Jean’s story, an ethical substance of political work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) within the discourse of caring seemed to close this gap. The mode of subjection for this political work seemed to be directed toward the struggle to ensure that their dying family member received appropriate and timely palliative care. Political work showed how the participants engaged in care of the self as care of others in an attempt to enact the freedom necessary to enable the best possible outcome for the dying person, the nurse family member and other relatives. Sarah explained this point by suggesting that because nurses have a certain foresight about death and dying they know what it means for someone to die at home. She cared for her relatives to enable the family to manage events rather than being managed by others. She saw being at home as a way of maintaining more control on the part of the family who have more power to articulate their own wishes inside the ‘private’ space of the family home, and thus the potential to create a better outcome for both the dying person and the rest of their family. Subjectivisation as the nurse family member within caring discourse also freed the participants to draw strength from their professional knowledge and experience. It produced a certain kind of strength and capacity to express their love and commitment to their family through being actively involved in accessing appropriate services, and undertaking the self-work necessary to deliver the best palliative care to their relative. This aspect of caring discourse will be further explored in Chapter Six in relation to negotiating boundaries between the private and public discourses that divide lay and professional caring and normalise professional conduct.
Family discourse

This section explores how the participants negotiated relations of the self within family discourse, taking up family roles as daughters, wives or mothers. Family discourse can be identified as sets of statements that systematically order the landscape of care within families as the knowledge and practices that inform the constitution of them together with sets of roles and obligations. Normative understandings about what families ought to look like, and values about the sort of obligations that families have in the care of their dependent or ill members, articulate with related sets of discourses on gender, ability and freedom of choice (Blain, 1994). While in contemporary life, these discourses may be relatively fluid in constructing discursive practices as family roles, tensions remain in the relation between the self and others for both women and men, mainly between the choices and constraints that arise from positioning the self as a particular kind of gendered subject (Medved & Graham, 2006). As Lucas and Buzzanell (2006) suggest, the discourses that are used to talk about family life often hide assumptions about family roles and mute possible alternatives for how family members might take up and act certain roles. Medved and Graham argue that traditional values and beliefs about family roles normalise and perpetuate discursive dividing practices that separate roles and identities within dichotomies of public and private, masculinity and femininity, and rationality and emotionality. These roles and identities within families are formed at the intersections of these competing discourses and the dividing practices that they sustain (Ashcraft & Mumby, 2003).

Statements that make the role of families and women in particular, appear natural and desirable as first-line caregivers for their ill or frail members, at first glance appeal to a dominant discourse of the traditional family (Clark, 2007). However, in the second half of the 20th century, family discourse has become more fluid in allowing women to work to augment the family income as discourses of consumerism have constructed the desire for more material goods and increased living standards (Bowan & Finegan, 1969; Easterlin, 1987; Rankin, 1993). In 2001, female workforce participation rates in New Zealand varied from 76% to 79% for women aged 35 to 54, declining to approximately 60% for those aged 50 to 59 (Bryant, Jacobsen, Bell & Garret, 2004). While it has
become more acceptable for women to work as a way of augmenting the family income, to a large degree they still retain their role as the primary providers of emotional and nurturing work within families. This situates women with competing subjectivities as both productive earners and family nurturers, where their work outside the family is now normative, but also has the potential to be viewed as causing conflict and requiring sacrifice on the part of the family (Gilbert & Rader, 2004). It creates a complex, ambiguous and changing context for how women perceive their family obligations and participate in caring for others (McGrew, 1998).

Health policy has the potential to further complicate women’s lives by calling on their competence in caring through a discourse of home care that constructs normative expectations about families meeting caring commitments to their ill members rather than ‘abandoning’ them to public health services (Clark, 2007). Home care situates end of life care within the family as its preferred model of care delivery. The neo-liberal discourse of choice, visible in the New Zealand Health Strategy (Minister of Health, 2000) and The New Zealand Palliative Care Strategy (Minister of Health, 2001), informs the idea of people being free to die at home with their families, and articulates with traditional family discourse making home care appear as the natural preference of families and ill people. While this tension between women’s family and work roles will be further explored in Chapter six in terms of the choices women make about family caring and the affects of this caring on their lives, the point here is that the call to care originates within the family. It is reinforced by the expectation that care should only be undertaken outside the home when family caregiving resources are exhausted, or adequate health services are not available in a particular geographical location.

The conceptual topographies developed from the participants’ storylines showed how these norms of reciprocity and obligation learned within the context of their family influenced their subjectivisation in caring discourse. Michelle, Sarah, Jean and Maree all spoke about wanting to be a nurse from the time they had been children; an aspiration that was influenced by family experiences and relationships as daughters and sisters. Hazel related how her experience of caring for her mother when she was a child influenced her decision to become a nurse. As the elder sister, Hazel often fulfilled
caregiving duties within the family during her mother’s long periods of illness. She suggests that her decision to care for her parents when they both developed cancer-related illness in later life was informed by her religious values and sense of responsibility to her parents. Similarly, Jean’s decision to become a nurse was influenced by her mother, who had aspired to be a nurse but was unable to fulfil this ambition beyond the probationary period of hospital training. She said that her mother was very proud of Jean’s achievement, and as she put it, caring for her mother when she became ill in later life was an expectation that was clearly apparent.

*It was my mother’s expectation... I felt that she wanted me to look after her... she wanted to be home... and she felt that because I was a nurse I would do that for her. I wanted to be a daughter to mum, and I guess that’s something daughters do.... they nurse their relatives.*

The socialisation of women as nurturers within families creates a ‘blueprint’ to care, particularly when women have a prior experience of caregiving for other family members as children (McGrew, 1998). McGrew used grounded theory to explore the decision experience of ten caregiving daughters, aged 43 to 60 years in Florida, and to examine how these women negotiated the nature and level of their participation in caring for aged parents. She argues that that the socialisation of women within psychological, biological and moral discourses about family roles and responsibilities normalises women as family caregivers. In this sense, the gender category of woman becomes synonymous with the idea of caregiving in family roles. It constructs an ethical substance of relational work where mode of subjection within the intimacy and connections of family make women visible as someone who can be called to care; the person on whom others are able to make a claim to meet the needs of ill or aged family members (Lashley et al., 1994). For example, Sarah and her husband were closest to their respective mothers and mothers-in-law in a geographical sense with most of their siblings living overseas or in the South Island. Her mother-in-law chose to come to Sarah, probably because she was a nurse. Her mother also lived in another house on the same property, so caring for her in Sarah’s own home seemed like a natural extension of
their prior family relationship. Family values about dying also influenced, Sarah and the rest of her family in their decision to be involved in the care of dying family members. As she put it,

*I think birth and death should happen at home and it should happen around people that love you and want to care for you and not be in a strange place with strangers, strange routines, unfamiliar surroundings... it should happen in familiar and loving conditions... so it was not a doubt for me.*

Sarah suggests that having a really good experience with her mother’s death brought the family closer together. Her statement that dying ought to be situated within the family appeals to a moral discourse that situates caring as an important value within family relationships, and as a duty or obligation to others that, in the right circumstances, is likely to create a good outcome for the whole family.

For the participants in this research, the call to care for an ill family member constructs a mode of subjection as the struggle to meet perceived obligations. As a relational practice, caregiving is situated within these sets of rights and relationships within families and their inherent moral and practical obligations (McGrew, 1998; Sacks, 1967). Self-forming activities, in relation to this mode of subjection, become apparent as the work undertaken by the participants to meet family commitments and responsibilities. Sarah relates how in the first experience with her mother-in-law, she and her husband were very independent in caring for her where she suggests that in retrospect they should have been more open to help from others rather than trying to do it all as their own responsibility. *I actually put them first, always, sometimes probably at my own expense.* Sarah talks about how her concern for her siblings was also a focus during her mother’s illness.

*It was like I’m watching mum and I’m caring for mum, but I’m also watching my siblings... who had been quite capable of looking after themselves for the past fifty years... I was worrying about how they were doing as well... Even going for a walk down the road was always stressful because I would be thinking I wonder*
what’s going on at home…. I hope everything’s OK even though there would be somebody here that was actually very capable…..

Sarah’s story about how she found it difficult to step outside the role and accept help from others while immersed in caring for family members shows how this mode of subjection to obligation dominated her thinking to the point that she extended a ‘duty of care’ to include other family members, whom as she suggests, were able to care for themselves.

Michelle spoke of a similar sense of obligation to her family, where she cared for multiple family members as well as her dying mother, but felt torn between her need to care for her own children and husband and her mother’s family. She had left one of her preschool children in the care of her husband and took the younger one with her to her mother’s house. For a period of six to seven weeks, she prioritised the care of her mother over that of her children. She found herself not only doing all the clinical nursing care for her mother, but also running the house, doing the shopping and cooking for other family members who prior to her arrival, had been catering for themselves.

_I took over lots of roles…. like I was cooking for mum’s boyfriend and my stepfather and my stepfather’s always cooked for himself. I don’t know why I started doing that….._

This became hard going when her mother wanted someone to sit with her during the night. Michelle eventually took her one year old child back home to be cared for by her mother-in-law because she wasn’t getting enough sleep, but this resulted in not seeing her children for periods of time as her husband tended not to visit because he didn’t want to see her mother so ill. But while this was a difficult time for Michelle, she has a sense of accomplishment in having cared for her mother and extended family through this time. She said,

_….. I didn’t think of what I was doing as being anything very special until I was reading through those sympathy cards and they all said you did a wonderful thing for your mum and I thought….. that is what people thought… and I just look_
back at my life and I thought well this is why I became a district nurse... otherwise I wouldn’t have had the confidence to do it... to nurse my mum.

Michelle’s storyline shows how this mode of subjection to obligation creates the potential to find meaning in the experience of caring for loved ones when they are most in need, and to achieve a sense of satisfaction in having the outcome of this care recognised by others (Chattoo & Ahmad, 2008).

The decision to engage in the care of a loved one, and choices about the extent of this involvement, involve complex responses to personal, situational and environmental factors both within and beyond the family (McGrew, 1998). Drawing on Berman’s (1987) norm of reciprocity within families, McGrew suggests that a feeling of debt, duty and responsibility to others creates the need to care as a ‘normal’ and ‘natural’ response to the need of other family members for nurturing and physical and emotional support. She sees this reciprocity as an idea within moral discourse about caring for another as they would do for us, rather than as a debt owed to another in a reciprocal sense. As a mode of subjection within this moral discourse, obligation is informed by a sense of being attached to and identifying with the other. McGrew saw the predisposition to care as the first inclination for the women in her research.

Hazel, Jean, Sarah and Michelle clearly articulated this sense of obligation in talking about how they situated themselves as caregivers in relation to their dying parents or parents-in-law. However, while the call to care within the family exerts a strong pull on these women, they also positioned themselves both as nurses and women, with the capacity to resist, contest and transform how they cared as active social agents (Davies, 2003; Thompson, 2008). The subject positions they occupied as family members might have been historically constructed within dominant discourses about families, but as Anderson (2004) suggests the circumstances that arise in people’s lives can inspire them to respond in ways that disrupt taken for granted normative expectations. Similarly, Chattoo and Ahmad (2008) suggest that even within the same family people may have
different knowledge, understanding and life experience and therefore interpret normative expectations in diverse ways.

In becoming subjectivised as family caregivers the participants in this research responded to normative expectations about their family obligations as women. However, their knowledge and experience as nurses gave them a variety of conceptual frameworks about human relations and family processes to understand what they were experiencing and the confidence to respond to these expectations in specific ways. By this I mean that in the context of this research, a mode of subjection to obligation in caring for a dying family member at home enabled them, in most circumstances, to negotiate the context of and process for this person’s care because they knew it could be done in particular ways. Jean, Michelle, Hazel and Sarah all described the family home as a space where they could be themselves. Jean and Sarah’s storylines related the idea of advocacy where they talked about keeping the family together within the family home as a space where they could do ordinary things, albeit in the extra-ordinary and life changing context of a family member’s illness and dying. Jean explained how having her mother at home enabled them to do normal family type things together, and maintain her mother’s own routine, rather than being in what she termed the more clinical environment of the hospice. She thought it was lovely that one of her nieces was able to get into bed with her grandmother. Sarah also spoke of having her own daughter involved in her grandmother’s care, including care given after she had passed away. Holding this dying person within the space of the family home seemed to involve an active decision on the part of these nurse family members in order to take back the care of the dying person into the family where the participation of medical discourse and health care workers was mediated in this space by family.

The choice of home as a place for their family member to die created a sense of freedom for the participants to be themselves and maintain a degree of control over the events surrounding the illness and dying of a loved one. In this sense, family caregiving can be seen as political work; a liberating practice for both the caregiver and recipient of care
with the potential to enable expressions of the self in unique cultural and social modes of being that move beyond societal norms and expectations (Kessler, 2005). Michelle’s story line shows how she resisted institutional care for her mother, preferring instead to respond to her mother’s wish to die at home by constructing her own palliative care service for her, given that health care services were limited in the remote rural area where her mother lived. Michelle described how she drew on her own experience as a palliative care nurse and called on the expertise of other nurses who were colleagues or nurses that she contacted to seek support for the clinical decisions that she made. In doing so, Michelle transgressed discursive norms about her responsibility to her own children and her professional role by taking time out from them both.

Negotiating the shape and form of family relationships, especially with siblings was a struggle for some of the participants who were caring for dying parents. Nurse family members are bound up in relations of forces that individualise them in particular ways relative to other family members. They have ‘insider’ professional knowledge that marks them as different with particular capacities to know and intervene that other family members do not possess. Sarah’s story shows how nurse sisters or sisters-in-law were able to work together amicably in caring for a parent.

*My sister ...... there was never any conflict of opinion or – I mean, it was run like a tight ship, you know, with two of us on it together. We turned, we bathed, we were making sure she was hydrated, we were making sure she was fed and there was just always something going on. It was really neat and I saw so many sides of her that I’ve never seen and vice versa. She’s a great clinician, you know. She just comes in and she’s so sort of practical and things I probably wouldn’t even thought of. I’m probably more the spiritual nurse and I can see that she’s – I was picking where she was at in her dying process, whereas my sister was worrying about the red spot on her hip......*

While Sarah and her sister expressed themselves differently in caring for their mother they are positioned similarly in terms of the nursing knowledge and skills that inform their capabilities. Sarah’s recollections of their conversations showed how they
discussed their thoughts and ideas about how they should proceed with aspects of care according to how each of them interpreted her health state. This capacity for negotiation represents an ethical substance of political work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) that involved them in open dialogue with one another in order to free the self and other to meet the moral end of caring for their mother. The idea of ‘running a tight ship’ also demonstrates the relational work undertaken together within a mode of subjection that strives for connection and the capacity to work together with a clear understanding of one another’s roles. Most importantly in this connection between nurse sisters, there seemed to be the ability to share, or at least to negotiate power in establishing relations of truth and self in caring for their parent, themselves and each other. Hazel and Jean experienced similar relationships with their nurse sisters-in-law, who sometimes assisted them or gave them time out from caring for their parents.

Both Hazel and Jean experienced what they termed ‘difficult’ relationships with their respective younger sisters who were not nurses, and their stories about the history of these relationships were remarkably similar. Jean spoke about how she found her family relationships were disrupted through caring for her mother as a nurse.

_I must admit I did feel isolated in the family group in the fact that I was the one with the knowledge and there was nobody else there up to the same level of the knowledge that I had and did feel isolated there.... my sister was unable to cope with some of the things that go along with death that she hadn’t seen before, expected, which is quite interesting because she stood right back from it – My sister and I lived not too far from mum and my sister would sort of duck off for a shower but not come back for hours and hours so – at one time we thought mum was going and couldn’t get hold of her to come and you know.... It did interfere with our relationship after mum died. I think there was a lot of anger between both of us._

While Jean’s sister tended to withdraw from the family for periods of time, Hazel’s experience was different. In this case her sister resisted the professional authority and expertise that was apparent in Hazel’s ability to care for her mother to the point that she
felt it was best to leave the family and return to her work overseas before her mother had
died. Hazel never knew what happened for her mother in the final days of her life but
suspects that she was eventually admitted to hospital to die.

*My sister was causing so many problems .... I just left it to her. It was so sad ....
because it was mum that suffered but my sister just couldn’t handle me having
the knowledge and expertise which she didn’t have... my sister was .... the
favourite and she could do all the farm work and all the stuff that ...was
important ... for a daughter to be able to do ... but I’d had all this experience ..... and I just slotted to straight into it and knew exactly what was what .... which
probably didn’t make it easy for my sister.... yes that was my big learning
curve..... and because I had been used to working with families with dying
relatives I thought I knew it all didn’t I? .... And then I realised that lots of stuff
can be going on in families that the health professionals have no idea about and
that for me was far worse than looking after mum... was trying to deal with my
sister ....

The younger sisters had stayed living close to their parents, caring for them and
supporting them as they aged, while the elder sister had lived out the mother’s aspiration
to be a nurse and moved to live some distance away from the rest of the family,
sometimes working overseas. In returning home to care for the parents when they
became ill, the nurse sister usurped the family role of the younger sister by becoming the
primary caregiver. The mode of subjection of obligation within family discourse was
practised differently by the nurse sister as the nurse family member, because she was an
expert in this caring. As the younger sister resisted the nurse family member’s expertise
and professional authority, she recruited the parents into her struggle to re-establish her
own authority and former subjectivity as the one her parents depended upon. This
contestation of family roles sought to re-establish the boundaries of relationships in
relation to the normative framework (Butler, 2005) that sets boundaries for sibling
behaviour and relationships in family discourse.
Leder (1991) identifies the potential for rivalry and disagreement in sibling relationships, which can manifest the relationships between sisters but these tensions tend to be cyclical, depending on the pressure of family circumstances. It is also important to note that disharmony within their relationship does not necessarily mean that sisters do not care for one another, but jealousy and competition are likely to surface emotional responses that test relationships (Neale, 2004). However, the capacities formed by the subjectivity of the nurse family member disturbed the relations of power that exist between siblings, in particular the ability to establish relations of truth to professional discourse in the care of a parent. Hazel shows how she exercised an ethical relation to the self in family discourse by absenting herself from her mother’s care. She ceased to practice the subjectivity of nurse family member because in the end she believed her obligation to family discourse was more ethically served by her departure. As Kessler (2005) suggests, women’s subjectivisation within family discourse should be understood as located within complex set of practices and relationships where “no single identity is sufficiently stable to have fixed meanings, whether positive or negative” (p. 5). She further states that it is important to de-essentialise gender as a specific category or identity for women to be able to perceive them as having other possible identities and motivations that call them to care within families. The political work of care practice creates the potential for families and caregivers to be seen as engaged in an active process of choosing to respond to family needs and commitments in unique and creative ways, albeit within the emotional resources that are available to family members. It provides an opportunity to conceive of such care practices as relational but not necessarily totally subject to the normative structure of family relationships.

Discourse of expertise in knowing as a nurse

As stated in the previous section, the call for nurses to care for their family members is informed by normative expectations about female roles in the family as well as well as relational factors that create an ethical substance of obligation. However, the relation to the self as a nurse positions nurse family members differently to other family caregivers because they have the ability to ‘read’ their loved one’s health state using a nursing gaze (Sandelowski, 1998; Parker & Wiltshire, 1995). As a metaphor, the nursing gaze
signifies ways of knowing and understanding the physical, social and cultural worlds of health care (Lawler, 2003). It is a particular kind of clinical vision that affords the ability to interpret people, things and events in terms of what is healthy or pathological and to draw certain conclusions about a person’s health state. Jean described how she carries out the surveillance of a client’s physiological state using the nursing gaze in her usual working day.

*You walk in and one of the first things you do is look at them and you’re just sort of mentally ticking away…. you’re looking at them and assessing them while you’re talking to them. I always touch them because you can pick up so much with touch….*

The nursing gaze is a way of looking and seeing; a mode of being and acting as a nurse. Parker and Wiltshire (1995) see the nursing gaze as similar to the medical gaze described by Foucault in that it relies on technical and scientific knowledge. It makes the patient visible as an object of discourse and a site of intervention, according to defined physiological classifications and practices. Nurses are socialised into this way of thinking and dealing with clinical situations through their professional education and experience (Ellefsen, Kim & Han, 2007). The nursing gaze is a key aspect of the nursing work that interpellates the nurse-as-family-member; it calls them out and subjectivising them as nurses so that they are drawn to interpret their families as objects of biomedical discourse. Subjectivity as the nurse family member comes into being through this relation to the self, as intellectual work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) within scientific discourse, which both constitutes the self as knowing and produces a particular kind of relation to the other as the object of that knowing (Foucault, 1984e).

Foucault (1980/1997) suggests that who one is emerges out of the self-work we do in relation to the problems we struggle with. He insists that our freedom to live our lives ethically lies in this ability to work on and be in command of oneself, and to integrate practices of the self into our practices with others in intelligent and socially just ways. The nursing gaze produced the capacity for the participants in this research to recognise and intervene in clinical situations, beyond the ability of other family members,
including the ill person. This expertise relative to the rest of their family was recognised by the nurses themselves and their families. It produced understandings that informed expectations about how the participants and other family members thought they ought to intervene and advocate for their parent, spouse or child using their ‘insider’ knowledge. For example, Jean’s mother wanted her present at appointments with doctors so she could use her clinical knowledge to interpret information that she was given about her illness. As Jean put it, she had the understanding to ask the right questions during consultations with doctors and later explain the meaning of certain information to her mother. Maree also showed how her persistence in pushing for a diagnosis was informed by her sense that something was seriously wrong with her daughter. This ability to understand and interpret clinical information for family members was an important element of the call to care for the participants in this research, as they struggled to help their loved ones come to terms with their life-threatening diagnosis and manage the physiological effects of it. Duke and Connor (2008) noted that in their study of senior nurses as patients, ‘insider’ knowledge was helpful in facilitating effective care and created a greater sense of safety for these nurses in vulnerable situations.

Sarah’s storyline about caring for her family members shows how her eye was constantly drawn to physiological indicators in monitoring their health state. She believed that having this knowledge was priceless in caring for a dying family member, because as she put it

.... even if you don’t have a great knowledge of the disease itself the fact that you have got that pathophysiology education there anyway...because you’re watching it .... have your finger on every pulse.... you’re so mindful of what’s going on at that pathophysiological level.... its an unconscious but practical, wonderful tool .... doing that top to toe assessment every morning, every time you go into that room and you are second guessing every step of the way.
Maree also related how she constantly monitored her daughter.

*I would walk into a room and immediately scan and I could tell by the look in her eyes or the colour of her skin or how tossed the sheets were or what her body language was or what was up in the drip bag – I’d add it all together. So you’re assessing all the time. I would assess each time I looked at her.*

The nursing gaze illuminates the thinking and practices of the self that construct the ethical substance of intellectual work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) in response to the nurse family member’s perception of their loved one’s physiological vulnerability. As the participants’ storylines show, intellectual work is a mode of subjection that involves watchfulness and clinical judgement as they struggled to understand and control clinical aspects of care. Self-forming activities brought nursing knowledge into the foreground of their thinking, where the nursing gaze was practised as concerned observation and careful interpretation (Norveldt, 1998). This reading of the nursing gaze draws on moral discourse about the purpose of nursing, as the ethical substance for intellectual work, where the careful nurse watches over the sick, protecting and nurturing those in need of care (Nightingale, 1859/1970). For nurse family members, there is “a complex moral-emotional relation of responsibility” where one’s own life is bound up with that of another (Van Manen, 2002, p. 262). As relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) where the mode of subjection manifests as concern and worry in the struggle to care for another, this careful watchfulness is a technique of the self that enables nurse family members to grasp clinical situations as they problematise and critique their loved one’s physiological state.

In describing her role in the care of her mother and mother-in-law, Sarah sees this way of thinking, doing and being as a nurse as an integral part of how she functions in her life. She spoke of how being able to think as a nurse gave her a sense of being in control of events and that, in caring for family members at home, it was impossible not to think as a nurse.

*It was just totally automatic and I was busy watching, assessing, predicting, doing all those things 24/7 and thinking, OK this is happening... this is probably*
the outcome tomorrow. Do we need to act on this? Is this stuff that we can handle ourselves or do we need to get assistance... ...I’m constantly assessing and thinking and watching and making suggestions and it just doesn’t ever go away.....its just there and its automatic... I often think we pick up things that other people miss....

Sarah’s storyline about thinking as a nurse shows how scientific discourse informs the nursing gaze as savoir (Parker & Wiltshire, 1995), or the kind of knowing that relies on the application of theoretical concepts to a clinical situation. Parker and Wiltshire insist that savoir is not necessarily a distant and totally objective gaze from no where. They argue that “it is a gaze from some where” (p. 165) in that it is understood within a specific context. Similarly, Titchen and McGinley (2004) describe propositional knowledge that allows nurses to predict certain outcomes based on theoretical models. The application of propositional knowledge requires situated knowledge that is drawn from the practitioner’s experience and practice location as a rationale for making a knowledge claim; where ‘knowing that’ (Schon, 1983) has a relational aspect of knowing the person in its application. This is the practice knowledge that Parker and Wiltshire refer to as connaissance or the nursing look. Sarah’s comment that she was thinking about whether they could manage certain aspects of care or not implies the use of judgement in this application of knowledge. In caring for her own mother, she had the added advantage of a nurse-sister’s presence with her and she described how conversations between the two of them developed a kind of synergy that enhanced their clinical reasoning and nursing judgement.

Jean’s storyline about the care of her mother also shows her thinking as a nurse. While her background in intensive care nursing had sharpened her assessment skills, personal knowledge of her mother was pivotal in understanding her clinical situation. She explained how bone metastases had resulted in a fracture of the neck of femur that required her mother to have a total hip joint replacement.

She was admitted from an oncology outpatient appointment... she also had emphysema, ishaemic heart disease and peripheral vascular disease and she was
on the sub-acute list so they would get her ready for theatre and then cancel it and this went on for about four days. They kept her on IV fluids... but I couldn’t get people to see that she was in fluid overload ... and then three days later they called us up and said that she was dying and I took one look at her and said, “Give her some frusemide, you know that’s all it is, fluid overload” so they gave her the frusemide and half an hour later she’s sitting up in bed absolutely fine. .... you just needed to look at her hands and face. You could see the fluid in her skin... built up in her face.... how swollen her fingers were......her face was smooth and she’s a seventy six year old lady.... I have very good skills in that area.... I mean I do it with everybody.... you see someone down the street and think,” Oh Gosh, they’ve got .... ”, it’s not something I can turn off.

Jean explains the clinical reasoning she undertook in this moment, showing how she read her mother’s body using a nursing gaze that brought together clinical knowledge with personal knowledge of how her mother usually looked. Her story illuminates the importance of particularity (Titchen & McGinley, 2004), or situated knowledge, as ‘knowing the patient’ and therefore being able to recognise the difference between the pathophysiology of fluid overload and clinical picture of a client who is dying. Jean reiterates Sarah’s point about the nurse family member being able to pick up things that other health professionals might miss because they do not have intimate knowledge of the ill person. She also showed how the power of being able to speak in a discourse of pathophysiology with such authority facilitated appropriate interventions for her mother in a critical situation. These interventions in her mother’s care illuminate the ethical substance of political work as the struggle for justice through resistance to domination (Cooper & Blair, 2002). The mode of subjection for political work draws her into simultaneous positionings as a nurse and daughter, where the self becomes a site of resistance that pushes back against the forces (Hofmeyer, 2006b) that would normally limit a family member’s capacity to speak and constitute them as an observer. In positioning herself with a claim to the truth, Jean carves out a space to speak that identifies and positions the self as a nurse, and in doing so, creates the freedom to critique the diagnosis made by the ward staff and offer alternative interventions.
Michelle’s storyline also highlights the political work of the nurse and the notion of the nursing scan in understanding what lies within her responsibility as a nurse. According to Parker and Wiltshire (1995), nurses understand the effect that an environment has on their ability to care for people. They are able to assess the look of a patient and their environment and know what help and support they may need to ensure their safety and comfort. Given that her mother was adamant about wanting to die at home in a remote rural location; Michelle used her knowledge as a palliative care nurse to set up the systems that would be needed for her mother in a location where there were minimal health care services available. From her own experience, she knew what kind of support her mother would require to die at home, constructing a palliative care service around her mother with herself as the primary nurse. She was the person who drove the care plan with support from the Palliative Care Clinical Nurse Specialist at the base hospital situated over fours hours drive distant from her location. Michelle’s call to care for her mother also had an ethical substance of political work (Cooper & Blair, 2002).

*You do it with your patients but I think you do it even more with your family... you can just try that bit harder or try something else or try a little bit more, but I guess I had this expectation that I wanted mum completely pain free. The hardest thing is .... the suffering and... thinking... I’m sort of responsible for this suffering..... I need to be able to do a better job than this.*

She had high expectations for her mother’s palliative care and understood that when her mother required a syringe driver to administer medication, that she would need to move in with her to provide this care. The mode of subjection for her practice is the desire to relieve suffering. The self-forming activities she undertakes as she tries to solve the clinical problems that patients present with and to provide the best care possible involves asking critical questions about what can be done and seeking advice from other nurses and health professionals. While Michelle understood her own capacity to practice as an expert palliative care nurse, she had moments of doubt in her isolation with her mother where she wondered whether she was doing the right thing.
Sometimes nurse family members find themselves drawn into events with a sense of knowing too much about the clinical situation and immediately being able to predict the outcome, including the death of a loved one (Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006). In the face of such knowledge, they sometimes struggled to be a family member rather than a nurse. For example, Jean felt ambivalent about her role in her mother’s care as she would have preferred to have had the opportunity to simply be her daughter. She describes her struggle with her sister’s current illness where she has made a conscious decision to be a sister rather than a nurse but she explains how difficult it is to stop reading her sister’s body and clinical situation as a nurse.

*She’s been diagnosed with breast cancer.... so I’ve made a very definite decision that I’m her sister as she’s going through this... I’ve intervened when she’s asked but apart from that I’ve stood back..... having the knowledge that .... she’s had three very large aggressive tumours right up against the breast wall... so she feels that she’s got a good prognosis and I’m certainly not talking about anything other than that.*

Despite her best intentions to be a sister, Jean fails in this struggle to contain her relation to the self as a nurse. While she was adamant that she did not to be the nurse family member again, Jean shows how she cannot stop using this nursing gaze as a way of looking at the world. It is a way of reading her sister’s clinical situation that calls her to intervene in spite of the desire to contain the nurse relation to the self.

*She’s had a lot of surgery and infections and just about every single drain they stick in she has problems with.... so one day I went up there when she was in post-op and I sat there and just hand pumped the drain all day because she had developed this huge haematoma because the drains weren’t working and they weren’t checking.... so you do tend to fiddle a bit and she was very grateful that I did that for her as much as I was trying to step back.*

The nursing gaze constructs a particular way of seeing and speaking about something that enables the nurse family member to interpret clinical phenomena in the light of nursing knowledge (Parker & Wiltshire, 1995; Titchen & McGinley, 2004). The nurse
family member is called to work on herself as she becomes positioned in competing discourses of nursing and family where professional expertise in knowing as a nurse constantly disrupts any desire to contain the self as a family member.

**Summary**

This chapter introduced the research participants within biographical portraits of their subjectivities as nurse family members. The call to care was the first landscape that appeared in the conceptual mapping of their stories about caring for a dying loved one. The complex and sometimes contradictory subjectivities that created a new relation to the self as the nurse family member are constructed within discourses of caring, family and expertise in knowing as a nurse. Care of the self and others was explained as an effect of the self-forming activities that the participants performed within these discourses as the ethical substance of intellectual, political and relational work that constitutes the subjectivity of the nurse family member. These nurse family members illustrate how the self is contested, negotiated and transformed (Yeatman, 1994) in response to shifting social and cultural forces (Miller, 1993). Caring discourse subjectivises nurse family members with an ethical substance of beneficence as the moral aim of nursing, where they undertake self-forming activities within a mode of subjection of duty and service that constructs the desire for them to engage in the palliative care of their loved one. While tensions between their lay and professional roles appeared in the participants’ stories, an ethical substance of political work closed this gap as they worked to ensure that the best care possible was provided.

Family discourse calls the participants to care as a daughter, daughter-in-law, wife or mother within normative understandings about the obligations that families have in the care of their ill or dependent members. It constructs an ethical substance of relational work and a mode of subjection of obligation that makes female family members in particular, visible as someone who ought to meet the needs of other family members. The discourse of expertise in knowing as a nurse shows how the nursing gaze is a way of seeing that calls the participants to act as a nurse. It constructs an ethical substance of intellectual work as they are drawn to interpret their loved one as an object of
biomedical discourse. Nurse family members feel obliged to interpret information for their families and are expected to use their insider knowledge to watch over the ill person’s clinical care.

In finding the limits of thinking and acting as either the nurse or family member, the participants in this research transgressed the space between the normative boundaries of these subjectivities, transforming the relation to the self by creating new discursive positionings in the space between them. The following chapter explores how the participants negotiate the self’s relation to the self and others across normative boundaries that work to demarcate and illuminate the subjectivities of nurse family members. As Miller (1993) notes, we become what we need to be in order to practice an ethical life. Being called to act as the nurse family member within a community of care that is also one’s family creates a unique responsibility. It requires a particular kind of sensitivity in knowing the self and the capacity to negotiate the relational spaces that constitute families and relationships with other health professionals.
Chapter 6

Negotiating boundaries

Introduction

This chapter explores how the participants negotiated the constitution and limits of their subjectivity as nurse family members in fulfilling their professional and family obligations. In giving an account of their nursing practice and self-work in the interstitial spaces between the self and other, new subjectivities are illuminated for them as nurse family members. These subjectivities are apparent in their accounts as a series of actions and ideas that reflect particular constructions of the self. The analysis in this chapter is informed by Foucault’s concern with how people practice freedom to constitute the self in relation to the self and other and how this practice of one’s freedom is affected by and affects others (Marshall, 2001, p. 83). This analysis of subjectivity continues the exploration of how the participants come to be who they are in relation to what they feel obliged to do in caring for a dying relative. It examines how they exercise their freedom to practice as nurse family members and constitute the self in ways that are contingent upon shifting social and cultural forces. As Foucault (1998) suggests, the process of subjectivisation in discourse engages the individual in struggles for truth, rights and intimacy in order to become a particular kind of ethical being. Through this process of subjectivisation, the individual is required to undertake self-work to position the self in relation to the other within discursive knowledge and practices, and in doing so determine their own status and legitimacy as a subject in that discourse.

The second storyline in the conceptual topography of ‘Landscapes of care’ becomes apparent as boundaries that are negotiated at the borders or margins of the participants’ experiences and knowledge. Boundaries demarcate the ‘normal’ limits of subjectivity. An analysis of the constitution and operation of boundaries as a discursive practice shows how the subject becomes divided from the self and others in taking up and practising a particular kind of identity (Foucault, 1982/2003a). In conceptualising the
storyline in this chapter as negotiating boundaries, the analysis shows how the participants negotiated the constitution and limits of these new subjectivities in caring for a dying family member through relational, political and intellectual work as they positioned themselves within sometimes conflicting professional and family obligations. It identifies and explores the boundaries that define and delineate formal from informal care, professional from lay knowledge, professional and regulatory authority from delegated care, professional codes from personal values, and family obligations from work responsibilities. The analysis further examines the epistemological conditions that determine how relations of power establish and invest authority and the capacity to act in specific individuals (Rouse, 2005) and enable the transgression, containment or permeability of boundaries in particular circumstances.

**Boundaries as discursive constructs**

Boundaries represent classifications and categories that create specific definitions about how people ought to act in relation to one another (Lamont & Molnar, 2002). These classifications and categories illuminate the form and limits of the discursive practices that define relationality (Emirbayer, 1997) as the means through which relationships between people are established, maintained and governed. The classification of similarities and differences within specific boundaries enables groups to set themselves apart from others by creating a collective identity that establishes superiority over others as expertise in knowing or practising some dimension of human activity (Hogg & Abrams, 1988) or some other attribute that represents the right to belong. In this sense, boundaries are both creative and destructive. On the one hand a boundary enables a space to be demarcated that signifies a particular kind of identity but at the same time it defines a line at its extremity that marks exclusion.

This collective identity involves a complex interplay of norms that provide the authority to establish and enforce difference, which are recognised by both insiders and outsiders (Jenkins, 1996). Norms simultaneously construct a collective identity and individualise the subject, classifying and ranking them in relation to their homogeneity (Butler, 2005; Foucault, 1975). Norms also create moral standpoints that set limits on what is
considered to be an acceptable range of behaviour or performance within specific boundaries. The relations of power between the self and other within the epistemological field of the discourse define degrees of normality for a collective identity, expressed in practice as normalising judgement (Hacking, 1990). Normalising judgement works through the moral code that calls the individual to account for themselves according to values that are held to be true by others in the social group to whom this individual belongs. However, Adorno (1983) argues that norms construct a false unity for moral standpoints that cover over the discontinuity that exists in moral codes. A compulsion to act according to norms that represent universal interests, but do not offer a useful ethical standpoint for the individual in a unique situation, brings these norms into conflict with morality.

Ethical deliberation involves critique of how the subject has come into being and attempts to live by a set of norms or moral code (Butler, 2005). As Butler suggests, even if the subject is produced by certain norms, he/she must find their own relation to morality; negotiating these norms in “a living and reflective way” (p. 10). This is Foucault’s (1984/1990) notion of reflexivity developed in the history of sexuality, where morality and values are created in relation to conscience and a sense of responsibility to the other. For Foucault, reflexivity emerges through this process of developing a critical relation to moral codes in taking them up as ethical substance for self-work. When situations arise where norms are not self-evident or no longer credible, the subject is required to undertake ethical self-work in relation to the code to establish how they ought to fulfil their obligations. All of the participants in this research described situations where boundaries between one category and another became apparent in relation to their own and others expectations about what constituted the limits of their subjectivity in specific situations. In caring for their own family members, the participants negotiated, transgressed and at times accommodated the boundaries between lay and professional knowledge, formal and informal care, professional authority and care delegated to families, professional codes and personal values and family obligations and work responsibilities.
Negotiating boundaries

The storyline of negotiating boundaries shows how the participants experienced the limits of particular subjectivities as discursive dividing practices demarcating boundaries that divided the self from the self. For Foucault the self is not an object or substance. As Marshall (2002, p.91) puts it, the self is a conceptual form, where conceptualising the self involves

... a complex interplay of intellect, character and action. .... The singularity of the present in its games of truth and practices of power may either require a certain form of the self or present the opportunity to constitute one’s subjectivity actively in a form of transfiguration of other forms of the self (p. 91).

In defining the limits of discursive practices available to the subject, boundaries bring a conceptualisation of the self into consciousness in a way that makes resistance to these limits apparent, and subjects them to critique. For Foucault, critique is a necessary element of freedom because it identifies and exposes forms of power that until the moment of experiencing a limit, remain manifestations of power that are not recognised as discursive effects but nevertheless work behind the scenes of our consciousness to curtail ways of thinking and acting (Olssen, 2006). Olssen (p. 245) notes that critique involves an ongoing questioning of limits as the means to reformulate the self’s relation to normative codes that have the potential to call subjects into being as passive entities.

In this sense, critique aims to free us from the historically transitory constraints of contemporary consciousness as realized in and through discursive practices. Such constraints impose limitations which have become so intimately a part of the way that people experience their lives that they no longer experience these systems as limitations but embrace them as the very structure of normal and natural human behaviour.

Butler (2005) explains how rationalisation is subverted in desubjugation, in the moment the subject disengages from the power of the discourse by thinking outside it, and
transforms the relations of the self within it. Telling their stories in the research gave these participants the opportunity to think again about their experiences and to engage in this critique of the self by giving an account of their conduct as nurse family members. As Butler notes, giving an account of the self to another is a moral exercise where the ethical substance of subjectivity and the outcomes of self-work are held up for scrutiny in terms of their effects on others. In the following analyses of negotiating boundaries, the participants described situations where they engaged in the intellectual, political and relational self-work that was necessary to act in accordance with the ethical substance of their obligations as the nurse family member. Their stories show how they called themselves into being as subjects with an awareness of their own conduct in the light of family obligations as a daughter, wife or mother, and their professional responsibilities as a nurse.

**Professional and lay subjectivities**

In giving an account of their conduct, the participants showed how discursive dividing practices worked to enforce norms about who is authorised to speak in professional discourse and who is formally licensed to practice and direct health care. There were situations where the struggle to fulfil the ethical substance of their role as the nurse family member became apparent because they were classified within professional discourse as a lay person in the care of their relative, but were always/already capable of doing more. They also showed how they resisted the authority of professional discourse by refusing, challenging and limiting its authority in circumstances where accommodating it would have limited their freedom (Foucault 1984/1990) to meet a perceived need for care that they had recognised in their relative. For example, Michelle described the consultation with her mother’s General Practitioner (GP) where she expected an initial plan to be developed to manage the symptoms of metastatic breast cancer that her mother was experiencing.

.... she was going to meet him for the first time and wanted me to come.....I felt really sorry for this doctor.... he hadn’t even received the notes and... This family [go] in there with expectations.... it really caught him off guard. With that initial
visit with the doctor he just prescribed some morphine elixir for her pain..... no anti-emetics, no information about how to increase the dose, nothing for constipation, and said, “Come back in a month”. .... and I knew her pain ... within days she was going to need some tablets. I thought we could work out what she needed quite soon. I said, “Look I’ll come back and see you before long”. She was still relatively independent but ... the pain was her biggest concern then, getting this pain under control with the morphine.

Michelle was present at the consultation with her mother in her role as a daughter, but with her expertise as a palliative care nurse, she like Jean was pulled beyond herself as the daughter by clinical knowledge that enabled her to interpret this situation. She knew that the approach the GP proposed, albeit with limited information about her mother’s case, was insufficient to provide the level of care needed. During the consultation, Michelle had already realised that this was all he was going to prescribe initially and that, given the level of pain her mother was experiencing, the morphine elixir would not last a month. Her intellectual work in thinking critically about what the GP had offered and her ability to speak in professional discourse was derived from her experience of practising as a palliative care nurse. Her desire to seek the best care for her mother was an outcome of the political work she undertook in negotiating with him to prescribe MST and maxalon because she knew these medications were the minimum required to manage her mother’s level of pain in the interim. Michelle’s expectations for what she considered to be good palliative care for her mother were based on the experience of working in an interdisciplinary team in her own service.

…… I felt the GP was out of his comfort zone really ...... there was a shock at some of the doses of medication ...... that you could actually give that much morphine without killing somebody ...... just things like that I think really surprised him because ..... I just felt really spoilt with our doctors, but I guess you had years to build up the rapport with them so......when we look after patients we can go down to the doctors and wait outside their rooms and basically request whatever we thought our patients needed...... we have such good relationships with the GPs here and I missed that.
In effect Michelle developed her own palliative care service around her mother in this isolated rural location, drawing on the social and professional resources from the health service that she worked in and from health professionals in the community some distance away where she lived with her own family. She also sought expert advice from the palliative care resource nurse at the base hospital, located several hundred kilometres distant from where her mother lived, about how to approach her mother’s GP to ask for changes in treatment.

*I rang a few times and talked to the palliative care resource nurse in [the base hospital] from mum’s place just to run things by her before I asked for different ……. I would say what do you suggest I talk to the doctor ……. you know….. how with mum’s different symptoms and what do you think might work in the pump or what else do you think I could try….. I talked to her a lot ….. I rang my GP a couple of times when I felt like I wasn’t getting the understanding I needed from mum’s GP ……. and I even brought her home once and took her to my GP …..*

Michelle’s knowledge about how the health system worked and accepted best practice in this clinical field informed her intervention in persuading the health professionals involved in her mother’s care to provide more resources that they otherwise would have. She refused to be governed by the norms for professional relationships that situate the patient’s daughter without a ‘clinical’ voice. As a discourse that defines and regulates who is eligible to speak with authority, professionalism creates assumptions about the use of specialist knowledge to intervene in human problems (Brien, 1998). The ontological distance between the knower and what is known, valued as a core epistemological condition for scientific knowledge (Duquette, 1990), becomes visible as objectivity in the discourse of professionalism. It is this boundary between ‘objective distance’ and ‘subjective immersion’ that Michelle carefully negotiates in constructing a palliative care service around her mother.

While professionalism has developed as the dominant discourse for health care practitioners, with medicine establishing normative responsibilities for occupations that aspire to be professional (Fagermoen, 1997), Shirley and Padgett (2004) note that the
discourse of professionalism functions differently for different groups. Practising as a health professional involves having the knowledge, expertise and the ability to enact professionalism as a mode of conduct or behaviour (Hodgson, 2005). The normative values that are produced through moral codes set out reference points, assigning positive or negative values to particular conduct, though the subject has certain degree of power in interpreting and enacting the moral code in the process of becoming subjectivised with professionalism as the ethical substance of the relation to the self (Dalgliesh, 1998). Professional codes of conduct articulate the norms that embody the profession’s collective conscience, operating as a self-regulating mechanism for the profession and its members (Oliver & McGhee, 2005). However, nursing also involves relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002), where meaning as an effect of knowledge is constantly negotiated and contested in the connections between the nurse, client and other health professionals. These connections are complex sites through which relationships are governed, where professional people work at managing their own conduct and that of others within the social and cultural conditions of practice (Owen & Powell, 2006).

Hazel’s account of her practice with her parents shows how she was subjectivised as the expert palliative care nurse with international experience and this expertise was recognised by the health professionals she interacted with.

*I think I was probably in an unusual position because … it was my job in London to have been caring for people in their own homes for nine hours every night and making these clinical judgments of what to do … you know you get used to thinking … outside the square as to how to cope and deal with the huge amount …. it was juggling whether I needed hospice advice …. Or whether it was a GP that I went to so it was my call in trying to suss … who was the person to go [to], with what problem … without upsetting the other... yes I mean you don’t want to go to the doctor if the hospice nurse could deal with it … you’ve got to work within their boundaries …*

As Hazel suggests, being a nurse is part of who she is as a person where she negotiates with the families she cares for and the other health professionals who are involved in
that care. Her explanation of herself locates her subjectivity as a nurse within her thinking and actions in ways that reflect this construction of the self. She speaks in the professional discourse of nursing with authority as she identifies herself as an expert nurse to others; a nurse who is at the same time the family caregiver. As Hazel put it,

> We have that language and its just that kudos .. you just say I’m a trained nurse and I’ve been working in palliative care and to any other professional that says a huge amount …, I suppose even if you’re just said I’m a nurse it still says a lot doesn’t it...

On the one hand a boundary enables a space to be demarcated that signifies a particular kind of identity but at the same time it defines a line at its extremity that marks exclusion. The ability to articulate the language of nursing, positions the speaker with a certain kind of power in professional discourse, even when not primarily acting in a professional capacity. Jean’s description of how she felt she had to intervene in her mother’s care in a hospital ward, when she had been told her mother was dying was related in Chapter Five. Her actions represent a boundary transgression where she steps beyond the role of the daughter. In stating, *I felt I had to intervene because she wasn’t getting the care she needed*; Jean was pulled beyond herself as the daughter (Salmond, 2008) by the intellectual work she had undertaken in recognising the pathophysiology of her mother’s problem as fluid overload. In the same moment she was drawn to act for her mother as a daughter and a nurse in doing the political work necessary to bring this situation to the notice of the staff. Jean’s story shows how the analysis of boundaries as discursive constructs that categorise people and make distinctions between them, in this case between a person who is acting in a formal professional role in health care and that of a relative, illuminates complex social processes that demarcate accepted roles for the daughter and nurse.

Jean’s sense of compulsion to further intervene in her mother’s care on this acute medical ward reflects an ethical substance of political work in her critique of the standard of care that was practised.
...... they put her on a – it wasn’t a CPAP – they brought something up from intensive care to and help because.... these terrible apnoeic episodes she was having and they actually connected it up back to front and so ... the air that was being pumped into her was actually very hot and they wouldn’t turn it off and mum was just getting sicker and sicker - just so uncomfortable with it and so in the end I actually turned – as much as I didn’t want to I went and turned it off and got somebody who – a more senior person who I felt could come in and .....they had connected it up back to front. I could see things weren’t being done as they should be and so I felt I needed to step in.

Jean acknowledged that both nursing and medical staff were relatively inexperienced and very busy on this ward and that they were not familiar with this equipment. In recognising these factors she defined boundaries and limits for the minimum level of care that would be provided for her mother. While she was not familiar with this particular item of equipment, she knew enough from her ICU background to see that it was being used incorrectly. Jean’s intervention in turning the equipment off was a point that marked the limits of her tolerance, demonstrating her ability to use power to uphold a professional standard of care as an expression of her subjectivity as both a nurse and a family member. As she sought to protect her mother by confronting the mistakes made in using the equipment in discussions with staff, Jean practised an ethic of resistance that transgressed the discursive space (Cooper & Blair, 2002) usually afforded to a family member. This was a position that she reinforced through relational self-work by recruiting a nurse friend employed at the hospital to her cause, who as Jean put it, validated her concerns. She asked this nurse to review her mother’s case notes and mediate on her behalf with the charge nurse of the ward about the standard of care given to her mother.

Like Jean, Hazel used her knowledge of how the health system works to establish the relations of power necessary to position the self with a critical voice about the care provided to her mother. While she had very effective relationships with many of the health professionals involved in her both her parents’ care, she explained how she was
concerned to arrive home from London to find her mother’s medical consultant had ordered a diagnostic test that involved a mediastinoscopy.

*I knew straight away that it wasn’t going to change anything, that he was doing it for him not for mum because it wasn’t going to change her treatment in one iota and he was being a naughty boy but it was too late ....mum wasn’t prepared to flag it away since it had all been set up and everything ... anyway so she had it ... but I saw the blood results that came back and I mean her liver results were all very abnormal and he just shouldn’t have done it. I had the experience to be able say ....is that going to change anything?*

Hazel situated herself with an ethical substance of political work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) in critiquing the consultant’s decision to undertake this diagnostic test. She draws on professional discourse to both situate herself with a mode of subjection as resistance and to call attention to professional norms about the need to limit invasive or redundant interventions in palliative care. While Hazel, like Jean, marks one boundary, she simultaneously collapses the space between professional and lay subjectivities in speaking as the expert nurse about her mother’s care and demarcates boundaries between best practice and what she considers to be the consultant’s clinical interest. In expressing normative values about what constitutes ethical practice in this context, Hazel marks the boundary between about what is held to constitute reasonable grounds for intervention and what might be considered to be futile. For example, there is a moral claim situated in the discourse of virtue ethics, that diagnostic tests conducted on consenting patients might contribute to the body of knowledge about palliative care, and benefit other members of this clinical population. However, the potential for harm to these people because of their level of vulnerability is the central moral concern that defines the normative boundary between reasonable grounds and futility (Keely, 2008). While Hazel established her own relation to the ethical code, the consultant may have taken up a different positioning informed by his own relation to it and his beliefs about the value of clinical knowledge.
In another story about the idea of futility, Robyn spoke of her anguish about being unable to fulfil the ethical substance of political work in seeking to free her husband from the pain of undergoing a diagnostic test.

*Now he’d had ultrasounds and things so they knew exactly what the lymphoma was doing ... that is was blocking off his ureters and this was [the] terminal phase of his illness... they knew all that.. But they said they wanted him to go to Xray and I wish that my nurse part had been stronger then and said no ... .....it’s an intellectual exercise ... it’s not going to contribute to anything and I wasn’t strong enough... my nurse bit knew that ... I felt that at the time... this is just insane. It was horrendous for him .... and I was behind the lead screen in the Xray department just sobbing and sobbing..... I guess they say that knowledge is power but I didn’t think I had power and I think that’s part of the way I trained ...... you know that things aren’t right but you don’t have the courage to do anything about it because the system will win in the end ... so I had knowledge but I didn’t think it gave me power in that sense you know... I think it frightened me a lot...*

Robyn problematised this situation, establishing her relation to it as one that required resistance by speaking out as a self-forming activity, but her clinical voice is constrained by the perception that she does not have the power to speak. This story shows how subjectivisation as the nurse family member calls her to act as an ethical subject, but discursive relations of power within the hospital constrain and alter her capacity to intervene as she relates to herself as a target of institutional discipline (Rose, 1996a). Whether her concerns were justified or not, the desire to voice her opinion that this diagnostic test was inappropriate and have that argument accepted as valid is silenced within relations of power that Robyn has learned position nurses with a subordinate status in the hierarchy of the hospital (Ceci, 2003a). For Robyn, an ethic of resistance required the confidence to refuse to participate in events that were morally distressing. The ability to enter into struggles against forms of power and confront the moral issues at stake requires the resourceful use of power that has created the source of oppression (Cooper & Blair, 2002). Using this source of oppression for one’s own advantage
necessitates calling attention to an ethical standpoint that others will recognise within professional discourse; in this case her husband’s degree of vulnerability and the ethical obligation to avoid unnecessary harm.

Robyn’s story about her husband shows how a capable and self respecting nurse, with a strong sense of her own agency, finds herself in circumstances that made her a target of discipline, constructing her as a silent, dutiful and docile subject (Ceci, 2003a; Rose, 1996a) against her will. Another story about caring for her husband at home shows how she created a thoughtful and careful response to a challenging situation. Robyn relates how her husband asked her to help him die when he was in the final stage of his illness.

_It was the first time I cried in front of him and he just put his skinny little arm around my shoulders... and patted me you know...... He was at the stage then where I don’t think he cared much what they did to him he just wanted it over. Like he’d deal with a sick ewe, you know... I mean the farm was what he did..... So he put his arm around me and just patted me and said, I want you to help me ... I want you to help me make it end..... There’s no purpose anymore. ...... I’ve said goodbye to the kids and I want you to help me ... and I couldn’t do that. I thought I could do it .... but I couldn’t do it ... it would have been so easy but I couldn’t do it. I didn’t realise what I actually felt about that at the time ... because he was a man of the land and it didn’t fit with him... where it was going...... I felt just totally devastated because I wanted to help him.... And I wasn’t able to .. and he so wanted it. I understood why. I just couldn’t ....

As Robyn reflected on this moment she identified tensions between her personal values about her obligation to her husband and her professional beliefs about nursing. The rationale she offered for choosing not to actively help her husband die illuminates the ethical substance of intellectual work (Cooper & Blair, 2002). She reasoned that the power of nursing provided the means to ease his dying, keeping him comfortable and safe through the use of expert knowledge and skills. Reflecting on her own values and those of her profession guided her belief that she could not actively help him die, even
though as she put it, she had “enough morphine in the house to kill an elephant”. In searching for understanding she constructs a politics of truth as the relation to the self that she can live with; the one that set limits on her actions and created the least ethical conflict in her mind. In positioning herself as a nurse, Robyn undertakes self-forming activities to construct a mode of subjection to professional discourse that satisfies her obligations as both nurse and wife. Her agency and creativity as a nurse was also apparent in the relational work she undertook with her nurse friends who had come to stay with the family. It is interesting to note that all of the participants in this research had nurse friends who provided informational, emotional or practical support for them, sometimes staying in the family home with the nurse family member when their relative was dying. In Robyn’s case, these nurses became her clinical mentors in her struggle to care for her husband and she relates how in the middle of the night, they talked to her husband about his power to create some control over what was happening to him.

I had some good friends here then ... nurse friends, people that B. loved as well, three of them registered nurses and they were helping me with his care and supporting me .... and I told them what B. had asked me to do.... .... so they came out and spent a couple of hours talking in between B’s sort of dozing off and things .... and they told me that they had said to B. that he had the power to make it end faster ... and what he could do was to not eat and drink anymore, they said you can do that and it will be faster ... so from that point on B. told me he wasn’t going to drink anymore .... and I respected that ... I used to give him crushed ice just to keep his mouth moist and they also told him that he could say to the palliative care nurse that his pain was increasing so she would increase the morphine which was what he did .... ... I’m just so thankful they did that for B.... B. made the decision and he did tell the palliative care nurse that he had more pain .... And she did increase the morphine.

As Foucault (1982/2003b) suggests, resistance involves refusing what we are in a given moment and reinventing ourselves anew through alternative forms of subjectivity. Through their collective knowledge and skill, these nurses offered Robyn’s husband a means of transforming his relation to the self, by redefining the extent and means of his
freedom to act. This example of collective action among nurses represents a social practice where care of the self involves caring with and for others, helping them to recreate themselves through alternative ways of knowing and acting. It situates values about what constitutes an ethical self within relations of friendship and obligation (Infinito, 2003) drawing on the collective knowledge and skills of a nursing community as intellectual self-work undertaken in collaboration with one another to solve problems. Relational self-work is the means through which they construct a mode of subjection as the struggle for intimacy and connection between members of a community (Lashley et al., 1994), where dialogue enables the limits of different ways of knowing to be explored and weighed for their value in a given situation (Cooper & Blair, 2002). The formation of ethical sensibilities requires the freedom to cultivate our own individuality as the means through which we can know and appreciate the self in relation to and with others (Clifford, 2001). Hofmeyr (2006a) believes that while the self’s relation to the self involves individual self-work, it has the potential to create social change by practising freedom as both an ethical and political action through constant de-individualisation of normalising forces and re-invention of them in new ways. The participants in this research show how their knowledge and skills as nurses informed their discursive positionings in relation to other health professionals involved in the care of their relative. Their stories illuminate the ethical work undertaken in exercising modes of subjection as struggles for knowledge, freedom and community connections in the care of their loved one.

**Boundaries between formal and informal care**

As identified in Chapter Two, health care at home care and family support for people dying at home are central visions for The New Zealand Palliative Care Strategy (Minister of Health, 2001). The idea of home care is identified as a choice for families and communities, with family members positioned as active participants in the care of their loved ones. This vision of care is consistent with research in the United Kingdom that suggests most people would prefer to die at home (Higginson, 1998; Higginson & Sen-Gupta, 2000), as home is a place that may be consistent with family beliefs about dignity, comfort and control over events surrounding death (Brown & Colton, 2001).
The six participants in this research cared for a total of nine dying relatives at home, with Robyn’s mother the only one who died in a rest home facility that contracted to offer palliative care in her region. These nurse family members identified their own home, or that of their parent, as a place where they felt and increased level of comfort and control over the care of their relative. Negotiating this space within the family home was an important aspect of self-work undertaken by the participants to create the freedom to care for their relative according to their own values in collaboration with other family members.

For example, Michelle cared for her mother in a remote rural setting because it was her mother’s choice to be at home in her own environment. The palliative care service in this remote region relied on, what Michelle identified as, generalist health care professionals who were not particularly experienced in contemporary palliative care approaches. Caring for her mother at home enabled Michelle to establish a measure of control over the clinical care that her mother received. She described how she found herself in conflict with the palliative care nurse, who had become a good friend to her mother but gave advice that Michelle considered not to be best practice.

_I found it quite hard because I was giving mum advice over the phone about her pain relief. She had started on morphine and was still having pain and I’d suggest she increase her dose and she would say things like, “Oh no. C……. told me to stay at this dose for at least 3 more days. I just thought we would do it but mum respected this palliative care nurse…. and I think mum felt a bit in between really, not knowing who was right or what to do and ..... Her symptoms weren’t in control and no one was really listening to her. But this nurse, I mean she was lovely and I think she provided a lot of emotional support, which was really good – it just frustrated me that we were coming from different angles sometimes and I just wanted mum to be pain free. I felt it was going to be difficult if there were too many people involved – perhaps and maybe that’s why I decided to go it alone after that so there was one person calling the shots. I’d been district nursing for probably 6 years and by then had done palliative care ...so I was quite happy to just go it alone with the GP ..... by then I was living with mum ......_
it was just easier to ..... and not involve any other help especially as it wasn’t necessary. I was there 24/7.

While home palliative care relies on the presence of a family member to provide care, nurse family members change the dynamics of relationships that other nurses and health professionals have with the family. The ethical substance of Michelle’s mode of subjection encompasses both intellectual and political work in caring discourse (Cooper & Blair, 2002). As she struggles to establish a relation to truth about what constitutes best practice for the care of her mother, like Jean, Michelle constructs limits on the level of competence she is willing to tolerate in her mother’s care. She constructs a field of responsibility for herself, with clearly defined boundaries of authority demarcated by the physical space of her mother’s home. Within these boundaries she undertakes the political work of advocating for her mother’s right to what she considers to be the best care possible, limiting the access of some nurses and seeking support from those whom she considers to be clinical specialists. Some degree of evaluation of the practice of other nurses who came into the participant’s homes, or that of a parent, was present in all their stories about caring for their relative. Hazel related her observations of the palliative care district nursing service involved in her father’s care.

I noted that there was quite a difference between mum and with dad but I don’t know if (the hospice service) was going through a really bad patch with dad but the people who came to see me were not nearly as clued up as they were with mum. I didn’t have nearly as much confidence in them in that I felt they were just managing palliative care by the book rather than by the individual person so if there was a problem with bowels well it was just if you know if haven’t had gone in so many days then you have one laxon ... and if you have gone by the next day then you have two ... and it was all very impersonal and standard and not ... there was no give and take or discussion .... ..... until you’ve actually had someone close to you die at home you have no idea what it means and how important it is.
Though she had been working as a home palliative care nurse for a number of years in the United Kingdom, Hazel said she did not really understand the significance of caring for a relative at home for family members until she experienced it. The nursing staff in this service had changed in the three years since her mother had died, and in her evaluation, they were less expert than the previous group, and less in touch with the priorities that her family had about the care of her father. Drawing on her experience, Hazel identified some of the challenges of working with families in this context.

*It’s difficult but I think anybody who is being looked after at home, there must be one or maybe two people who are in charge and they form the key worker or... when I used to go in and look after patients at home in London and you’d walk in the door at ten o’clock at night and there’d be this whole group of, or maybe just a couple, or maybe twenty people in the room and the first thing that you intuitively did was sus out who was actually the key person to deal with, who had their finger on the pulse, who knew what was going on and who felt comfortable with taking that lead role and it maybe a trained nurse or it be just... it may be number five daughter but it was somebody who could take that role and responsibility and was who happy doing it*

The connections between health professionals and families are complex sites where meaning is constructed within the social and cultural conditions that inform the participants’ values and beliefs (Owen & Powell, 2006). Hazel’s storyline about her experiences with other nurses emphasises the relational aspect of negotiating care with the family as a priority. Relational work involves a mode of subjection to caring discourse that positions nurses with the capacity to call forth their own stories, acknowledging one’s own relation to truth (Miehls & Moffat, 2000), in order to work in community (Lashley et al., 1994) with families. Understanding one’s own relation to the self enables the recognition of historical circumstances and experiences that have created particular ways of thinking and acting in a professional role. As Miehls and Moffat suggest, with this appreciation of the self, we can better understand how to position ourselves with others in ways that respect their concerns. All of the participants gave examples of generous and very effective relationships with nursing and medical
staff, and some other health care and voluntary support workers in the palliative care services that worked with their families. Some of these people were already known to the participants in a professional capacity while others were strangers. For example, Robyn’s knowledge of nursing enabled her to appreciate the hospice nurse’s skill.

*The hospice nurse had all of those things, sensitivity and foresight and an immense kindness. She also had lots of skill you know, professional skills .... it’s no good being the kindest and the most sensitive person in the world if you don’t know what you are doing but she definitely knew what she was doing ... I could tell .... I guess that’s the positive thing about my nursing knowledge. I knew that ..... B. was safe in her care. I knew that without any doubt at all and I guess if I wasn’t a nurse that’s something I wouldn’t have known for sure.....*

Maree spoke of her experience of having district nurses that she knew from her work at the local health centre come into her home. She appreciated already knowing these nurses as part of her professional community, but also recognised that working with a terminally ill child of someone that they knew professionally took an emotional toll on them.

*....... they were wonderful. I can’t stress enough how great they were.......I knew them already. I mean when you are a practice nurse and district nurses you’re working together all the time. I’d often see them at work every day so they knew me..... OK it was pretty horrific because I remember they use to visit me with dark glasses on because they didn’t want to – they used to stop – they told me afterwards they used to stop down the end of the road and cry before they came and put their dark glasses on so that I wouldn’t see. They used to find it so hard coming.*

Having a sense of community with these nurses gave Maree confidence in them because she had often heard her patients speak about their satisfaction with the service that they provided in her rural town. Sarah further elaborates on the idea of working in community in her description of the relationship between a hospice nurse and her family.
We were really, really lucky. We had a hospice nurse who was very aligned to our philosophies....so it was very easy for us.... I think really she just stood back and let us do our thing and ...... she was just so supportive of our process. It was always done in a consultative basis. Any visit that she made with us was very equal and we would discuss options and look at what was going to be the best for a certain issue that we might have. She was very respectful of our opinion and we were very respectful of hers. She had a sixth sense of where we were at..... and where Mum was at. She seemed to have her finger on everybody’s pulse at once. She was just one of those really special, special nurses that managed to sense it all, but at the same time managed to keep her distance. We wanted to, like, wrap her up into us because she was that sort of person, but she really managed to just be.

Sarah identifies how this nurse was able to sense what the family needed through her connection with them. Through her immersion in the family situation, she made her approach to the care of this dying woman seamless with that of the family. As Sarah’s story shows, however, this immersion succeeds in being professional through the clarity that this nurse established in her role with the family. While she was deeply connected with them, there are limits apparent about the extent and focus of her relationship with the family as she worked to oversee the care Sarah and her registered nurse sister gave to their mother. According to Sarah’s account, this nurse negotiated her role with these sisters as a clinical mentor in the way that thoughtful experienced nurses do, encouraging, supporting and directing them where necessary in ways that respected them as nurse family members.

I think sort of closer to the end she could see that we were so sucked into that vortex .... we’d lost any concept of time. We’re forgetting to eat ourselves, we’re forgetting to do all those sorts of things, that she just reminded us that we needed to look after ourselves, and she was amazing. And just the support and the praise and the encouragement of what we were doing was just gorgeous, and she was just right there with us the whole way.
The discursive practices that define relationality (Emirbayer, 1997) are apparent in the role this hospice nurse established with Sarah’s family, showing how relationships between health care professionals and families can be governed in creative and reflexive ways. It is a means of ‘gazing with’ (Georges & Benedict, 2008) the family that establishes this creativity, building capacity with others by working on the self’s relation to the self. It is a pedagogical relationship that moves the other towards self-mastery; reflecting their own situation back to them and teaching them how to live well within it. The participants’ descriptions of relational practice with palliative care nurses involved with their families offers examples of reflexive practice in negotiating boundaries between professional authority for care and the delegation of care to families. The following section explores examples of situations where the boundaries between formal and informal care were blurred as nurse family members take up nursing roles that subsume the professional authority for care.

*Professional authority and care delegated to families*

Nurse family members have the ability to trust their own judgement, critically analyse the practice of other nurses and health professionals and argue for particular approaches to care in ways that a lay carer could not do. They are positioned with knowledge and skills that extend beyond the usual level possessed by lay carers or other family members bringing added value to role of family caregiver because they are always capable of doing more than someone who is not a registered nurse. The call to care situates nurse family members with an ethical substance of relational work in caring discourse. Self-forming activities in relation to this ethical substance involve working on themselves to produce the best care possible for their ill or dying relative. With their insider professional knowledge, the participants in this research found their own relation to morality, transgressing the limits of lay caring to subsume aspects of professional authority for care, particularly when they believed that the care offered was not best practice in a given situation.

For example, Sarah’s experience as an intensive care nurse enabled her to exercise clinical judgement and intervene in situations when the palliative care nurse was not present or delayed in visiting. She relates how she was able to
......communicate what I felt need to happen now... and I think it sped up a lot of processes... whereas I think ... discomfort would be prolonged for some people and that worries me a bit. I was grateful to have that experience because if I hadn’t ..... and were just Joe Bloggs, it would have been really hard. I don’t know that Joe Bloggs could have had her at home. I don’t know how well that (the analgesia) would have been managed.

Sarah shows how she took control where she thought it was necessary to manage clinical situations effectively. There were times, particularly with her mother-in-law when she intervened because she felt something could not wait, such as giving analgesia, or changing the syringe driver. However, Robyn spoke about choosing not to manage the syringe driver because she found the emotional impact of this aspect of her husband’s care too difficult. Instead, she recruited nurse friends to help.

... I mean I know how to set up a syringe driver ..... I’ve done it hundreds of times but couldn’t do it for B. I had to get my RN friends to come and do it. I could administer the drugs I was required to but I couldn’t set up the syringe driver... I was torn between the invasiveness of it when he was so ill ... that was hard, very hard. Such a simple thing.... I mean in the end ... I couldn’t bear ... so we decided to do it. One of my friends helped me at night... you know he had two syringe drivers... staggering to the toilet and back again. She helped me ..... so I didn’t have to deal with it.

While Robyn spoke about the excellent relationship she had with the palliative care nurse in this situation, this nurse did not always respond to her calls for assistance. She believes this lack of response was related to the nurse’s extremely heavy workload at that time and given that she knew Robyn was a registered nurse, may have given her calls less priority. As Robyn’s story shows, she was resourceful enough to recruit help from elsewhere. Michelle also situated herself with the professional authority to care because she knew that she had the nursing knowledge and expertise to manage her mother’s palliative care, even if in reality she was sometimes challenged by clinical situations that she encountered. In doing so, to some degree she limited the involvement of professional nursing services, so that these nurses were in contact with her by phone,
or came to the house to drop off supplies. As Michelle suggests, she initiated most of the contact she had with them.

"... I don't think they ever called really ... I called them if I needed something ... they basically left me to it ...... they didn't visit ... they'd drop things off ..... but they didn't actually oversee anything. I needed a new pump at one stage because mum's pump wasn't keeping good time so they dropped off another pump and would drop off syringes or whatever I needed ..... and say you know ... say how's it going but that was OK ...... that was just our understanding really that I could have what I wanted just ring them ... and they were good and I think you know it was awkward for them too..... nurses can feel a bit funny about coming in with ..... trying to care for someone who is already being cared for by a registered nurse and I think ..... I think it was easier for them to just you know ... I knew they were there if I needed anything ... they weren't palliative care nurses otherwise I ..... may have asked their advice ..... I think they just assumed I had it organised ..... just to ring if I had any problems .... All the medications, you know all the drugs .... I just organised with the GP ......."

If Michelle had not been an experienced palliative care nurse, it is likely that her mother would either have been placed in a hospice, or the palliative care service would have been much more involved in her day to day care at home. The participants’ stories show how the level of care delegated to these nurse family members, or the level of care that they chose to undertake, was beyond that generally delegated to family members. It is also possible that, as Robyn suggested, in prioritising a busy workload, palliative care nurses might expect a nurse family member to cope where they might respond sooner to a request from a person who is not a nurse.

The guideline on delegation and direction (Nursing Council of New Zealand, 2008a) states, “The Council acknowledges the rights of consumers and their whanau to determine their own care and expects registered nurses to work in partnership with them when delegating and directing care” (p. 6). The delegation of nursing care is defined as
the transfer of responsibility for certain activities to another person, but the registered nurse remains accountable for the process and outcome of delegation. In an earlier statement, the Nursing Council of New Zealand (2000) defined professional authority for nursing care in situations where family members are involved in the care of a relative.

Where health service assistants are employed, or the client’s family are assisting with the care of the client/patient/resident/woman, and the registered nurse or midwife accepts responsibility for the supervision/and or delegation of that care, criteria for direction and supervision apply and accountability for nursing processes and outcomes remains.

The Nursing Council’s guideline on direction and delegation indicates that professional authority for nursing care would have remained with the palliative care nurse representing the service providing care to the family. This would include assessment and monitoring of the client’s health state, providing direction, and monitoring and evaluating care (Nursing Council of New Zealand, 2008a). However, as identified in Chapter One, the Nursing Council held the view that Lesley Martin, who was convicted for attempted murder, was primarily acting in the role of a nurse, using nursing experience and skills to care for her terminally ill mother (Radio New Zealand, 2007). This view would indicate that registered nurses are accountable for their practice within the Registered Nurse Scope (Nursing Council of New Zealand, 2007), for caring activities undertaken with their families, where those activities make use of nursing experience and skills. Nurses are political entities using disciplinary power to practice with professional authority while at the same time being subject to the state authority of regulatory discourse (Thompson, 2008). The Health Professionals Competency Assurance (HPCA) Act, 2003, the Code of conduct for nurses (Nursing Council of New Zealand, 2008b), and the competencies for registered nurses (Nursing Council of New Zealand, 2007) represent discursive objects that govern the form and limits of nursing subjectivity. The governance of nursing subjectivity also involves self-work, where
nurses regulate their own conduct in ways that are consistent with norms for professional practice that are expressed in regulatory discourse.

The stories in this research show how the participants exercised a critical relation to professional subjectivity, taking up the professional authority to practice nursing for their own relative. At the same time, they remained mindful of the regulatory requirements for nursing practice. In doing so, they show how they constructed an ethical relation to the self in seeking the necessary guidance and support from expert nurses and medical staff when this support was not available from the palliative care service engaged in the care of their family. Michelle provided an example of seeking this mentorship from her own colleagues and a clinical specialist palliative care nurse at the base hospital, in recognition of her own professional isolation. Sarah’s story about an effective relationship with a palliative care nurse shows how it might be possible to negotiate the concept of partnership identified in the guideline on direction and delegation (Nursing Council of New Zealand, 2008a). Partnership is a discursive concept that can be understood as practising strategies of power (Silverman & Bloor, 1990) where health professionals usually define the form and limits of a relationship. Sarah showed how, by being able to speak and act strategically (Kettunen, et al., 2001) in health care discourse, nurse family members are positioned with more power in this partnership and consequently more able to negotiate the conduct of the relationship (Cheek, 2003).

The analysis in this section shows how the subjectivity of nurse family member positioned the participants with a marginal professional status that involved the constitution of self with an ethical substance of intellectual, political and relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002). In doing so, their stories show how they took up the professional authority necessary to fulfil this ethical substance, calling on nursing knowledge and skills to define the relations between self and others within complex negotiations of truth and power. The following section explores how the participants managed the relationships between family obligations and work responsibilities. Their accounts of themselves as women who had complex roles with multiple obligations to
negotiate, shows how the participants struggled to act as particular kinds of ethical beings in the relation to self (Foucault, 1998) in fulfilling their obligations to the self and others.

**Negotiating subjectivities**

The participants’ stories show how they negotiated the form and limits of the subjectivity of nurse family member in fulfilling their professional and family obligations. Negotiating boundaries between their professional responsibilities in paid employment and the obligation to care for their own relative created was challenging, particularly when their workplace was short staffed. Five of the six participants were practising as nurses in paid employment at the time they began caring for their relative. While they developed strategies to organise their work and family commitments to reduce the demands made on them, each of them reached a limit in balancing these commitments and sought varying lengths of time out from paid employment. The conceptualisation of home and work as separate realms of existence potentially subordinates the obligation to care for a relative, as a mode of subjection to family discourse, when similar obligation is felt towards one’s work role. The normative separation of work and family constructs them as sites of tension where competing interests are played out (Barnett, 1994; Small & Riley, 1990). Feeling responsible for work commitments, and being called back to work when family obligations are a priority can create a sense of being torn between two worlds (Ross et al., 1994). While all of the employed participants in this research found their employers to be supportive of a period of absence from work, nurses are a scarce resource in health care settings. This meant that they were encouraged by their employers to return to work as soon as possible or, in Jean’s case, there was a reluctance to allow any further leave for a period of time once she had returned to work.

Hazel was in the process of beginning a new position overseas when she realised her mother was dying, this position was kept open for her so she could return home to New Zealand to care for her mother. Three years later, when her father was terminally ill, she resigned from work to care for her father on a full time basis. Jean related how her employer was willing to grant her leave to care for her mother, which she took
intermittently as there were times when she went back to work for a few days to give herself time out from family caregiving. Maree also took periods of leave from work over the time her daughter was ill. Initially she took six months off and then went back to work part-time, until she was needed at home full time with her daughter in the palliative care stage. The practice where she worked had a relieving nurse who was able to increase her hours to compensate for Maree’s absence until she returned to work in the same practice two months after her daughter died, which as she said was still too soon.

I went back to work ..... probably before I was ready I think because the pressure was on because the girl who had filled in was getting desperate to cut her hours back. ..... I can still remember that phone call saying when are you coming back to work and thinking oh God I don’t ever want to go back there but probably needed someone to draw a boundary because for a decision to be made I guess.

Robyn was working in a busy surgical ward in the last stages of her husband’s illness, and while she took some leave from work to care for her husband, she felt compelled to return to work as soon as possible after his death to support her family.

.... and it was a really busy, busy ward and ... they were ok with the time off but after... we had no money and we had a mortgage ... I couldn’t lose the farm ... you know I had to keep the farm and that’s what sustained him a lot of the time you know so I probably .... went back to work far too soon ... a week after his funeral because I felt I have to get back and earn some money and pay the bills.

Similarly, Michelle took six weeks off work to move in with her mother in the end palliative care stage and returned to work a week after her mother’s death. While she found her employer very supportive in allowing her to take sick leave, the district nursing service she worked in was very short staffed.

There were four of us and if you ever had time off work through sick leave you had to call one of your colleagues to come in on their day off to work and so I know I felt very privileged to be given that time to nurse mum and when I went
over there I didn’t realise I’d be there for 6 weeks so every week was a week extra – they’d keep ringing to see how mum was and I’d say, “Well she’s still got another week, she might have another 2 weeks”, and they were desperate for me to get back to work really – so, and I can appreciate why they couldn’t give me any extra time....... It’s not like a hospital where there’s somebody on pool comes in and works.

The complexities of working as a nurse in a busy health service, where registered nurses are a scarce resource, are apparent in these nurses’ accounts of needing to return to work before they felt ready. In Robyn’s case the need for an income to support her young family was the driving factor, but Michelle and Maree work in primary health care settings, as part of a small team where on call staff was not always available to replace them. This lack of readiness to return to work was a significant factor in how they were able to situate themselves as practitioners who had been changed through the experience of caring for their own relative.

Becoming subjectivised as the nurse family member transforms the self’s relation to the self, in such a way that there is ‘no return’ to the former self (Butler, 2005), and previous ways of viewing the world. New knowledge about what it is like to journey with another person through the illness events and death establishes new relations of truth, and consequently a different relation to the self as a practitioner. In returning to work, Michelle, Robyn and Maree found themselves faced with new challenges that they had not experienced prior to caring for their own relative. All three of these participants lived and worked in small rural towns where families lived their lives intertwined with each other personally and professionally. Each of them returned to a familiar workplace having been changed by their experience. They could no longer take for granted the normative values about what counted for formally reliable ways of thinking and acting (Bonner, 2001) within professional discourse in their relationships with clients and families. Having been subjectivised as nurse family members, new knowledge drawn from the experience of caring for their own relatives transformed how they thought and acted as nurses. Families they encountered who were undergoing similar events where a person was dying of a cancer-related illness, called them back
into their own experience. Robyn recalled her feelings about working with these families.

*I remember ... particular patients ... I knew that I couldn’t be there in a totally professional way for them because of what they made me remember and feel ... I remember a middle-aged bloke ... he wanted to write a diary ... he had known my husband.... and knew that he had died .... But he wanted to talk to me ....and he said you know you’ve been through this ... what can I do for my children? He asked me that and only asked me that because he knew ....... what had happened ... and I told him he could write a diary for his children because I was still journaling then and I said you know, do that ... and I think he did do that.*

Maree found her experience as a nurse family member gave her a deeper understanding of clients in her practice who were experiencing similar situations.

*I saw a patient recently that came in recently who needed something from the doctor.... whose husband is a terminal patient at the moment... and she was flustered and all wound up and I could just appreciate where she was at....it made me very grateful that I had been a nurse and didn’t have to be on that side of the desk begging for someone to understand how I felt..... thinking I didn’t have to do that because I could just ring [GP] and get put through straight away....so its influenced my practice hugely.....*

While she did not speak of her daughter’s death with clients in the practice, Maree’s experience informed her assessment of their situations and her desire to intervene quickly for them where necessary. She also spoke of how she now focuses on assessing the whole family, particularly the primary caregiver for the ill person, consulting with them and enquiring about how they are managing. Maree explained how she is now more careful about discussing the meaning of illness experiences with families. As she put it,

*I mention words in the world they’re living in so that they know I know where they are at.... what their world view is right now... and even in newly diagnosed*
patients I’ll often mention the shock we felt….. I don’t mention ours….. I might say to them... I bet that knocked your socks off......and they can see that you understand what happened to them last week.... how within one sentence their life changed totally and utterly....

Similarly, Michelle found that her practice as a palliative care nurse had changed when she returned to work after her mother’s death.

I was a much better nurse afterwards ....listening to the families.... if they said they had a bad night I sat down and listened ..... I’d go round and visit and find out why, what could make it better. I think a big thing – probably the hardest thing I found is – coming back into practice was I felt like a lot of families needed a lot of emotional and probably spiritual support that as district nurses there’s a limit to how much we can give.

These accounts show how Michelle, Robyn and Maree were called to care for the patients and families they encountered in new ways. Becoming subjectivised as nurse family members transformed their previously held values about how nurses ought to be with others in their professional work. The ethical substance of relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) created a mode of subjection to caring discourse drawn from personal knowledge about what it is like to live through the experience of illness and dying with a relative. This mode of subjection positioned the self with a deeper sense of interest and concern for the vulnerability of the other. It moved these participants to ‘gaze with’ (Georges & Benedict, 2008) the ill person and their family with an intimacy and connection derived from shared understanding. Foucault (1982/2003b) explains this process of becoming subject to the self through new self knowledge as a pedagogical relationship. People learn to recognise themselves as new subjects through self-forming activities that make subjectivity the object of self-reflexive thought. Self-work involves reflecting on the limits that have previously been imposed on one’s thinking and finding ways to move beyond these limits (Foucault, 2003c). This ability to think outside the former self, in response to new knowledge enables a new more ethical ‘sculpting’ of the self (Peters, 2005) that transforms the relation between the self and others. In making the
effects of one’s actions on others an ethical concern, there is an increased awareness of how to intervene with families in ways that address their central worries and needs in caring for their dying relative.

However, this call to care for patients and families that was characterised with a greater degree of intimacy and connection was to have an impact on the ability of these participants to sustain their practice in palliative care. Each of them arrived at a point where they had to change something about their work situation to sustain themselves within their practice in the small rural towns where they lived and worked. Robyn found caring for patients diagnosed with cancer who came through her surgical ward difficult, particularly when she knew them.

*I was able to cope with older patients but people that were similar in age to my husband and .. some of the families had young children and I would feel for them, ... their wives and ... all of that was hard. So I didn’t look after them, I was never their primary nurse ..... because I found it too hard somehow ....*

While Robyn coped by choosing not to look after these patients in her ward, Maree found that she had to leave the practice in her own town and travel to work in another place so she could re-establish boundaries between self and other in her professional role.

*The experience did affect my practice because I did have to leave and work somewhere else.... because different patients that I knew started to get cancer and I was cancered out .....and I got sick of seeing nice people dying.... so I had a bit of a blow out and just needed to distance myself..... and it was good to be anonymous again... to work in a practice where no one knew me... they didn’t know my background...... when I am at work... there’s a safety in that because the definition of your job gives you rules.... the boundaries are there already...*

Michelle found herself similarly positioned in her role as a palliative care district nurse. She felt that she was being judged by her manager for providing care that went beyond the boundaries of that which was offered by the service.
I loved palliative care and I just felt – I felt that I would probably continue to do some palliative care in my life in my life time but not as a district nurse because I felt the limitations were huge and I know they are even if you join hospice.  

....After I’d nursed mum I had a very special patient .... through her terminal weeks and we became very good friends and I visited probably three days a week anyway to do her pump and then I would just pop in on my day off and just sit with her and give her foot massages and she just really appreciated it and got something out of it. I found it very rewarding and got into trouble with my boss for visiting on a day off and I just found it frustrating and just thought we’re friends now ........

Eventually Michelle sought grief counselling through a private service because she recognised the need to work on herself to learn to live with the grief she had experiencing in her personal and work lives. She thought perhaps she ought to have had some counselling earlier than she did.

I did later but not specifically for mum. I just had two miscarriages and I thought it was about time. But I’ve put that down to the whole - you know – perhaps if I’d had some counselling then maybe I wouldn’t have had two miscarriages – who knows……. The best thing I ever did was to have grief counselling and I would recommend it to anybody ........

While the discourse of professional boundaries marks a discursive dividing practice that potentially alienates the self from the self (Foucault, 1982/2003a), it also marks an important site for care of the self. The stories told by these participants about their call to care for patients and families in palliative care with a renewed concern for them illuminates the fine balance in negotiating personal and professional boundaries. They show how the search for wisdom and truth in knowing the self is a constant practice in governing the self as a moral agent (Foucault, 1984a). The struggle about maintaining an ethical relation to the self within professional discourse is played out in their stories shows how they worked on themselves to establish a new mode of subjection that encompassed their experience as a nurse family member. Care of the self involves both
being shaped by the discursive effects of normalisation and constraint and resistance to or refusal of discursive positionings that do not take account of the uniqueness of people and their situations (Hofmeyer, 2006b). The form and limits of the knowledge and practices that define relationality (Emirbayer, 1997) in nursing became visible through the process of creating themselves anew within professional discourse.

Establishing a new relation to the ethical code that defines and demarcates professional boundaries creates a mode of subjection to relational work that struggles for a deeper connection and intimacy (Cooper & Blair, 2002) with patients and families. In critiquing their former practice these participants simultaneously became ‘de-subjugated’ while remaking the self (Butler, 2002) in a new relation to professional discourse as they became aware of the limits of previously known ways of relating to clients and families as nurses. As Butler suggests, critique is a practice that makes us question the limits of certainty and troubles the knowledge that constitutes the normative boundaries for practice. At the same time critique is essential because, as she puts it, the “epistemological field in which one lives” (p. 5) is already in crisis in resisting normative expectations for conduct. Nurse family members experience a sense of alienation when the self is no longer able to be recognised with an ethical relation to the self in professional discourse, and attempts to re-establish subjectivity fail. Nurses make active choices about how to manage their family and work lives. Their exodus from the workforce has been shown to be linked to the impact of the emotional demands of practising as a nurse (Ceci & McIntyre, 2001; IOM, 1996; Simon et al., 2004; White, 1999). When these demands are coupled with the emotional self-work that is required to re-establish an ethical relation to the self in professional discourse on returning to work after caring for a dying relative, the potential for nurses to exit the workforce is increased. Three of the six participants in this research are no longer practising as nurses, though all of them expressed their beliefs about the importance of nursing as a profession. And yet, for some of them the demands of practising in their field became incompatible with their values about how to live their lives well.
Summary

In giving an account of their conduct in caring for their own relative as the nurse family member, the participants showed how discursive dividing practices worked to enforce norms about who is authorised to speak in professional discourse and who is formally licensed to practice and direct health care. The discussion in this chapter has shown how the subjectivity of the nurse family member is constituted in the self’s relation to the normative frameworks that classify and demarcate professional and lay roles in discourses on caring, family and professionalism. These classifications establish boundaries as the limits for subjectivity as the relation to normative frameworks, defining discursive subjects according to their homogeneity. The tensions between professional authority and care that is delegated to families by health professionals are analysed as an effect of the subjectivity of the nurse family member, who is positioned with knowledge and skills that extend beyond the usual capacities of lay carers or other family members. Returning to work creates further tensions as the nurse family member finds that there is no return to the subjectivity of the former self. Re-making the relation normative frameworks becomes a priority, forming new modes of subjection to professional discourse in order to practise care of the self as a nurse.

The following and final chapter reflects on limits and possibilities for nursing subjectivities in summarising the findings and recommendations for the research. The ideas surfaced from the discussion of these concepts are examined for their potential to conceptualise an ethical framework for care of the self as intellectual, political and relational work. The implications of the findings of the research for professional self-governance of individual nurses and nursing as a professional community are considered in relation to the discursive knowledge and practices that inform and regulate practice. Limitations of the research are offered as reflections on the positioning of it as a qualitative study that locates its findings within particular practice context and geographical location. These limitations are explored as points of departure for new opportunities for critical inquiry on the relationships between nurses, their families and the professional and regulatory discourses that construct normative frameworks for nursing practice.
Chapter 7

Reflecting on limits and possibilities

Introduction
This chapter reflects on limits and possibilities in summarising findings and recommendations for the research. I begin by reframing the conceptual positionings for the research using theoretical tools derived from Foucault’s writing on the critical history of thought (1983/1998) and restating the aim of the research as a critique that questions the limits of the ways of knowing about how nurses are situated within and called to care for their families and communities. My reflections on the data analysis explore the limits and possibilities for positioning the self within the modes of subjection to discourses that constitute the subjectivity of the nurse family member. The ideas surfaced from the discussion of limits and possibilities are then examined for their potential contribution to theoretical frames for nursing practice as intellectual, political and relational work. Implications for professional governance are explored in considering how the findings of this research might inform the actions of individual nurses and the regulatory discourse and practices that guide nursing practice. Limitations of the research are explored as points of departure that present new opportunities for further research about the relationships between nurses, their families and the wider professional and regulatory contexts of nursing practice. The concluding remarks reflect on possibilities for conceptualising and practising critical nursing subjectivities.

(Re) framing conceptual positionings for the research
The aim of this research was to explore the experiences of registered nurses who had cared for their own relative with a cancer-related illness in palliative care. The focus for inquiry was to examine the discourses that construct nursing subjectivities and explore the conditions under which these subjectivities became apparent in the participants’
stories. The specific objectives for the research were to analyse how the participants became subjectivised as nurse family members through the multiple and sometimes contradictory positionings that emerged from accounts of their experiences. Through this analysis, the research explored the constitution of subjectivity in the relation between truth, power and the self that construct discursive categories of subjectivity for the nurse family member. Of particular interest was how situated knowledge appeared in the negotiation of boundaries between self, professional practice and others in caring for one’s own relative as a nurse. As there is little research published on the experience and effects of caring for an ill or dying relative as a nurse family member, this exploration of nursing subjectivities is an important topic for nursing research because nurses are positioned with knowledge and skills that call them to care for their own families and communities. The conclusions for this research argue that negotiating this call to care as a nurse family member has implications for nurses, their families and the profession.

Curiosity evokes the idea of taking care of the self in relation to one’s existence in the world (Foucault, 1984/1994). In the context of this research, the idea of curiosity has been concerned with how knowledge and practices that structure our social and professional worlds have come into being and how things could be ordered in different ways to create new ways of practising nursing subjectivities. Curiosity, and the resolve that is necessary to sustain critique of what we know and how we have come to know it, are capacities that offer the means to work beyond an uncritical reliance on moral codes (Luxon, 2008). As Luxon notes, these capacities are expressed as the ability to sustain an intellectual curiosity towards experiences that have suddenly become unfamiliar through experiencing the self as divided in discourse and resolving to explore the potential for different responses and outcomes. The coherence of moral codes that call the subject to establish a particular kind of relation to self in discourse becomes problematic when the subject finds the self divided and alienated from the self in moving beyond prior ways of knowing. The experience of finding possibilities for action limited by previously taken for granted values and beliefs provides an opportunity
to question what has previously been taken as self-evident in relation to the moral code. These limits define the moment of de-subjugation where the subject resists being governed, or chooses to be governed differently, within the confines of the discourse that they are called to inhabit (Butler, 2002).

In exploring the subjectivity of the nurse family member, this research sustains an intellectual curiosity towards what at first glance seems self-evident. It offers a critique that questions the limits of our ways of knowing about how nurses live within, and are called to care for their families and communities. Critique is used as the conceptual means through which the epistemological horizon is made visible as the limits of the authority of the discourse and its power to call the individual to account for themselves as a particular kind of subject (Butler, 2002). Butler argues that “one has already run up against a crisis in the epistemological field within which one lives” (p. 5) in experiencing the divided self in discourse. The critique of a normative framework as it is expressed in a moral code is already an expression of a capacity to think beyond it and is in itself an act of resistance to the mode of subjection that the code calls the subject to practice. Ethical self-governance, as mastery over the self, draws on normative frameworks in the sense that norms are starting points for reflection and self analysis. However, self-mastery is demonstrated in how one speaks, acts and writes about events and experiences in establishing an ethical relation to the self (Luxon, 2008). Offering an account of oneself, that explains how discursive resources were used to work on the self to establish a new relation to a normative framework, is an important aspect of reflecting on self-governance (Butler, 2005).

The relation to the self practises an ethical awareness in self-governance that enables the subject to differentiate and discriminate between alternative modes of subjection to discourse (Luxon, 2008). Rather than conceptualising the subject as a discursive object that calls on knowledge without necessarily engaging in the critique of its authority, a performative subjectivity involves learning through a critical relationship between the knowledge represented in moral codes and the self. This idea of subjectivity as performed situates nurse family members within their families as subjects who are capable of practising a nursing gaze as particular ways of seeing, speaking and acting.
Through this process of seeing, speaking and acting; in the space between the light and language of discourse (Kendall & Wickham, 1999), nurse family members simultaneously construct the self within multiple discourses of caring, professional practice and family. In answering the call to care for their own relative, the participants in this research crafted particular kinds of self that illuminated the normative boundaries of subjectivity within each of these discourses. As previously stated, subjectivity is to some degree constrained by the authority of normative frameworks that determine what is recognisable as a particular category of subject within a discourse. Normative frameworks establish certain qualifications for inclusion and exclusion, but this relation to a norm is always negotiated in the context of practising subjectivity (Butler, 2005). In other words, while inclusion as a particular kind of subject is always already established in discourse, the subject is to some degree self governing through the specific relation that they form to the moral code and take up its relation to truth. The risk for nurse family members is that they may not be recognisable as entirely one discursive category or another as neither entirely a nurse nor a family member.

For the participants in this research, giving an account of their experiences provided an opportunity to talk in depth about some ideas and feelings that they had not previously related to other people. The act of telling their stories engaged them with their experiences in new ways that made them reflect on how they had come to position themselves as nurse family members in caring for their relative. In accounting for their actions, they came to realise how significant knowing and practising as a nurse had been in influencing what they valued about themselves and others and how they made decisions in their lives. Caring for their own relative made them think more carefully about what it means to be a nurse and engage with others in professional and personal relationships. The call to care and negotiating boundaries were the two storylines that emerged in the landscape of care as modes of subjection to caring, family and professional discourse for the nurse family members who gave accounts of the self for this research. I have explained the ethical substance of these modes of subjection as intellectual, political and relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002), through which these nurse family members worked on themselves to establish an ethical relation to the self.
These storylines illuminate the self-work undertaken to create the self as a practising subject in an active process of self formation in discourse.

**Limits and possibilities in positioning the self**
In experiencing themselves at the margins of the normative construction of the subjectivities of both the nurse and family member, the limits and possibilities of knowing within these discourses become apparent. Care of the self as care for another was apparent in modes of subjection that established particular kinds of relation to the self that tested the limits of their subjectivisation in discourses of caring, professional practice and family. The first storyline conceptualised as the call to care, shows how the participants worked on themselves to establish an ethical relation to the self as nurse family members. The second storyline, negotiating boundaries examined the complexities involved in fulfilling their professional and family obligations while positioned in marginal and sometimes contested discursive locations.

**Positioning the self**
The call to care situates nurse family members with an ethical obligation to care for another, which is established as an ethical relation to the self in family discourse. Being called to care illustrates how subjectivity, formed as the self’s relation to the self, is always established in relation to the other (Butler, 2005; Luxon, 2008). Both family and caring discourse rely on the concept of social normativity (Butler, 2005) where the subject is called to account for themselves in relation to norms about obligation and reciprocity. Subjecting oneself to the authority of a discourse is a reflexive process that informs and shapes how an encounter between the self and other plays out. Consenting to this subjection entails the recognition of particular discursive knowledge as convincing or compelling in a given context (Butler, 2002). The call to care relies on this belief in the authority of the moral code and the recognition of self as someone who has a moral obligation to care for others who are vulnerable or in need. It positions the nurse family member with a mode of subjection that has as its moral end the thoughtful care and comfort of another human being (Hultgren, 1994). It is relational practice that is lived out in community with others (Lashley et al., 1994), creating specific moral demands on people who exist in reciprocal relationships.
The subjectivity of the nurse family member is also informed by an ethical substance of obligation that situates the care of the other within one’s own realm of responsibility as a duty owed to them. As a mode of subjection, this sense of obligation calls a family member to care as a nurse who has extraordinary knowledge and skills that other family members do not posses. This subjectivity creates a disposition towards others that is informed by the conceptual resources and clinical experience developed in practising as a nurse. It enables the nurse family member to see beyond ordinary or ‘lay’ interpretations of physiological and social phenomena and provides the capacity to challenge the limits of these discursive categories of professional and lay carer. While Foucault (1994) sees the ‘un-making’ of discursive categories as a practice of freedom that is necessary for an ethical relation to the self, nurse family members do not so much ‘unmake’ these categories as step across the gap between professional and family subjectivities. They fuse together the discursive divisions that have been conceptualised as caring for and caring about (Ward-Griffin, 2004) into a mode of subjection as obligation in caring discourse that calls them to exercise professional authority in practising as a nurse. The nurse family member transforms the self by problematising the relation to the normative framework in professional discourse, which has the effect of negotiating rather than ‘un-making’ their place in the order of the discourse.

The call to care is also situated in the context of health policy that promotes a community model of palliative care with families supported in caring for people to die in their own home, situating family members as active participants in that care (Minister of Health, 2001). This discourse of home care positions nurse family members as always capable of doing more for their own relatives, particularly in rural locations where expert palliative care services may not be readily available. Their presence creates complex arrangements of care as the nurse family member moves to fill gaps in services or extend the boundaries of care usually delegated to families. In doing so, they choose a different relation to the self, taking up the professional authority to practice as a mode of self-governance (Butler, 2002) that resists the limits of their subjection to both professional and family discourse. This resistance rearranges their relation to the order of these discourses and renegotiates the divisions between them (Healy, 2001),
positioning the nurse family member with a ‘clinical voice’ and an authoritative role in ensuring their relative receives the best care possible. However, these transformed subjectivities remain marginal positions in relation to the normative frameworks governing the inclusion and exclusion of categories of subjectivity in both professional and family discourse.

Nurse family members find the limits of this subjectivity when challenged by other health professionals and their own family members to become either one thing or the other; to act as the wife, daughter, mother or sister in relation to their ill relative. They risk being situated outside the discursive categories of either nurse or family member; categories for which there may be “no place within the given regime of truth” (Butler, 2002, p. 13). While the qualifications for inclusion and exclusion are always negotiated in the context of practising subjectivity, the failure to identify another brings to light a crisis in the norms governing recognition within a discourse (Butler, 2005). As Butler suggests, a discursive category or identity is always formed on the basis of what it rejects. The subjectivity of the nurse family member surfaces what has been excluded, situating the personal in the realm of professional discourse. It also illuminates the subjectivity of the nurse in ways that constructs professional authority as a power differential that threatens the order of family discourse.

The nursing gaze

The nurse family member is also called to care by the nursing gaze (Sandelowski, 1998; Parker & Wiltshire, 1995) that is practised as concerned observation and careful interpretation (Norvell, 1998) of their relative’s health state. The nursing gaze is informed by the context of care, using situated knowledge that draws on propositional knowledge (Titchen & McGinley, 2004) from biomedical discourse but also has situated and relational aspects in knowing the person in its application. Nurse family members are able to ‘read’ the pathophysiology that classifies diagnostic categories and interpret such knowledge in the context of this person’s life. This is a way of being and acting as a nurse that constantly draws them beyond the ‘normal’ role of a family member; making them subject to biomedical discourse in ways that produce the other as the
object of that knowing, even in moments when they would have preferred not to know (Mills & Aubeeluck, 2006). While this subjectivity potentially alienates them from themselves within family discourse, families, including the ill person, make demands on their nurse family members to mediate with other health professionals to establish the best possible conditions for care. The limits of their subjectivity become apparent in potentially constraining the ability to practice in this space between professional and family discourse. An ethical substance of intellectual work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) provides the means to negotiate these limits as the nurse family member seeks to understand and watch over their loved one’s physiological vulnerability.

Exercising the professional authority to practise involves managing one’s own conduct and that of others within the social context of health care (Owen & Powell, 2006). Nurse family members employ a critical gaze that constructs an ethical relation to the self as protecting the other from harm. While they are able to recognise good practice when they see it, they set limits for the minimum level of care to be provided to their relative, moderating the practice of other health professionals when it is not up to their standard. Exercising professional authority in this context appeals to the order of professional discourse, using the normative framework of professionalism to maintain standards of care while simultaneously renegotiating it in terms of their own authority to speak. While there may be times when nurse family members find themselves marginalised and silenced within the discursive relations of power that operate in health care systems, they also have the potential to use this power against those who would silence them. Critique of another’s practice employs the power of professional discourse, calling others to account for themselves in relation to the moral code that values beneficence and the prevention of harm (Oliver & McGhee, 2005). More oblique strategies of power include recruiting nurse friends to obtain information about their relative’s care from other nurses and mediate on their behalf with the management of a health service.

Nurse family members actively seek ideas and advice from other practitioners, whose knowledge and skills they respect, in order to sculpt their own practice into more creative and responsive forms that will harmonise with their relative’s need for care. While they call others to account for the care they give, they also create the means to
ensure their own accountability by calling on the knowledge and skills of nurses and other health professionals to act as guides or mentors. In Foucault’s (1982/2003a) writing, the use of a guide or counsellor involves a reflexive relationship, where the expertise of another person acts as a touchstone in clarifying the ethical relation to the self. Reflexivity creates the conditions for a ‘widening’ of the self by employing the critical gaze of another that is aimed at the self, in order to evaluate the congruence of one’s actions in the context of their relationships with others (Luxon, 2008). However, as Simons (1995) suggests, acting outside, or challenging normative frameworks for conduct does not always fulfil the promise of liberty because challenging the order of a discourse is likely to reinforce the power of it. Reflexivity, informed by the guidance of another, creates an ethical site of assessment bringing to bear the judgement and practice wisdom of an intermediary to challenge the symmetry and harmony of the self’s relation to the self and others. Accountability requires practitioners to engage reflexively with other points of view that oblige them to reassess their commitment to particular truths and transform their thinking about what might be possible, useful or responsible in a given context (Healy, 2001).

Effective relationships with nurses and other health professionals arise from their generosity and expertise, through their ability to be with the family and work through solutions to problems in ways that enhance their capacity for caring. Palliative care nursing is a field of practice where caring needs to be lived out in community (Lashley et al., 1994), where reflexive relationships are developed with families to negotiate the form and limits of lay and professional subjectivities. For palliative care nurses, the presence of a nurse family member complicates this relational aspect of establishing the form and limits for subjectivities in the palliative care because of the need to negotiate the shape, processes and responsibilities for care. Georges and Benedict’s (2008) notion of the nursing gaze as ‘gazing with’ denotes a mode of subjection to caring discourse that works to establish empathy, connectedness and understanding as a way of being with families and making space for others to care. ‘Gazing with’ families requires a mode of subjection to caring discourse where nurses work on themselves to understand the effects on their practice on others. The ability to call forth one’s own stories in
reflexive dialogue with the self (Miehls & Moffat, 2000) is an important aspect of the political work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) required for this mode of subjection to avoid marginalising others who also have an interest in the care of an ill person.

Families position their nurse family members with authority in calling on them to interpret medical diagnostic and treatment information and use their expertise to care for an ill relative and negotiate paths through health services (Laylan, 2006). The ethical substance of intellectual work that positions the nurse family member with a nursing gaze threatens the normative framework of family discourse, potentially disrupting family relationships. Family relationships are the outcome of the history of lives lived together, where subjectivities are a product of the choices and constraints of positioning the self as a particular kind of gendered subject (Medved & Graham, 2006). These relationships may be complex sites of struggle where relations of power are played out in positioning the self in relation to siblings, parents, children or other people who fit within the realm of the family. Relations of power constantly reconstruct and reposition family relationships, reworking their moral and material legacies (Finch & Mason, 1993) in the light of new experiences with one another. In the struggle to meet their obligations to the ill or dying person, families sometimes find themselves in conflict as each of its members strive to position themselves purposefully in the relation to self and one another. As Chattoo and Ahmad (2008) suggest, people within the same family may interpret their normative responsibilities to family discourse differently according to their own sense of worth and the resources they believe they bring to the family in the context of a relative’s illness. However, assumptions about how family members might take up and act particular roles within the family potentially constrain other possible alternative subject positionings (Lucas & Buzzanell, 2006).

Sibling relationships, particularly those between nurse and non-nurse sisters may become sites of conflict when the nurse family member is seen to usurp the family role that has been formerly undertaken by another sister (Neale, 2004). Competition between sisters occurs when the relations of power within family discourse are disrupted by discursive practices that are external to it, marginalising the one who no longer has the
authority to speak or act because she does not have the conceptual resources of the other. The subject positioning of nurse family member transforms the nurse sister into another who may be unrecognisable within the normative framework (Butler, 2005) of family discourse that shapes encounters between siblings. Finding new directions for conduct requires a new relation to this normative framework to transform the conditions under which recognition becomes possible. The ethical substance of relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) in caring discourse is a mode of subjection that struggles to mediate the impact of power derived from the nurse family member’s professional authority.

The idea of ‘gazing with’ (Georges & Benedict, 2008) locates the nurse family member inside more egalitarian politics (Yeatman, 1994) for family relationships, making space for other family members to care and according them respect for the resources that they bring to support the family. ‘Gazing with’ engages the nurse family member in a mode of self-governance that establishes a new relation to the self, with an endpoint that is not predefined by assumptions about the other. Instead this relation to the self problematises the past to create a different possible future, seeking a shared commitment to normative values that might bind family together in their joint obligations (Luxon, 2008). Sharing professional authority involves calling the self and others to account for their own assumptions, creating space for ideas to be surfaced and contested in the light of the challenges that face the family in the present, to create another kind of future for their relationships. While the limits and possibilities for subjectivisation in family discourse relies on the capacities that individual family members possess, the nurse family member may act as a channel through which others can be called to establish an ethical relation to the self and learn to situate themselves in new ways that utilise the resources they are able to contribute.

*The relation to self*

The experience of caring for a relative in palliative care transforms the subjectivity of the nurse family member beyond the limits of the former self, by ‘unmaking’ or ‘remaking’ one’s relation to the normative framework within a discourse (Foucault,
1994). Questioning one’s relation to available norms tests the limits of the normative framework, problematising the conditions that govern encounters between the self and other (Butler, 2005). This exercise of power over the self produces a complex interplay of provocation and resistance in response to being called to act within the bounds of social normativity that are expressed in the discursive regime of truth (Foucault, 1982/2003b). It reforms or bends the relations of power that constitute the subject’s relation to truth, enlarging the limits of the self to make room for the other (Hofmeyr, 2006b). Foucault (1984/2003) sees this reordering of power over oneself as the means through which the subject regulates the effect of power over others, where the ethical imperative to care for the self becomes the means through which one cares for another. But this struggle to care for the other through care of the self creates “a transformation of self from which there is no return” (Butler, p. 28). As Butler suggests, the limits to the ability to exercise power over the self become apparent through the process of subjectivisation to discourse that has its origins outside the self. The subject is constantly called outside themselves by normative frameworks that establish specific modes of conduct as the right thing to do, but the ‘remaking’ of the self dislocates the prior relation to the self that previously conditioned this process. The normative criteria that once established a particular kind of self, and made that self recognisable to the self and others, can no longer be comprehended in quite the same way.

In returning to paid employment after the death of their relative, the nurse family member finds the relation to the self transformed and potentially unrecognisable within the normative frameworks that define the conduct of the nurse as a health professional. Normative values that were previously taken for granted as reliable frames to guide the conduct of the self in relation to others (Butler, 2005) within professional discourse fail to contain the self as the nurse is constantly called back into the subject position of nurse family member. This sense of being called back into the subjectivity of the nurse family member occurs with clients and families where a person is dying in circumstances that are similar to those the nurse experienced within her own family. While the nurse family member has new knowledge about caring for a family member in palliative care, this
knowledge is bound up with the emotional conditions that produced it (Jumaa, 2005). The view of another person’s suffering that is similar to one’s own challenges the limits of self-containment within professional relationships. Containing the subjectivity of the professional self becomes a constant process of mediating one’s own conduct through relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) in attempting to reform a new mode of subjection to the normative framework of professional discourse or ‘remake’ the relation to it. Reforming professional subjectivity involves coming to an understanding about who the self can be, and how encounters between the self and others might be conducted in relation to the discursive regimes of truth that order professional normativity (Butler, 2005). The call to care for others in a professional capacity relies on this ability to establish new modes of subjection that create intimacy and connection with clients and families but at the same to contain the potential to be called back into one’s own experience.

Experiencing the self differently as a nurse in relation to others signals the need for a ‘re-sculpting’ of the self as a different kind of subject of professional discourse, with a deeper understanding of what it means for families to care for a dying relative but at the same time knowing the potential for the self to be engulfed by the experience of the other. Caring for another through care of the self necessitates reflexive self-work to relearn how to both engage in and set limits for emotional investment with clients and families; to create fluid and purposeful professional relationships but at the same time avoid being constantly called back into one’s own experience in ways that potentially disrupt the ability to function in the professional role. Self-forming activities require the nurse family member to negotiate modes of subjection to caring discourse as one who is able to empathise with the vulnerability and struggle of another but at the same time recognise that the other’s emotional and ethical work in caring for their relative is separate from one’s own. ‘Re-sculpting’ the self as a different kind of professional subject through relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) is arguably one of the most difficult challenges for nurses who have cared for their own relatives. It requires the
nurse family member to engage with the effects of their changed subjectivity in order to develop strategies for ethical self-governance in professional practice.

Maintaining curiosity about how the changed self engages in relationships with others in clinical practice, and exploring moments of dissonance when the self feels strange or different, are starting points in constructing a new relation to the self that encompasses rather than alienates former subjectivities. Curiosity requires one to be present with the self, attending to responses that are felt by experiencing the self differently, before paying attention to normative values about how one ought to act (Luxon, 2008). Situating the self with a mode of subjection to intellectual work guides the search for new ways of knowing, not to establish a finite truth but to examine how practising nursing might provide multiple possibilities for different kinds of professional relationships. Self-forming activities for intellectual work situate the self within a dialogic ethic, where problematisation and critique of events occurs in conversation with another, and through writing as a form of companionship with the self (Cooper & Blair, 2002). Speaking and writing about experiences are reflexive strategies that bring one’s thinking into the gaze of the self and other for contemplation and critique (Butler, 2005), to make the self and one’s actions into objects for ethical assessment. Reflexivity opens the subject up to the possibility of knowing something about what might have been lost from consciousness in positioning the self as a particular kind of subject in discourse, and with that knowledge, understand how the self could be governed differently (Foucault, 1984a).

While all of the historical conditions that are involved in creating the subject are never able to be made visible to the self, giving an account of the self enables something to be understood about the formation of subjectivity and its relation to ethical responsibility (Butler, 2005). As intellectual work (Cooper & Blair, 2002), reflexive strategies necessitate showing aspects of the self to the self and others in a process of writing and speaking that examines how one’s thinking and account of oneself fits with normative frameworks. Writing and speaking also constitute political work because in addressing the self and another we put a discourse to work in terms of what we consider to be our
relation to its truth. Accounting for oneself is an act of power that illuminates the ethical substance of one’s subjection to discourse and shows how discursive resources have been used to establish a particular kind of relation to a normative framework (Butler, 2005). The quality and soundness of the rationale for this relation is, as Butler puts it, made public as a social manifestation that enables recognition of the reconstituted self through a pedagogical relationship with another. This training of the self by the self, in relation to external points of reference, is also found in Foucault’s (1994) notion of self writing where one’s thoughts and ideas are mediated through reading and reflection about how to position the self in relation to others. As intellectual work, reading is a way of enlarging the mind in considering one’s responses to the ideas and actions of others to find new modes of subjection to discourse that constitute an ethical relation to the self.

For the nurse family member, this cultivation of the self through reflexivity and self-care constitutes an ongoing struggle to reposition the self within in the discursive arrangements of nursing practice. Self-mastery is the aim of the intellectual, political and relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) that enables them to construct modes of subjection to professional discourse that encompass the altered self and free them to practice in ways that take account of the humanity of the self and others. The question of how to situate the self in ways that encompass the altered self lies in the ability to develop a relation with normative frameworks that constitute the discursive order of professionalism, not a return to the former self (Butler, 2005), but as a kind of return that enables self-mastery in professional work. Self-mastery in this sense involves coming to recognise the self in new ways and being able to establish new modes of subjection for relational work that enable the self to test the limits of the self (Foucault, 1994), but at the same time use strategies that contain and conserve the self. The following section explores the significance of intellectual, political and relational work as an ethical framework for practising self-governance in nursing.

**Care of the self: An ethics for nursing practice**

The analysis in this research has been concerned with the constitution of subjectivity in the relations between truth, power and self that construct discursive categories as subject
positions for the nurse family member. It shows how the practice of ethical self-governance, creates an ethical sensibility that enables nurse family members to discriminate between alternative modes of subjection to discourse, and achieve self-mastery in establishing an ethical relation to the self (Luxon, 2008). Limits and possibilities in positioning the self in the call to care and negotiating boundaries between the self and other became apparent as modes of subjection to the ethical substance of intellectual, political and relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002). The following discussion explores the relevance of Cooper and Blair’s framing of Foucault’s ethical work as conceptual positionings for practice knowledge. It situates knowledge for nursing within the normative ethic of social justice that Foucault (1984c) advocated as care of the self, not as a theoretical model for the emancipation of nursing and the clients and families who use its services, but rather as a way of conceptualising practices (Foucault, 1977b) that nurses might usefully employ to free themselves to act ethically in the relation to self and others.

**Intellectual work**

The ethical substance of intellectual work is concerned with the practice of transforming the self’s relation to the self through the discursive knowledge that is available to the subject (Cooper & Blair, 2002). This ethical substance is represented as the nursing gaze; as recognising and practising one’s professional responsibility to effectively assess and interpret human functioning to perceive health or illness states, in order to know how best to intervene in the physical, social and cultural aspects of health and illness (Lawler, 2003). The mode of subjection to intellectual work involves creating the conditions for a ‘widening of the self’ through strategies of problematisation and critique of the discursive knowledge that one is called to take up and practice as one’s own (Butler, 2002). The nurse family members in this research practised intellectual work, which was evident in their positioning as a knowledgeable and expert presence within their families.

Effective clinical vision is developed through self-forming activities that develop expert ways of knowing and practising as a nurse through reading and reflection on clinical
cases and the scientific, social and cultural discourses that inform nursing. Reflexivity is an essential element of the self-forming activities for intellectual work that enables a critical relation to the self in the constant ‘remaking’ (Foucault, 1994) or reassessment of one’s orientation to discursive knowledge in terms of its efficacy for guiding practice in a given clinical situation. The ‘remaking’ of the relation to the self is practised within a pedagogical relationship, ‘in community’ with the self and others, where nursing knowledge and practice are made available for appraisal and reconsideration in accounting for one’s actions (Butler, 2005). The normative framework for caring discourse calls the nurse to account for the quality and soundness of the intellectual work that informs nursing knowledge and its practice within specific client and family contexts. While the nursing gaze situates the moral end of intellectual work in caring discourse, personified as the careful nurse who watches over the sick and protects and nurtures those in need of care (Nightingale, 1859/1970), each nurse practises their own critical relation to it.

As previously stated, the nursing gaze locates the nurse’s clinical vision and its inherent discursive practices within a specific kind of relation to the self and other (Foucault, 2003b). In constructing one’s identity as a subject of professional discourse, the nurse is constituted as a knowledge worker; the kind of specific intellectual that Foucault (2003d) refers to, whose practice is located within the relations of power that construct and disseminate knowledge about others. As specific intellectuals, nurses have a normative relation to the principle of social justice that creates ethical responsibilities in mediating and channelling the effects of power in constituting others as subjects of discourse. The ethical substance of this responsibility involves maintaining a self-consciousness (Blacker, 1988) about how the effects of the theory one puts into practice as a nurse might impact on the lives of others towards whom nursing work is directed. By this I mean that nurses should not define the relations of truth for clients and families but work with them to imagine how they might learn to live well within the context of their lives and the resources and capacities they possess.
Theory ought to be constructed and practised with those who are engaged in struggles with factors that limit their capacity to negotiate their lives to make explicit the sites where power is exercised to construct such limits (Simon, 1995). Blacker (1998) sees the mode of subjection for the specific intellectual as harmonisation, bringing one’s actions into harmony with an area of professional influence through careful practices that make the self’s relation to truth explicit. The power of nursing, as a community of specific intellectuals, lies in this ability to work with others to illuminate subjugated knowledge as alternative possibilities for new subjectivities that are inclusive of their concerns and interests. Nurses, individually and collectively have the power to transform themselves and their sites of practice in health care through a political will to action that practises power as the intellectual work of critique and problematisation.

**Political work**

Political work has the value of social justice as it moral end, which calls the subject to engage in a struggle for rights through resistance, contestation and negotiation of the normative limits that would otherwise marginalise and disenfranchise them (Cooper & Blair, 2002; O’Farrell, 2005; Yeatman, 1994). The exercise of agency and freedom relies on the creative interpretation and application of the normative frameworks that define the limits of discursive knowledge. Although the subject is not autonomous in that one can never be situated outside discourse, the ability to contest received discursive positions remains as the ability to think outside the social conditions that work to shape subjectivity (Bevir, 1999). The responsibility to shape the self within these social conditions, and all of the other forces that work to shape subjectivity, constructs the ethical imperative of care of the self and others as political action (Hofmeyr, 2006b), or as Foucault (1984d) described it, the practice of politics as ethics.

The nurse family members in this research established a mode of subjection to political work in struggling to create the conditions to care for their dying relatives at home as a response that was chosen as the mode of subjection to honour family obligations and commitments. While they were shaped by a call to care that positioned them as bearers of specific responsibilities within family discourse, these nurse family members show
how it is possible to use discursive resources to sculpt the self as a subject who is capable of practising with professional authority. Self-forming activities for nurse family members in this ethic of political work take the form of negotiating the professional authority to care for their own family member with other health professionals and their own families. The negotiation of professional authority to care involved both extending the limits of care that is usually delegated to family members by health professionals in palliative care, and setting limits on their degree of participation in care of their relative in order to sustain the self.

Power constructs a politics of the self that is visible in how nurses strive to alter the factors that condition their ability to practise in order to achieve better outcomes for those who are the recipients of their care. The self-forming activities for political work, like intellectual work, involve making statements that illuminate the struggle around a particular source of power, but mode of subjection for political work is concerned with the struggle for freedom for the self and others (Cooper & Blair, 2002). Consequently, self-forming activities are concerned with calling attention to how certain truth claims constrain potential action, by speaking out about them. Political work resists the authority of others by exposing and the limits that are expressed in statements about how one ought to act, setting the scene for a new struggle that refutes or renegotiates these limits. As such, political work is an important element of nursing practice. The negotiation of power is an integral part of the therapeutic relationship, which is “always a power relationship” (Silverman & Bloor, 1990, p. 5). However, the analysis in this research illustrates how it is possible to conduct oneself with others in ways that thoughtfully, if not always successfully, consider the choices that are available to shape the self as an ethical subject and create the conditions to enhance the other’s ability to care for the self. In this sense nurses become an instrument of power, negotiating the order of discourse and mediating its effects in conditioning relationships and actions.

Political work is concerned with sharing power ‘in community’, mindful of the effect of one’s actions on others. It has, as its moral end, the aim of freeing people and their
families to live well in situations of health and illness through pedagogical relationships that build capacity and choice with them. While Foucault (1984c) conceptualised the exercise of freedom as an individual undertaking, there is also the possibility of thinking about political work as collective action for ‘care of ourselves’ as a profession. Mindful of Foucault’s warning that philosophy and politics should not be collapsed into the same conceptual space, collective action can be thought of as compilations of individual activities. Subjectivity positions the self as a node in networks of power and knowledge, which are broader than the self and external to it, so as Hofmeyr (2006b) suggests, the subject is enmeshed in conditions that create the self through relationships with others. As well, because one’s actions have an effect on the actions of others, individual efforts have effects beyond the location in which it they are practised. Individuals participate in collective action as situated inquirers who involve themselves in multiple and diverse communities of interest (Healy, 2001). Following Healy’s argument, nurses are individuals who engage in dialogue with other’s points of view as we contest and negotiate our own understandings and those of others. Political work as collective action might be conceptualised as a coalition of individuals that supports contestation and critique among its members, with a view to creating transformations in thinking that remain provisional and available for modification.

Relational work
Nursing is a relational practice that is lived out in the encounters between nurses and those they care for. Relational work is concerned with harmonising the self in relation to others in order to achieve intimacy and connection with them. It has as its moral end an ethics that is expressed as concern with the effects of one’s behaviour for the self and others (Cooper & Blair, 2002). This research shows how the participants engaged in relational work within a mode of subjection that engaged them in a struggle to meet the commitments and responsibilities of the call to care created as a moral obligation to care for another. This mode of subjection was expressed as the vision for the kind of care they wanted their relative to have in palliative care and working on themselves to establish effective relationships that would enable this outcome. Self-forming activities required the participants to negotiate boundaries between the self and others, in both
professional and family roles, in order to exercise the authority and capacity to care as the nurse family member. The analysis of their stories shows how nurses retain the capacity to transform their own subjectivity and practice an ethical sensibility in self-governance that discriminates between alternative modes of subjection to the normative frames that establish relations of truth within professional discourse.

Practising as a health professional involves taking up a mode of subjection to professional discourse in order to govern one’s relation to the self and mediate the effects of one’s actions on others. The social, cultural and professional boundaries between the self and others are points of sensitivity (Nedelsky, 1991) that are made visible when the limits of them are transgressed (Butler, 2005). It is precisely at these points of sensitivity that nurses should become curious about the effects of their actions on others and critique their own relation to normative frameworks. While establishing limits to contain the self are an important protective strategy for nurses and their clients, boundary work in nursing should be conceptualised as a space that is negotiated between the self and other in the context of practice. The normative framework for professional discourse constructs boundaries between self and others as a space for self-work where health professionals ought to take up the values of the profession as their own. However when emphasis is placed on boundaries as discursive constructs that create specific definitions about how people ought to act in relation to others (Lamont & Molnar, 2002), normalisation acts as an external force that regulates the self’s relation to the self. An important aspect of self-governance as a nurse is this ability to exercise one’s judgement in choosing an ethical relation to the self. The ethics oriented morality that Foucault developed as care of the self offers new possibilities to create the self as an ethical subject of professional discourse because it gives precedence to the subject’s freedom and responsibility to establish their own ethical relation to normative frameworks (Dalgliesh, 1998).

Reflexivity offers useful strategies for ethical self-governance, as the means to achieve greater awareness the self’s relation to normative frameworks, and the effects of one’s actions on others in positioning the self as a particular kind of subject. It provides
conceptual tools that enable a critical engagement and ethical concern with how we find ourselves situated in events and interpret the behaviour of other people and ourselves (Coles, 1992). Being able to recognise the effects of one’s actions on others creates the potential to think about how the normative framework for professional discourse sets limits that both inform and constrain us. Reflexivity involves a self conscious scrutiny of how the self engages with others (Chiseri-Strater, 1996), in order to create a more astute sensitivity towards the effects of that engagement. The word ‘reflex’ means to bend something back, so reflexivity has to do with the idea of bending feelings and thoughts back on oneself, making the self and our actions the object of inquiry (Bonner, 2001). As Bonner suggests, creating the self as the reference point to critique the effects of one’s actions creates awareness about the relationships between what we know and how we know; where how we use knowledge can be understood as an effect of our past experiences and the frames of reference that we have used to interpret them.

In paying attention to the effects of the self in relation to others, critical self appraisal creates the freedom to transform ourselves into new kinds of discursive subjects through thinking and acting differently (Gardiner, 1996). Being able to listen to others and write reflexively about experiences provides the opportunity to think about how the history of our own engagement with others influences how we practice (Pillow, 2003). This cultivation of the self through reflexivity and self-care constitutes an ongoing struggle for nurses to constantly reposition the self within in the discursive arrangements of nursing practice. Self-mastery in relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) is concerned with establishing modes of subjection for relational work that test the limits of the self (Foucault, 1994), but at the same time contain and conserve the self. It enables nurses to practice in ways that take account of the ethical responsibilities that one has to the self and others and to enact the values they hold about themselves as ethical beings.

**Implications for nursing**

Developing a deeper awareness of the complexity of the relation to the self and others for nurses involved in the care of their own relatives has been the central focus of inquiry for this research. The findings show how nurses are called to care to practice
nursing for one’s own family with the kind of sensitivity that has as its moral end the thoughtful care and comfort of another human being (Hultgren, 1994). Nursing is practised, and the identity of the nurse is created, through relational work that is undertaken on the self in relation to the self and others, that entails specific modes of ethical engagement. These modes of ethical engagement create specific commitments and responsibilities that inform how nurses practice and live within their families and communities. Nurses are called to care because they are present within their families with knowledge and expertise that has the potential to make a difference to how a dying relative experiences palliative care.

In finding the self positioned as nurse family members, nurses need to thoughtfully choose how they situate themselves within their families and participate in the care of a relative. Foucault (1984c) values the role of the mentor as the person who can give honest feedback to the person who strives to create an ethical relation to the self. This is an important idea that both individual nurses, and the profession as a collective, ought to consider as a potential strategy to support nurse family members while they are engaged in the care of a relative and following their return to work. While nurse friends were a constant presence with the participants in this research, and helped to sustain the nurse family member in challenging situations, a formal relationship with a critical nurse friend provides a different kind of wisdom and support derived from experiencing a similar event. The profession might consider how such a strategy could be implemented through national and regional nursing networks.

Trust and a sense of confidence in the other’s practice are important elements of the relationality (Emirbayer, 1997) that is necessary for nurses to assist one another to care for the self and others in creative and reflexive ways. Professional boundaries are an expression of this relationality, and provide the means through which relationships between nurses and their clients and colleagues are governed. Palliative care nurses are strategically positioned to assist nurse family members in living well within the complex role they take up within their families. A critical appreciation of the power relations that may exist in these relationships is important as the nurse family member endeavours to
meet their own obligations and manage their own concerns. The most effective relationships identified by the participants in this research were characterised by the palliative care nurse’s ability to practice in ways that were attuned to the family’s needs and concerns. These nurses understood the demands that family caregiving make on its members, and the nurse family member in particular. This relational work should also involve negotiation of the form and limits of professional authority for nursing care and providing a safety net for nurse family members as practitioners who are working in a marginal space. Nurse family members should also be aware of the extent of their professional and regulatory responsibilities for practice that is undertaken outside their role in paid employment.

Negotiating boundaries between family and work roles is a constant challenge for nurses who have family responsibilities outside their work roles (Ward-Griffin, 2004). Nurses ought to be able to negotiate periods of absence from their work roles in paid employment, supported by employers who recognise that caring for one’s own dying relative is an important commitment for them. However, there is currently no statutory requirement for paid family leave in New Zealand, apart from parental leave following the birth or adoption of a child. According to the Department of Labour (n.d.), paid sick leave, accumulated at the rate of five days per year, may be taken to care for a dependant relative, where a medical certificate attesting to the illness of this relative is supplied. As well, each employee has a minimum of four weeks annual leave per year. Unpaid leave, and changes to hours or days of employment is negotiated at the discretion of the employer. While nursing workforce shortages make demands on all staff, creating space for nurse family members to take leave may be an important factor in retaining them in the workforce. Creating the conditions for nurse family members to set their own priorities for care of the self may be an important factor in retaining them in the workforce. Nursing workforce statistics (New Zealand Health Information Service, 2004) show that most nurses who are currently practising in New Zealand are aged over forty and work full time and this age group encompasses women who are likely to be caring for dependent children and aging parents. While the population
sample in this research is too small to draw conclusions about the reasons why nurses leave the nursing workforce, the fact that three of the six participants in this research are no longer practising as nurses is a point of interest. And this is a point of interest that nursing ought to be concerned with in mediating the factors that influence its members to withdraw from practising and work collectively to care for its own.

Nurse family members return to work as people who have been transformed by their experience. Professional support, particularly when they are involved in the care of clients in similar situations, may help nurse family members to care for the transformed self in their professional role and avoid being called back into their own experience in ways that are beyond their capacity to manage. Given that nursing subjectivities are constructed in relation to people and families in need of nursing care, nurses need conceptual tools and mentorship that enable them to develop a critical relation to the normative frameworks that guide relational work (Cooper & Blair, 2002) in practice relationships. Care of the self is not sufficiently addressed as an aesthetic of care of the self in the documents that define and regulate nursing, including the Competencies for RN Scope of Practice (Nursing Council of New Zealand, 2007), the Code of Conduct for Nurses and Midwives (2001) and the NZNO (2001) Code of ethics. Boundaries are relational constructs (Nedelsky, 1991) that indicate points of sensitivity and vulnerability for the self and others in professional relationships. The ability to successfully negotiate a relation to the self in choosing between the various subject positions that are available is an important aspect of ethical self governance in professional discourse. Boundaries establish dividing practices within the normative framework for professionalism that classifies and demarcates what is held to be professional behaviour from that which is not. Nurses are required to undertake self-work that is necessary to form their own relation to this normative framework within the context of their own practice and the specific relationships that they encounter.

Professionalism should be understood as the process of learning that the practitioner engages in throughout their professional life as part of a wider professional community. Conceptualising the normative framework for professional practice as a starting point
for the ethical relation the nurse ought to have with the self, where professional conduct is understood as the outcome of reflexive work that is undertaken on the self would better serve this aim. Nursing education could also consider how to teach ethics in nursing as providing the conceptual resources for a process of developing the professional self as care of the self and others. Developing the professional self through the relation one has with the self as a health practitioner, within a supportive and educative process that connects them to the collective wisdom of other nurses, might enable nursing students to negotiate their place in the professional world. Nursing students need to learn how to create an ethical relation to the self that will be constantly revised through their professional life according to their engagement in and learning from practice experience. The value of reflexivity and writing as transformative practices (Foucault, 1984c) that create the conditions for curiosity and critique should not be underestimated as tools for the development of the professional self.

Finally, health policy that identifies home care as a community model of palliative care, locates the responsibility for supporting people in need of palliative care within their own families, with family members as active participants in that care. Primary Health Care services are situated as an adjunct to this vision of care in partnership with the family (Minister of Health, 2000). While this idea of care for the community by the community locates palliative care within an ethics of choice, and creates the potential for innovative ways of working with families, it relies on the availability of at least one family member to act as a caregiver. The Ministry of Women’s Affairs (2001) expressed the need for an analysis of the assumptions that health policy makes about the capacities and resources that families have to participate in such a model of care. In particular, the Ministry identified the need for a gender analysis of health policy that normalises women’s roles as caregivers for other family members, albeit within an emancipatory discourse of choice. Nurses should be mindful of their power to influence the development of health policy as a profession that is intimately connected with families and concerned with their health and wellbeing as its moral end. The discussion in this section has offered analysis of the implications of the findings of this research for
nursing as a community of professional practitioners who are engaged with people and their families, often in situations of vulnerability. The following section explores the limitations of the research as points of departure that present possibilities for further research.

**Limitations of the research as points of departure**

Limits are starting points, points of departure that illuminate new possibilities to explore issues that are of concern to nursing (Ceci, 2000). This research presents an analysis of the choices made by nurse family members in being called to care as something that nursing ought to be concerned with. It illuminates the limits and possibilities for action that became apparent through their subjection to the multiple and competing discourses of caring, professionalism and family, and examines the implications of the self-work they undertake for their relationship with the self and others. Some of the choices I have made in emphasising aspects of the participants’ experiences and interpreting them within particular ethical and theoretical frames have had the effect of making certain knowledge visible while other aspects of their experience may remain unobserved in the analysis. As such, in presenting an analysis of participants’ experiences that occurred within specific locations and contexts, it constitutes knowledge about nurse family members that is situated and partial; its legitimacy always derived from its context and methods of production. Further exploration of how nurses and nursing students form an ethical relation to the self, and develop ethical judgement about how to proceed in clinical practice, would be valuable in further developing the findings of this research.

The theoretical conduct of the research has been guided by conceptual tools that Michel Foucault (1926-1984) developed in his later writing and interviews. As a critical history of thought, Foucault’s philosophy draws attention to the relation one ought to have with the self in attempting to live an ethical life. Secondary sources, as interpretations of aspects of Foucault’s thinking, have also been used to inform the conceptual framework that has guided the research process. My interpretation of these theoretical sources as a methodology for the research is somewhat experimental, given that this later aspect of Foucault’s work remains marginal in nursing discourse. In that sense, this research
constitutes a point of departure on a journey to find new epistemologies to inform different kinds of knowledge. Foucault (1984/1994) valued curiosity as the ability to question what appears self-evident in the world and believed creativity was derived through the capacity to free oneself from truths that dominate one’s thinking and choices about how to conduct oneself in the world (Foucault, 1984a). Using Foucault’s methods has enabled me to be concerned with the relations of truth and power that construct nursing subjectivities, and to practise his concepts of curiosity and critique as intellectual work in the development of new knowledge for nursing about these subjectivities. Further research might help to refine the use of these concepts to develop new research methodologies for nursing. Judgement about the validity of my interpretations of Foucault’s methods and the extent to which the findings of this research create relevant practice knowledge for nursing must remain with the reader.

As stated earlier, this research is a situated and partial interpretation of aspects of the nurse family members’ subjectivities. Further elements of the situatedness of this research include the small number of participants who volunteered for the research, who each had their own story to tell for their own reasons. I found them to be deeply reflective women who were aware of their own capacities to act ethically in the interest of their dying relative. They self-selected into the research in order to inform other nurses about both the challenges and compensations of their experiences. The fact that only women were participants of this research excludes the perspective of men as nurse family members whose experience will be informed by different discourses that create specific kinds of gendered subjectivity. The cultural implications of caring for one’s own relative as a nurse have only considered Pakeha perspectives, which is only one cultural aspect in a nursing workforce that has multiple other perspectives. In particular, the research does not encompass the experiences of Maori nurses who may be uniquely situated within their 4whanau or family’s need for care when their relatives become ill, given that social normativity is informed by cultural values about obligation and reciprocity (Butler, 2005; Chattoo & Ahmad, 2008). The findings of this research may

4 Whanau is a Maori word that is usually translated as meaning extended family
not be consistent with the values and beliefs of other cultures. However further research that considers broader cultural perspectives in New Zealand/Aotearoa may be useful in showing how culture influences the relation to the self and others as a nurse.

**Concluding statement**

The central focus of inquiry for this research has been concerned with creating awareness of how nursing subjectivities are formed as a relation to the self in discourse. The contribution that this research makes to the body of knowledge for nursing is to illuminate the complexity and challenges of living well within one’s own family and community as a nurse who strives to maintain an ethical relation to the self and others. The theoretical framework and methodological approach to the research interprets Foucault’s critical history of thought as an ethical project for nursing. This ethical project is concerned with the forms and limits of knowledge that is available to nurses and to consider how they come to form a specific kind of relation to the knowledge that guides their practice. It is also concerned with how nurses put knowledge into practice in making assumptions about what they can do and what they can be as nurses. While these questions are destabilising in that they take away our certainty in knowing how to proceed when we meet the limits of our knowledge, they expose how power constrains our thinking and, with that understanding, free us to create the conditions to practice differently.
Appendix 1: Participant Information Sheet

Title of research study: Negotiating boundaries: The Registered Nurse caring for her own family member in palliative care.

Researcher: Patricia McClunie-Trust

Invitation

Thank you for responding to my advertisement for this research study. I am a doctoral student in the Graduate School of Nursing and Midwifery at Victoria University of Wellington. The report for this research will be published as a doctoral thesis.

What is the purpose of this research?

This research will explore the stories of women registered nurses who have cared for their own family member who is receiving palliative care for a cancer-related illness at home and/or in hospital. The stories told by participants will be analysed to show how these registered nurses gave meaning to particular situations and managed relationships with the ill person, family members and other health professionals involved in palliative care.

It will examine how registered nurses caring for their own family member in palliative care, managed the connections and boundaries between family caregiving and their professional practice. This research will create knowledge about the complexities and challenges of caregiving with a family member.

How are people chosen to be part of the study?

Participants in this research will be women who are registered as nurses in New Zealand, who have been involved in caring for a person, who is defined by them as a family member, and with whom they were involved in a relationship as a family caregiver, where this person required palliative care at home and/or in hospital in New Zealand. Participants will preferably be recruited from the central North Island area.
What happens in the study?

The researcher will conduct interviews where the research participants will be invited to tell their story about caring for their own family member in palliative care. Each participant will be interviewed for approximately one hour, up to five times in the course of the research over a period of approximately 12 weeks. The interviews with participants will be audio-taped, transcribed and returned to the participants before each subsequent interview to allow participants to check the accuracy of data and to give their consent to the use of it. Participants will be interviewed in a location and at a time of their choice. Interviews will be spaced at a minimum of two weeks apart to enable transcription of audio-tapes and receipt of the transcript from the researcher.

What are the benefits of participating in the study?

The information collected from the interviews with the research participants will create knowledge about an under researched aspect of nurses’ lives by exploring the connections between professional nursing work and the caregiving in palliative care that has been undertaken by the research participants within their families. It will explore an issue that has implications for the professional and private lives of registered nurses, relating to their professional practice, and employment as nurses.

Are there any risks to participating in the study?

Participation in this research will involve registered nurses sharing experiences that are likely to have been significant life events. As a registered nurse you will have substantial knowledge of emotional self-care however you may find that discussing events surrounding the illness and death of a family member evokes feelings of discomfort.

The researcher will minimise this potential discomfort by:

- suggesting that you discuss your involvement in the research with your family to assess any possible implications for them or your relationships with them.
- suggesting that you seek the support of a critical friend, support person or chaplain to discuss any feelings that arise as memories are surfaced.
- contacting you one week after each interview to discuss your reflections on the previous week’s interview.
○ supporting you in gaining access to a counsellor in your area, if this support is requested by you.

You will have the right to withdraw yourself and your data from this study at any time, without being disadvantaged in any way, up to the completion of the data analysis phase of the research process. If you do withdraw from the study, all your personal information will be destroyed or returned to you.

**How will my privacy be protected?**

All names and places will be removed from the transcribed data to make sure that your privacy is maintained. Participants will be asked to choose a fictitious name (pseudonym) that will be used in the research transcripts, notes or reports. Your interview tape will be erased or returned to you (at your request) at the completion of the research. Any printed research material or notes will be stored in a locked cabinet and destroyed after a period of 10 years.

**What are the costs to me as a research participant?**

Your time would be the only cost to you. The research interviews will be conducted at a place and time that is convenient to you.

**Opportunity to receive feedback on the results of the research**

Copies of the interview transcripts will be returned to you and changes will be made to the content of them if this is requested by you. You may also request a copy of the doctoral thesis.

**Publication of research findings**

The findings of this research will be written up as a doctoral thesis, which will be deposited in the library and the Graduate School of Nursing and Midwifery at the Victoria University of Wellington. The research will be published in nursing journals and presented at conferences. It will also inform the researcher’s teaching in undergraduate and postgraduate clinical nursing programmes.
Participant concerns

If you have any concerns about this research, please contact the research supervisors

Dr Christine Alavi
Graduate School of Nursing and Midwifery
Victoria University of Wellington
PO Box 600
Wellington
Phone 04 463 5363
Email: Christine.Alavi@vuw.ac.nz

Dr Pamela Wood
Graduate School of Nursing and Midwifery
Victoria University of Wellington
PO Box 600
Wellington
Phone 04 463 5363
Email: Pamela.Wood@vuw.ac.nz

How do I join the study as a research participant?

If after having read this sheet and carefully considered the potential implications of being involved with it, and if you think you would like to participate, please contact me on 021 267 8967 or email me with a contact phone number at Patricia.McClunie-Trust@wintec.ac.nz

This research was approved by the Victoria University of Wellington Human Ethics Committee on 2nd August 2005, Ethics Application No. 77/2005
**Appendix 2: Participant Consent Form**

**Title of research study:** Negotiating boundaries: The Registered Nurse caring for her own family member in palliative care.

**Researcher:** Patricia McClunie-Trust

---

**Tick box to indicate consent**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consent Item</th>
<th>□</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I have read and understood the information provided about this research study.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have them answered.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understand that the research interviews will be audio-taped and transcribed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understand that I may withdraw myself and/or any information that I have provided for this research study at any time prior to the completion of data collection without being disadvantaged in any way. If I withdraw from the research, I understand that all information I have contributed on the tapes and printed transcripts, or parts of this information will be removed and returned to me on my request.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am aware that ethical approval for this research has been gained from (name of Human Ethics Committee) and that research supervision will be given by the Graduate School of Nursing and Midwifery at Victoria University of Wellington.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I give my consent to participate in this research study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to receive a copy of the final research report on completion of the study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participant signature: _______________________________  Date: __________

Participant’s name:

Researcher: Patricia McClunie-Trust, Student, Graduate School of Nursing and Midwifery, PO Box 600, Wellington. Email: nupam@wintec.ac.nz

This research was approved by the Victoria University of Wellington Human Ethics Committee on 2nd August 2005, Ethics Application No. 77/2005
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